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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is the development and benchmarking of computational meth-
ods for the analysis of high-throughput data from tiling arrays and next-generation
sequencing. Tiling arrays have been a mainstay of genome-wide transcriptomics,
e.g., in the identification of functional elements in the human genome. Due to lim-
itations of existing methods for the data analysis of this data, a novel statistical
approach is presented that identifies expressed segments as significant differences
from the background distribution and thus avoids dataset-specific parameters. This
method detects differentially expressed segments in biological data with significantly
lower false discovery rates and equivalent sensitivities compared to commonly used
methods. In addition, it is also clearly superior in the recovery of exon-intron struc-
tures. Moreover, the search for local accumulations of expressed segments in tiling
array data has led to the identification of very large expressed regions that may
constitute a new class of macroRNAs.
This thesis proceeds with next-generation sequencing for which various protocols
have been devised to study genomic, transcriptomic, and epigenomic features. One
of the first crucial steps in most NGS data analyses is the mapping of sequenc-
ing reads to a reference genome. This work introduces algorithmic methods to
solve the mapping tasks for three major NGS protocols: DNA-seq, RNA-seq, and
MethylC-seq. All methods have been thoroughly benchmarked and integrated into
the segemehl mapping suite.
First, mapping of DNA-seq data is facilitated by the core mapping algorithm of
segemehl. Since the initial publication, it has been continuously updated and ex-
panded. Here, extensive and reproducible benchmarks are presented that compare
segemehl to state-of-the-art read aligners on various data sets. The results indicate
that it is not only more sensitive in finding the optimal alignment with respect to
the unit edit distance but also very specific compared to most commonly used alter-
native read mappers. These advantages are observable for both real and simulated
v
reads, are largely independent of the read length and sequencing technology, but
come at the cost of higher running time and memory consumption.
Second, the split-read extension of segemehl, presented by Hoffmann, enables the
mapping of RNA-seq data, a computationally more difficult form of the mapping
task due to the occurrence of splicing. Here, the novel tool lack is presented, which
aims to recover missed RNA-seq read alignments using de novo splice junction
information. It performs very well in benchmarks and may thus be a beneficial
extension to RNA-seq analysis pipelines.
Third, a novel method is introduced that facilitates the mapping of bisulfite-
treated sequencing data. This protocol is considered the gold standard in genome-
wide studies of DNA methylation, one of the major epigenetic modifications in
animals and plants. The treatment of DNA with sodium bisulfite selectively con-
verts unmethylated cytosines to uracils, while methylated ones remain unchanged.
The bisulfite extension developed here performs seed searches on a collapsed al-
phabet followed by bisulfite-sensitive dynamic programming alignments. Thus, it
is insensitive to bisulfite-related mismatches and does not rely on post-processing,
in contrast to other methods. In comparison to state-of-the-art tools, this method
achieves significantly higher sensitivities and performs time-competitive in mapping
millions of sequencing reads to vertebrate genomes. Remarkably, the increase in
sensitivity does not come at the cost of decreased specificity and thus may finally
result in a better performance in calling the methylation rate.
Lastly, the potential of mapping strategies for de novo genome assemblies is
demonstrated with the introduction of a new guided assembly procedure. It in-
corporates mapping as major component and uses the additional information (e.g.,
annotation) as guide. With this method, the complete mitochondrial genome of
Eulimnogammarus verrucosus has been successfully assembled even though the se-
quencing library has been heavily dominated by nuclear DNA.
In summary, this thesis introduces algorithmic methods that significantly im-
prove the analysis of tiling array, DNA-seq, RNA-seq, and MethylC-seq data, and
proposes standards for benchmarking NGS read aligners. Moreover, it presents a
new guided assembly procedure that has been successfully applied in the de novo
assembly of a crustacean mitogenome.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Entwicklung und dem Benchmarken von Ver-
fahren zur Analyse von Daten aus Hochdurchsatz-Technologien, wie Tiling Arrays
oder Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierung. Tiling Arrays bildeten lange Zeit die Grundlage
fu¨r die genomweite Untersuchung des Transkriptoms und kamen beispielsweise bei
der Identifizierung funktioneller Elemente im menschlichen Genom zum Einsatz.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein neues statistisches Verfahren zur Auswertung von Tiling
Array-Daten vorgestellt. Darin werden Segmente als exprimiert klassifiziert, wenn
sich deren Signale signifikant von der Hintergrundverteilung unterscheiden. Da-
durch werden keine auf den Datensatz abgestimmten Parameterwerte beno¨tigt. Die
hier vorgestellte Methode erkennt differentiell exprimierte Segmente in biologischen
Daten bei gleicher Sensitivita¨t mit geringerer Falsch-Positiv-Rate im Vergleich zu
den derzeit hauptsa¨chlich eingesetzten Verfahren. Zudem ist die Methode bei der
Erkennung von Exon-Intron Grenzen pra¨ziser. Die Suche nach Anha¨ufungen expri-
mierter Segmente hat daru¨ber hinaus zur Entdeckung von sehr langen Regionen
gefu¨hrt, welche mo¨glicherweise eine neue Klasse von macroRNAs darstellen.
Nach dem Exkurs zu Tiling Arrays konzentriert sich diese Arbeit nun auf die
Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierung, fu¨r die bereits verschiedene Sequenzierungsprotokol-
le zur Untersuchungen des Genoms, Transkriptoms und Epigenoms etabliert sind.
Einer der ersten und entscheidenden Schritte in der Analyse von Sequenzierungsda-
ten stellt in den meisten Fa¨llen das Mappen dar, bei dem kurze Sequenzen (Reads)
auf ein großes Referenzgenom aligniert werden. Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt algo-
rithmische Methoden vor, welche das Mapping-Problem fu¨r drei wichtige Sequen-
zierungsprotokolle (DNA-Seq, RNA-Seq und MethylC-Seq) lo¨sen. Alle Methoden
wurden ausfu¨hrlichen Benchmarks unterzogen und sind in der segemehl-Suite in-
tegriert.
Als Erstes wird hier der Kern-Algorithmus von segemehl vorgestellt, welcher das
Mappen von DNA-Sequenzierungsdaten ermo¨glicht. Seit der ersten Vero¨ffentlichung
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wurde dieser kontinuierlich optimiert und erweitert. In dieser Arbeit werden um-
fangreiche und auf Reproduzierbarkeit bedachte Benchmarks pra¨sentiert, in denen
segemehl auf zahlreichen Datensa¨tzen mit bekannten Mapping-Programmen vergli-
chen wird. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass segemehl nicht nur sensitiver im Auffinden
von optimalen Alignments bezu¨glich der Editierdistanz sondern auch sehr spezifisch
im Vergleich zu anderen Methoden ist. Diese Vorteile sind in realen und simulier-
ten Daten unabha¨ngig von der Sequenzierungstechnologie oder der La¨nge der Reads
erkennbar, gehen aber zu Lasten einer la¨ngeren Laufzeit und eines ho¨heren Spei-
cherverbrauchs.
Als Zweites wird das Mappen von RNA-Sequenzierungsdaten untersucht, welches
bereits von der Split-Read-Erweiterung von segemehl unterstu¨tzt wird. Aufgrund
von Spleißen ist diese Form des Mapping-Problems rechnerisch aufwendiger. In die-
ser Arbeit wird das neue Programm lack vorgestellt, welches darauf abzielt, fehlen-
de Read-Alignments mit Hilfe von de novo Spleiß-Information zu finden. Es erzielt
hervorragende Ergebnisse und stellt somit eine sinnvolle Erga¨nzung zu Analyse-
Pipelines fu¨r RNA-Sequenzierungsdaten dar.
Als Drittes wird eine neue Methode zum Mappen von Bisulfit-behandelte Sequen-
zierungsdaten vorgestellt. Dieses Protokoll gilt als Goldstandard in der genomweiten
Untersuchung der DNA-Methylierung, einer der wichtigsten epigenetischen Modi-
fikationen in Tieren und Pflanzen. Dabei wird die DNA vor der Sequenzierung mit
Natriumbisulfit behandelt, welches selektiv nicht methylierte Cytosine zu Uraci-
len konvertiert, wa¨hrend Methylcytosine davon unberu¨hrt bleiben. Die hier vorge-
stellte Bisulfit-Erweiterung fu¨hrt die Seed-Suche auf einem reduziertem Alphabet
durch und verifiziert die erhaltenen Treffer mit einem auf dynamischer Programmie-
rung basierenden Bisulfit-sensitiven Alignment-Algorithmus. Das verwendete Ver-
fahren ist somit unempfindlich gegenu¨ber Bisulfit-Konvertierungen und erfordert
im Gegensatz zu anderen Verfahren keine weitere Nachverarbeitung. Im Vergleich
zu aktuell eingesetzten Programmen ist die Methode sensitiver und beno¨tigt eine
vergleichbare Laufzeit beim Mappen von Millionen von Reads auf große Genome.
Bemerkenswerterweise wird die erho¨hte Sensitivita¨t bei gleichbleibend guter Spezi-
fizita¨t erreicht. Dadurch ko¨nnte diese Methode somit auch bessere Ergebnisse bei
der pra¨zisen Bestimmung der Methylierungsraten erreichen.
Schließlich wird noch das Potential von Mapping-Strategien fu¨r Assemblierun-
gen mit der Einfu¨hrung eines neuen, “Kristallisation”-genanntes Verfahren zur un-
terstu¨tzten Assemblierung aufgezeigt. Es entha¨lt Mapping als Hauptbestandteil
und nutzt Zusatzinformation (z.B. Annotationen) als Unterstu¨tzung. Dieses Ver-
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fahren ermo¨glichte die erfolgreiche Assemblierung des kompletten mitochondrialen
Genoms von Eulimnogammarus verrucosus trotz einer vorwiegend aus nuklea¨rer
DNA bestehenden genomischen Bibliothek.
Zusammenfassend stellt diese Arbeit algorithmische Methoden vor, welche die
Analysen von Tiling Array, DNA-Seq, RNA-Seq und MethylC-Seq Daten signifi-
kant verbessern. Es werden zudem Standards fu¨r den Vergleich von Programmen
zum Mappen von Daten der Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierung vorgeschlagen. Daru¨ber
hinaus wird ein neues Verfahren zur unterstu¨tzten Genom-Assemblierung vorge-
stellt, welches erfolgreich bei der de novo-Assemblierung eines mitochondrialen
Krustentier-Genoms eingesetzt wurde.
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Introduction
1.1 About this work
The aim of this thesis is the development and benchmarking of computational meth-
ods for the analysis of high-throughput data. In 1994, the first high-throughput
technologies were introduced to the market. These array-based techniques enabled
the inspection of the transcriptional activity of hundreds of genes simultaneously,
instead of manual quantifications of target genes using labor-intensive molecular
biological techniques such as Northern blot or RT-qPCR. Microarrays were in-
tensely applied in biological research, for example in the ENCyclopedia Of DNA
Elements (ENCODE) project of the human genome. They can be used to analyze
gene expression and identify transcription-factor binding sites and histone modifi-
cations. Microarrays were also applied in biomedical research to screen for known
disease-causing genetic mutations in a high-throughput manner. The dependence
of array-based approaches on known sequence data required sequencing as initial
step. In 1990 (well before ENCODE), the Human Genome Project (HGP) was
initiated to obtain the complete sequence of the human genome. Due to the low
throughput of traditional Sanger sequencing, this project required the work of over
1,000 researchers from 40 countries for a period of 13 years with a total estimated
cost of $ 2.7 billion. Hence, one base of the human genome costed almost $ 1.
The most recent development, next-generation sequencing (NGS), was introduced
in 2005 and only requires a few weeks and a tiny fraction of these costs for the
same task. NGS was thus awarded Nature’s Method of the year 2007. Recently,
Illumina, the market leader of NGS technology, announced its newest sequencing
machine HiSeq X Ten that can deliver a full-coverage human genome for less than
$ 1,000. Therefore, NGS allows affordable whole genome sequencing, which will
dramatically advance individualized medicine (for both diagnostic and therapeu-
tic applications), biomedical research, as well as environmental biology. The deep
analysis of hundreds of gigabases of data, however, remains a computationally com-
plex and labor-intensive task, very appropriately phrased as “The $ 1,000 genome,
the $ 100,000 analysis?” by Elain Mardis. This thesis therefore concentrates on
high-throughput technologies (with a main focus on NGS) and presents methods
for efficient and high-quality data analyses.
This thesis is organized as follows. The remainder of this chapter briefly intro-
duces necessary biological background and presents two important technical con-
cepts, which play an important role throughout this work. Chapter 2 reviews the
predecessor technique of next-generation sequencing, tiling arrays, with the objec-
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tive of providing a complete view of the entire landscape of transcriptome technol-
ogy. The predominant error sources and biases of this technology as well as the
challenges in the data analysis are discussed in the course of the introduction, fol-
lowed by the presentation of a novel method for detecting (differential) expression
in tiling array data, mainly alongside the corresponding publication (Otto et al.,
2012a). In Chapter 3, the focus shifts towards next-generation sequencing (NGS).
Starting with a comparison to tiling arrays, a review of NGS including technologies,
applications, and data analyses is given. One of the fundamental computational
challenges, which forms the basis for downstream analyses of NGS data, constitutes
the task of mapping. An overview of state-of-the-art read aligners to solve this task
for different types of NGS data is given, followed by an introduction to the versatile
segemehl mapping suite. The methods and algorithms that were developed during
the course of this thesis are largely integrated into the segemehl mapping suite and
are described in this chapter as well.
Subsequent chapters focus on comparative performance evaluations of the dif-
ferent segemehl workflows. In Chapter 4, the comparison of read aligners in the
standard mapping task is presented. The benchmarks are carefully designed to
comprehensively assess the methods and reveal their strengths and weaknesses.
The chapter largely follows the original publication (Otto et al., 2014), which also
contains the results discussed in subsequent Chapter 5. Afterwards, lack, an inde-
pendent tool within the segemehl suite, is introduced that aims to recover otherwise
lost RNA-seq data. The performance of lack is evaluated on simulated and real
data. Chapter 6 elaborates on the workflow of mapping bisulfite-treated NGS data
with segemehl, which is implemented in the bisulfite extension and included in
another publication (Otto et al., 2012b). The performance of this extension was
thoroughly benchmarked against existing methods. Chapter 7 investigates the po-
tential of mapping strategies for other areas of application. Thereby, exploratory
methods are presented that facilitate guided assemblies using mapping as integral
component. The methods were applied in the initial characterization of the large
and repeat-rich genome of a Baikalian amphipod, Eulimnogammarus verrucosus,
which was also published recently (Rivarola-Duarte et al., 2014). Finally, the results
of this thesis are summarized and concluded in Chapter 8.
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Introduction
1.2 Biological background
1.2.1 DNA, RNA, and proteins
The biological information needed to construct and maintain each living cell is
encoded in the genome. In most genomes (except for some viruses), this information
is stored in DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), a linear polymer composed of nucleotides
as its monomeric units. Each nucleotide (nt) consists of three components: one of
four nitrogenous bases - adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), or thymine (T)
- as well as one phosphate group, and one sugar group, i.e., deoxyribose in DNA.
In RNA (ribonucleic acid), the sugar group is ribose instead of deoxyribose, and
thymine is replaced by uracil (U). Nucleotides are linked together by phosphodiester
bonds between their 5′- and 3′-carbons. The two ends of the polynucleotide are
chemically distinct, one with a triphosphate group attached to the 5′-carbon (5′-P
or 5′-end) and the other one with a hydroxyl group attached to the 3′-carbon (3′-
OH or 3′-end). Cells contain nucleotides with one, two, or three phosphate groups,
of which only nucleoside triphosphates (i.e., dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP) act
as substrates for DNA synthesis.
In the structure of DNA, two polynucleotide chains are twisted into a spiral,
known as the double-helix structure (Watson and Crick, 1953). Interactions be-
tween polynucleotide chains occur almost always via either guanine-cytosine or
adenine-thymine base pairs (bp), sometimes known as canonical or Watson-Crick
base pairs. The sequences of the two chains or strands are hence described as com-
plementary, since one can infer the sequence of one DNA strand by the sequence
of the other one. Generally, eukaryotic genomes are organized as chromatin, a
highly complex structure of DNA and proteins with several levels of organization
(Fig. 1.1a). At the simplest structural level is the double-helix structure of DNA,
which is complexed with histone proteins to build nucleosomes. In eukaryotes, each
nucleosome consists of an octamer of histone proteins with two copies of the his-
tone proteins H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. Together with the histone protein H1 and
other proteins, the nucleosome string is packed to a chromatin fiber and further
condensed to shape chromosomes.
A key function of the genome, i.e., to utilize the biological information stored
in it, is mediated its genes. Through a multi-step process called gene expression,
which requires complex and coordinated activities of enzymes and other proteins,
gene products can be generated from a regulated set of template DNA. Despite the
ongoing debate on a definition of a gene, genes can be thought of as the set of tem-
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Figure 1.1: (a) Eukaryotic genome organization. Genomic DNA is wrapped
around histone octamers, each consisting of two copies of the histone proteins H2A,
H2B, H3, and H4, to build nucleosomes. Together with the histone protein H1, the
nucleosome string is packed to chromatin fibers and further condensed to shape chro-
mosomes. Figure taken from Tonna et al. (2010). (b) Central dogma of molecular
biology. It describes the main flow of the genetic information. DNA is transcribed
into RNA molecules, which are translated into proteins.
plates necessary to synthesize these gene products at the appropriate time and place
(Anisimova, 2012). Alternatively, a gene can be defined as “the union of genomic
sequences encoding a coherent set of potentially overlapping functional products“
(Gerstein et al., 2007). Depending on the definition, genes may or may not include
regions responsible for controlling the timing, level, and structure of their products.
Following the central dogma of molecular biology (Fig. 1.1b), first stated by Francis
Crick in 1958 (Crick, 1958), in which the major flow of information is from DNA
to RNA and from RNA to protein, the main product was thought to be protein.
In contrast to this, the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project (EN-
CODE Project Consortium, 2007, 2012) has identified many gene products that
function at the level of RNA rather than protein. For this reason, genes are often
5
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categorized as either protein-coding or non-protein coding, depending on whether
their end products are proteins or RNA transcripts. During transcription, the first
step of gene expression, RNA molecules are synthesized by an RNA polymerase
enzyme using a region of genomic DNA sequence as template. The product of the
transcription, termed precursor RNA, is subsequently processed by a series of pro-
cessing events, e.g., end modifications and splicing. First, end modifications occur
during the synthesis of eukaryotic precursor RNA originating from protein-coding
genes, called messenger RNA (mRNA), most of which possess a single, modified
guanine nucleotide attached to the 5′-end and a poly(A) tail attached to the 3′-
end. Second, splicing is the process of removing segments (introns) from within a
precursor RNA and joining the remaining segments (exons). Many eukaryotic mR-
NAs, transfer RNAs (tRNAs), and ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) contain introns (most
frequently in higher vertebrates). Alternative splicing, first discovered by Breitbart
et al. (1987), is widely used to produce multiple proteins from a single gene, e.g.,
by also removing an exon during splicing. Using next-generation sequencing data,
it was shown that 92-94% of the human multi-exon genes are alternatively spliced
(Pan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008a). Even though some of these splice events
may be noise and hence non-functional (Melamud and Moult, 2009), it is clear that
alternative splicing contributes to the complexity of transcriptomes and proteomes
by a large extent (Hallegger et al., 2010), and misregulated alternative splicing can
lead to human disease (Faustino and Cooper, 2003). In addition to conventionally
spliced RNA, a number of differently processed RNAs have been discovered such
as strand-reversing RNAs that originate from both reading directions of a com-
pact locus (Dorn et al., 2001; McManus et al., 2010), permuted RNAs and circular
isoforms (Salzman et al., 2012; Jeck et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2013; Memczak
et al., 2013), and chimeric RNAs that are combined from components originating
from two or more different gene loci through mechanisms such as trans-splicing
(Frenkel-Morgenstern et al., 2012).
During the second stage of gene expression, processed mature mRNAs serve as
templates for the synthesis of proteins by ribosomes via a process called trans-
lation. In 2012, ENCODE revealed that only 1% of the human DNA is trans-
lated into proteins whereas a biochemical function was assigned to 80% of the
genome (ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012). The relevance of this RNA- and/or
chromatin-associated function is, however, the subject of an ongoing debate on the
term “function” (Kellis et al., 2014; P Brunet and Doolittle, 2014) and whether
the majority of it is “non-functional” noise (Pennisi, 2012; Doolittle, 2013), com-
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Figure 1.2: (a) Epigenetic modifications are either DNA methylations or histone
modifications where histone tails are modified by various chemical processes (e.g.,
methylation, acetylation, ubiquitination). (b) DNA methylation denotes the addi-
tion of a methyl group to the 5′ position of a cytosine base by a DNMT enzyme.
DNMT enzymes can either act de novo at previously unmethylated cytosines or
maintain DNA methylation by methylating cytosines at hemi-methylated CpG sites.
Figure taken from Day and Sweatt (2010).
monly rephrased as “junk DNA” (Ohno, 1972). For example, it may function as
evolutionary force (Bie´mont and Vieira, 2006).
1.2.2 DNA methylation
Following one common definition, epigenetics is the “study of mitotically and/or
meiotically heritable changes in gene function that cannot be explained by changes
in DNA sequence” (Russo et al., 1996). Alongside with histone modifications, DNA
methylation is one of the major epigenetic modifications (Fig. 1.2a) in eukaryotes
(Esteller, 2004) and even in bacteria (Casadesu´s and Low, 2006). DNA methylation
generally denotes the conversion of the DNA base cytosine to 5-methylcytosine by
adding a methyl group at position C5 (Fig. 1.2b). In mammals, the methylation
mark is mainly present at CpG dinucleotides, i.e. cytosine followed by guanine,
although non-CpG methylation was also observed in, for example, embryonic stem
cells (Ramsahoye et al., 2000; Lister et al., 2009) and neurons (Guo et al., 2014).
CpG islands, i.e. short interspersed CpG-enriched domains often associated with
gene promoters, are generally unmethylated. In contrast, hypermethylation in pro-
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moters of genes is associated with stable repression of gene activity (as in case of
X-chromosome inactivation) that can be maintained throughout cell divisions (We-
ber and Schu¨beler, 2007). It acts directly by inhibiting the binding of specific tran-
scription factors and indirectly by recruiting methyl-CpG binding proteins (MBDs)
and their associated repressive chromatin remodeling activities (Robertson, 2005).
Recently, however, the picture emerges that the function of DNA methylation ap-
pears to vary with the genomic context such as transcriptional start sites with or
without CpG islands, gene bodies, regulatory elements, and at repeat sequences
(Jones, 2012).
During mammalian development, methylation patterns are largely rearranged. In
very early stages, methylation marks are erased to allow flexible short-term regula-
tion by histone modifications, while wide-spread de novo methylation in later stages
enables long-term silencing of pluripotency-related or imprinted genes (Reik, 2007).
DNA methylation also ensures genomic integrity by inactivating and immobilizing
transposable elements and hence preventing chromosomal instability, translocation,
or gene disruption (Weber and Schu¨beler, 2007). In cancer cells, this stable land-
scape of DNA methylations is heavily distorted by wide-spread and massive hy-
pomethylation, e.g., in repetitive sequences, and by silencing of tumor-suppressor
genes via hypermethylation of their promoters (Esteller, 2007).
The machinery responsible for DNA methylation mainly consists of two compo-
nents: DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) to establish and maintain DNA methy-
lation marks (Fig. 1.2c) and methyl-CpG binding proteins (MBDs) to ‘read’ these
marks. In mammals, DNA methylation is established by DNA methyltransferase
3 (DNMT3) family and maintained by the DNA methyltransferase DNMT1 (Goll
and Bestor, 2005). After replication, DNMT1 restores hemi-methylated DNA to
the fully methylated state, e.g., symmetric methylation at CpGs (Law and Jacob-
sen, 2010). Apart from passive DNA demethylation (e.g. by blocking DNMT1),
several enzymes have been proposed to carry out active DNA demethylation and
there is growing evidence that, depending on the context, this process may be
achieved by multiple mechanisms (Wu and Zhang, 2010). One of these mechanisms
involves the ten-eleven translocation (TET) family of enzymes that can hydrox-
ylate 5-methylcytosine (5mC) to generate 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC). This
modification is present in mammalian genomes (Penn et al., 1972) but only in some
cell types at physiologically relevant levels, e.g., in embryonic stem cells (Tahiliani
et al., 2009) and Purkinje neurons (Kriaucionis and Heintz, 2009). The role of the
hydroxymethylation is not yet known but, apart from demethylation, it might be
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involved in alterations of the chromatin structure (Huang et al., 2010).
1.3 Technical background
1.3.1 Basic notation
Basic notation of sets and sequences are used in several parts of this thesis. There-
fore, they will be introduced in the following. First, sets and lists are finite collec-
tions of elements of the same type. The difference between sets and lists lies in the
properties ordering and uniqueness. Sets are unordered and do not contain repeated
elements whereas the opposites are true for lists. Second, sequences or strings are
concatenations of characters of an alphabet Σ where the alphabet is a finite, non-
empty set of different characters. The empty character and sequence is denoted
as ǫ and is of length 0 by definition. Then, the set of all sequences over Σ can be
defined recursively as Σ∗ =
⋃
i≥0Σ
i where Σ0 = ǫ and Σi+1 = {aw | a ∈ Σ, w ∈ Σi}.
Note that the definition of Σ∗ iterates over the sequence length as Σi comprises all
sequences over Σ of length i. In biology, examples of alphabets include the DNA,
RNA, and protein alphabet. The first one consists of four characters, one for each
of the DNA nucleotides adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T).
The length of a sequence s is denoted by |s| and the i-th character of the sequence
is given by si where i ∈ [1, |s|]. Analogously, the size (i.e., the number of elements)
of a set or list S is referred to as |S| and the i-th element of S is given by Si.
Using the sequence notation, the terms prefix, substring, and suffix can be formally
introduced. A sequence t with |t| ≤ |s| is a infix or substring of s iff ti = si+k holds
for all i ∈ [1, |t|] with 0 ≤ k ≤ |s| − |t|. As special cases, t is a prefix of s iff k = 0,
and t is also a suffix of s iff k = |s| − |t|. Note that s is a prefix, substring, and
suffix of itself.
1.3.2 Alignment algorithms
The most basic task in biological sequence analysis is to answer the question whether
two sequences are related. One way of achieving this is by aligning them to each
other. In general, finding the optimal sequence alignment given a scoring function
or distance metric is an optimization problem. Depending on the point of view,
the optimization either maximizes the similarity between two sequences using a
scoring function (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) or minimizes their difference using
a distance metric (Sellers, 1974). Both approaches are proven to be equivalent and
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return the same results (Smith et al., 1981). In this work, the sequence alignments
will be used in the context of approximate or inexact string search rather than in
its common phylogenetic context. In these cases, it is more natural to employ the
second interpretation of the problem. The pairwise sequence alignment establishes
a residue-to-residue correspondence between the sequences that is represented by
a series of edit operations. An edit operation is a character change, denoted by
a pair (a, b) with a, b ∈ Σ ∪ {ǫ} where ǫ is denoted as gap in this context and
(ǫ, ǫ) is explicitly prohibited. The edit operation (a, b) is called match if a = b,
insertion if a = ǫ, deletion if b = ǫ, and mismatch/substitution otherwise. The
most common distance metric is the Levenshtein distance, or unit edit distance,
between two sequences x and y. It is number of minimal edit operations necessary
to transform x into y. In this case, the costs of each edit operation δ(a, b) are
0 if a = b and 1 otherwise. However, it may also be desirable to give a higher
penalty to specific substitutions than to others. For example, some substitutions in
protein sequences occur more frequent than others. In these cases, the alignment
score is commonly maximized and substitution matrices such as BLOSUM or PAM
are employed that reflect empirical biological observations. Moreover, the linear
gap cost model of the unit edit distance may not be preferred since consecutive
gaps (insertion or deletion) are equally penalized. Instead, the affine gap cost
model assigns a higher cost to gap opening and a lower cost to each gap extension,
favoring successive rather than interspersed gaps. To find the Levenshtein distance
or the optimal sequence alignment between two sequences, different algorithmic
methods including dynamic programming (DP) and heuristics can be used. DP
algorithms are applicable to problems with optimal substructure. That is, they can
be optimally solved by breaking them down into smaller overlapping subproblems.
This is also called Bellman’s Principle of Optimality (Bellman, 1952). In contrast,
heuristics such as greedy algorithms do not guarantee to find the optimal solution
but solve the problem quicker than exact methods.
In general, there are three basic types of pairwise sequence alignment: global,
semi-global, and local. The global alignment assesses the overall similarity of two se-
quences and can be solved with the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm using a cost func-
tion and a linear gap cost model (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970). The Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm for the global alignment of two sequences x and y of length n
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and m, respectively, is given by the recursion
Fi,j = max


Fi−1,j−1 + δ(xi, yj) match or mismatch
Fi−1,j + δ(xi, ǫ) deletion
Fi,j−1 + δ(ǫ, yj) insertion
where Fi,j is the entry in the i-th row and j-th column in the DP matrix F and
δ(a, b) assigns the cost or the score to the corresponding edit operation. Typically,
costs are set such that δ(a, b) < 0 in case of mismatches and δ(a, ǫ) = δ(b, ǫ) < 0
in case of insertions or deletions (indels). The matrix F is initiated with F0,0 = 0,
Fi,0 =
∑i
k=1 δ(xk, ǫ) for i ∈ [1, n], and F0,j =
∑j
k=1 δ(ǫ, yk) for j ∈ [1,m]. All
other entries of the n + 1×m+ 1 matrix F can be calculated in O(n ·m) in time
and space. In global alignments, the optimal score is given in Fn,m. To obtain the
optimal alignment, a subsequent backtracing step from Fn,m to F0,0 is required,
which takes O(n+m) in time.
Instead of comparing two sequences globally, in some cases (e.g., if one sequence is
much shorter than the other one) it is more reasonable to calculate their semi-global
sequence alignment. This second alignment type allows for an arbitrary number of
either insertions or deletions at both ends and is therefore sometimes referred to as
end-gap free. The DP recursion is identical to the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
but it is initialized in a different manner, i.e., Fi,0 = 0 for i ∈ [0, n] and F0,j = 0 for
j ∈ [0,m]. Moreover, the optimal alignment score is given by the entry in the last
row or column of F with maximal value. Backtracing starts from this entry as well.
The last alignment type, called local, searches for local similarities between two
sequences x and y by looking for the best alignment between their subsequences.
The optimal local sequence alignment can be computed with the Smith-Waterman
algorithm (Smith and Waterman, 1981), which is closely related to the Needleman-
Wunsch-algorithm. The local alignment algorithm between two sequences x and y
is given by the recursion
Fi,j = max


0 new alignment
Fi−1,j−1 + δ(xi, yj) match or mismatch
Fi−1,j + δ(xi, ǫ) deletion
Fi,j−1 + δ(ǫ, yj) insertion
where the additional case denotes the start of a new alignment. The initialization of
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F is the same as for the semi-global algorithm, in which the first row and column is
filled with zeros. More formally, F is initialized by Fi,0 = 0 for i ∈ [0, n] and F0,j = 0
for j ∈ [0,m]. The backtracing procedure of the Smith-Waterman algorithm also
differs from the global alignment algorithm. It starts at the entry in F with maximal
score and proceeds until an alignment start, i.e., an entry with score 0, is reached.
Note that the worst-case time and space complexity of finding the optimal pairwise
local alignment is the same as for the global and semi-global alignment.
It is possible to improve the time performance of sequence alignment by sev-
eral algorithmic or technical modifications, one of each will be covered briefly sub-
sequently. In some applications, one might only be interested in optimal global
sequence alignments that exceed a minimum required alignment score or do not ex-
ceed a maximum allowed distance. This can be optimally solved using a so-called
k-banded version of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, first introduced by Fickett
(1984). It is based on the observation that a path of an optimal alignment with
high score is close to the diagonal. Specifically, a path with a maximal distance of
D from the diagonal of the DP matrix corresponds to an alignment with at least
D insertions or deletions. Given a minimal required alignment score or maximal
permitted alignment distance, it is possible to determine k such that the path of
any optimal alignment that satisfies this condition is ensured to stay within a band
of width k around the diagonal of the DP matrix. By limiting the calculation and
space to this k-band, the algorithm runs in O(min(n,m) · k) in time and O(n) in
space. This idea can also be transferred to semi-global and local alignments.
Another optimization is mainly technical as it does not change the alignment
method itself but differs in the calculation of the DP matrix. In modern processors,
low-level bit operations are highly efficient and can be computed on multiple entries
simultaneously, defined by the word size of the machine. This can be exploited to
rewrite parts or the entirety of an alignment algorithm in order to explicitly make
use of these operations and hence compute the entries of the DP matrix more
efficiently. One example of an algorithm using bit-level parallelism is the bit-vector
algorithm of Myers (1999).
1.3.3 The concept of benchmarking
One important technical concept that is being used throughout this work is known
as benchmarking. It is the procedure of comparing two or more processes us-
ing performance metrics on a number of different scenarios in order to evaluate
their performance. In all domains of computational biology, new computational
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methodologies are being developed based on analytical and theoretical methods,
mathematical modeling, computational simulation techniques, machine learning al-
gorithms, and statistical analyses. The immense variety of currently available tools
for solving one particular task in computational biology often makes it hard to
decide on the ‘ideal’ one. Comparative evaluation of different methods has hence
become inevitable for non-specialists to select the best-suited method to solve a
particular problem. Good benchmarks are moreover able to uncover the strengths
and weaknesses of competing algorithms. For instance, one method may be advan-
tageous in a specific scenario while it performs unfavorably otherwise. This can
be dependent on a range of criteria such as the specific biological question to be
answered, the data to be analyzed (e.g., quality, scale, biases), and the resources
available to solve it (e.g., computational or time constraints). Benchmarks can as-
sist developers to evaluate the improvements of a method’s performance compared
to previous versions of it but they may also unveil room for improvements of the
method.
Aniba et al. (2010) reviewed the issues in bioinformatic benchmarking and stated
requirements for successful benchmarking that can be used as design goals (here-
after in italics) during the generation or evaluation of a benchmark. The first design
goal of benchmarks is relevance, meaning that the evaluation should closely resem-
ble the real setting without overfitting to one particular subscenario. The relevance
is also applicable to the performance measures since they assess all relevant param-
eters necessary to fully evaluate a method’s performance to solve the benchmarking
task. Second, solvability should apply to the benchmarks, which means that the
difficulty of the task is critical - neither too low nor too high. A task of moderate
difficulty provides the best chance to reveal each method’s strengths but also its
shortcomings. Third, the scalability of the benchmarking tasks needs to be guaran-
teed. The tasks should be solvable with reasonable effort by the complete range of
methods, e.g., those targeting high quality and those aiming for fast computation.
The fourth design goal is accessibility, since benchmarks need to be easily repro-
ducible. Hence, all material and detailed descriptions of the benchmarking methods
should be publicly available to other researchers. This enhances the transparency
of the benchmark and makes the results more trustworthy. Fifth, independence of
the benchmarks should be a design goal. In general, the gold standard used for the
evaluation needs to be independent from the methods being evaluated. Otherwise,
the benchmarking results may be biased towards a particular method that is specif-
ically designed to handle this particular benchmark scenario. The correctness and
13
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quality of the results should be assessed by expert knowledge or by independent
information from other techniques. The last goal is referred to as evolution, which
indicates that benchmarking scenarios should be continuously refined to prevent
researchers to optimize their methods to the specific benchmarking settings instead
of the general task to be solved.
These design goals were considered during benchmarking of the methods devel-
oped in this work. The use of different benchmarking scenarios and data sets,
including simulated as well as real ones, should guarantee relevance, solvability,
and scalability. In some cases, it was necessary to down-sample the data randomly
to achieve the latter one. All real data sets are publicly available and were al-
ready used for comparative evaluation of one of the other methods in most cases.
Furthermore, simulated data were generated (if possible) using publicly available
simulating tools either with parameters recommended by the developers (default
ones) or with parameter settings that were used by other researchers in recently
published comparative evaluations. In order to assess the quality of the method’s
results, gold standard sets were available for all simulated data sets and for some
of the real ones. These principles in the benchmark design aimed to ensure their
independence. The choice of the benchmarking measures was mainly dependent on
the availability of a gold standard set. If available, the quality of the method’s
results was assessed by statistical measures such as sensitivity and number of false
positives or false discovery rate (FDR). The sensitivity is given as the number
of true positives over the number of positives (determined by the gold standard),
whereas the false discovery rate is the number of false positives over the sum of
true and false positives. In most benchmarks, it was not possible to measure the
true negatives and hence calculate the specificity, i.e., the number of true nega-
tives over the number of negatives. In addition, quantitative measures such as
the number of solutions reported by the method, its overall running time, and the
memory consumption were assessed for all data sets. In case of real data without
a gold standard set, the evaluation was unfortunately limited to these quantitative
measures. To ensure accessibility, benchmarking methods are described in detail
to allow other researchers to reproduce the results. For the same reason, publicly
available simulation tools and real data sets were used. The last design goal, evo-
lution, is much more difficult to obtain as a single researcher due to the large size
of the scientific community and the high frequency of published methods. Group
efforts were undertaken in some areas of computational biology to collaboratively
create comprehensive benchmarks and to involve the method’s developers. For ex-
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ample, the Assemblathons 1 and 2 (Earl et al., 2011; Bradnam et al., 2013) were
conducted in order to evaluate the computational methods for genome assembly
and to spur improvements in this field.
Finally, it should be pointed out that any benchmark is only able to measure
specific aspects of a task in computational biology. It may not be used to claim
any universal superiority or inferiority of any method. Instead, it is supposed to
encourage other researchers to reproduce the benchmarks that were implemented
in this work and to employ alternative ones, thereby accomplishing the last design
principle evolution.
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Tiling arrays and their probe design
The microarray technology is based on the principles of the Southern blotting tech-
nique, in which labeled DNA probes of known sequence, attached to a solid surface,
are used to interrogate fragmented DNA. It was developed by Edwin Southern in
1975 (Southern, 1975). In microarrays, the hybridization assay is massively scaled-
up using advances in miniaturization and automation (Lander, 1999), making it
nowadays possible to screen tens of thousands of probes simultaneously (Fig. 2.1a).
Despite continuous advances, gene expression microarrays have the technological
limitation that probes need to be designed to target a pre-defined set of genes,
making them susceptible to incomplete or erroneous annotation. Moreover, this
restricted view on the transcriptional landscape may bias the conclusions, drawn
from the experiment. However, gene expression microarrays require only few sample
material and are still considerably cheaper compared to NGS.
Tiling microarrays, or short tiling arrays, work on the same biophysical principle
but remedy this problem by precluding a priori annotation information. They cover
the entire genome or large portions of it in a largely unbiased fashion, irrespective
of any annotated genes within (Fig. 2.1b-c). Hence, a tiling array probe design with
equidistant spacing between probes along the entire sequence is desirable but is more
challenging since genome sequences are not random and contain many redundant
subsequences. To design tiling arrays with high probe specificity, it is indispensable
to identify and exclude non-unique sequences in order to reduce the effect of cross-
hybridization, i.e., probes hybridization to off-target sequences (Royce et al., 2005).
Repeats represent highly redundant hybridization targets introducing significant
background noise and therefore overlaying the signal originating from specific probe
hybridization (Bertone et al., 2006). In addition, inclusion of repeats considerably
increases the number of probes, required on the array while providing superfluous
information, thus resulting in the suboptimal utilization of the available probes
on a given array platform. The problem is obviously more pronounced in case
of large genomes and short probe sequences. In order to eliminate non-unique
sequences, potential probes are tested for their specificity by aligning them against
a database of repeat elements, identified for example by RepeatMasker (Smit et al.,
2010), by CENSOR (Jurka et al., 1996), or by Tandem Repeat Finder (Benson,
1999). The restriction to the non-repetitive part of the genome is disadvantageous
since, for example, lncRNAs derive many functional domains from repeat elements
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: Overview of different probe designs. (a) Gene expression microar-
rays with probes designed to annotated target genes. (b-c) Tiling arrays with (b)
non-overlapping probes leaving few base pair gaps between them or (c) overlapping
probes with overlaps of several nucleotides in length. Figure taken from Lee and
Luk (2013).
(Mercer and Mattick, 2013). Apart from the probe specificity, the design of tiling
array probes needs to consider isothermality and sensitivity (Stekel, 2003). The
selection of an isothermal design, i.e., a uniform melting temperature of the probes,
is desirable. The melting temperature of a given probe can be estimated reasonably
well using the nearest neighbor model (Breslauer et al., 1986). To differentiate
specific from non-specific hybridization, probes with high sensitivity are required
which means that probes return a strong signal when their complementary target
is present. This can be achieved by considering only probes that cannot form any
internal secondary structure or bind to other identical probes on the array (Stekel,
2003). Algorithms for designing optimal tiling arrays were reviewed by Schliep and
Krause (2008).
Gene expression analysis is the most common application of tiling arrays (e.g.,
Kapranov et al., 2002; Rinn et al., 2003; Bertone et al., 2004). They have been
applied in various instances such as the discovery of novel long non-coding RNAs
(Guttman et al., 2009), the identification of spatio-temporal patterns of gene expres-
sion (Spencer et al., 2011), the characterization of the transcriptome in 30 distinct
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developmental stages and in 25 cell lines of Drosophila melanogaster (Graveley
et al., 2011; Cherbas et al., 2011), as well as the identification of a “large comple-
ment of novel loci” with stage-specific expression in Caenorhabditis elegans (Wang
et al., 2011).
2.1.2 Computational methods for data analysis
One of the most widely used methods in tiling array expression analysis was in-
troduced by Kampa et al. (2004) and is implemented in the Tiling Array Software
(TAS). In brief, the local expression levels of probes are estimated by calculating
the pseudo-median or Hodge-Lehmann estimator over intensities of probes within
genomic distance of bandwidth. Transcribed segments are collections of expressed
probes, i.e., probes with a smoothed intensity above a given threshold, with max-
imal genomic distance of maxgap and minimal length of minrun. TAS extends the
method of Kampa et al. (2004) by estimating the significance of differential expres-
sion using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. It tests for significant changes of probe
intensities among states applied to local windows of given width centered around
each probe. Hence, p-values for differential expression are assigned to each probe.
More recently, Johnson et al. (2006) introduced an approach that models the
expected probe behavior. It is available in the tool MAT (Johnson et al., 2006).
Originally, it was designed to detect regions enriched by ChIP-chip but has also
been applied to detect transcriptional activity (Lee et al., 2009; Kadener et al.,
2009). In contrast to TAS, MAT uses a mixture model to normalize probe inten-
sities by estimating the expected binding affinity on the basis of the composition
and copy number of their nucleotide sequence on the corresponding genome. To
identify (differentially) expressed probes, the score over all normalized intensities
of probes within a local window, given by a bandwidth parameter, is compared
to a null distribution. This distribution is composed of all non-overlapping win-
dow scores that can be calculated on the same array or the array in a different
state during expression or differential expression analysis, respectively. Hence, it
uses a two-step approach with different background distributions to normalize the
probe intensity and assess its significance within a probe-centered window. In the
detection of (differentially) expressed segments, positive probes are joined if their
genomic distance is below a given maxgap parameter, and segments enclosing more
than minprobe probes are then reported. TileProbe is a variant of MAT that mod-
els residual probe effects the MAT model cannot explain by incorporating publicly
available data sets (Judy and Ji, 2009). TileProbe has been successfully applied
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to detect enriched motifs in ChIP-chip tiling array data, but in contrast to MAT no
application to detect differential expression has been reported. HAT uses a hyperge-
ometric distribution to assess the probability to observe a specific number of probes
within a window. It is less sensitive but more specific than MAT and cannot be used
directly to detect differential expression (Taskesen et al., 2010). Lastly, HMMTiling
models probe-specific effects by a normal distribution defined for each probe indi-
vidually compared to a control group (Li et al., 2005) but requires many samples
in order to estimate the variance for a probe correctly, which are not available for
most tiling array experiments.
For analyzing differential response of time series tiling array data, gSAM is a
powerful framework (Ghosh et al., 2007). It generalizes SAM (Tusher et al., 2001)
from a gene-centric view to genomic intervals using a piece-wise model. Under this
model, the time series is subdivided into logical segments and differential changes
are analyzed on each of these segments separately. gSAM requires replicates, which
are often not available for whole genome tiling data. Another method suitable to
detect differential expression on tiling array data is TileMap, which assesses the
significance of each probe by averaging over moderated t-statistics within a pre-
defined window size (Ji and Wong, 2005). Kechris et al. (2010) propose to average p-
values instead of test statistics providing a more flexible framework to evaluate more
complicated experimental designs and to overcome the problem that the length of a
sliding window may not be large enough to assume normal distribution. However,
both methods require replicates because probe-wise expression changes are assessed
by hypothesis tests. Munch et al. (2006) introduced an HMM-based approach that
adaptively models tiling array data on given annotation and subsequently predicts
expression on the genomic sequence. It does not require ad-hoc parameters but is
limited to expression analysis and hence cannot predict differential expression. For
tiling array data, Huber and colleagues presented a powerful segmentation approach
that controls for probe-specific effects by normalizing probe-wise intensities to a
reference experiment with genomic DNA (Huber et al., 2006). Karpikov et al.
(2011) introduced a wavelet transformation to tiling array ChIP-chip data in order
to discriminate regions of activity from noisy data.
The aim is to use tiling array data for identifying novel non-coding RNAs, which
are differentially expressed in response to critical signaling pathways or cellular
processes. For this purpose, a data analysis method is required to (i) analyze dif-
ferential expression in tiling array data for genome-wide approaches, (ii) allow the
latter without using replicate tiling array experiments due to limitations in the
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availability of sample material, (iii) identify boundaries of differentially expressed
segments sufficiently precise to allow transcript annotation, and (iv) avoid the use
of dataset-specific parameters, which may hamper analyzing differential expression
between arrays of different experiments. None of the state-of-the-art methods suf-
ficiently fulfills all these requirements.
Here, TileShuffle is presented, a novel tiling array analysis approach that iden-
tifies transcribed and differentially expressed segments in terms of significant dif-
ferences from the background distribution by using a permutation test statistic.
Significance is assessed on minimal expected transcriptional units rather than on a
single-probe level. TileShuffle does not require any dataset-specific parameters,
e.g., intensity-related thresholds or parameters concerning collection of expressed
probes. This is particularly favorable since in common tiling array experiments nei-
ther spike-ins to control the false discovery rate (FDR) Kampa et al. (as in 2004)
nor sufficiently large positive and negative sets to optimally adjust these ad-hoc
parameters might be available.
TileShuffle was compared to TAS and MAT in analyzing differential expression
in one human whole genome tiling array dataset and one spike-in dataset (Sasaki
et al., 2007). TAS is the most widely used tool in tiling array expression analysis and
although MAT was originally designed for ChIP-chip data, it was successfully applied
to detect transcriptional activity. All three methods, TileShuffle, TAS, and MAT,
do not require replicates to detect differentially expressed transcripts, which is
in particular favorable for studies with limited material and costs. At the same
false discovery rate, TileShuffle achieved significantly higher sensitivities than
the other methods. Furthermore, it detected boundaries of differentially expressed
exons with higher precision than TAS and MAT.
Due to the ruggedness of tiling array data and the number of interspersed re-
peats in the human genome, TileShuffle may not report a biological entity as
single continuous but numerous densely placed intervals. To identify local accu-
mulations of intervals, identified by TileShuffle, stairFinder was introduced. It
was successfully applied to three human whole genome tiling array data sets and
identified very large coherently transcribed regions that likely constitute continuous
transcripts, termed macroRNAs.
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2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 Expression detection
To determine transcribed segments in tiling array data, a statistical approach is
chosen that differentiates expression signals from the background distribution un-
der consideration of common tiling array biases. Given the array design of nearly
uniformly distributed probe sequences over the non-repetitive genome, hybridiza-
tion affinity and hence signal intensity is highly dependent on the probe sequence
itself, i.e., nucleotide composition and nucleotide positioning (Royce et al., 2007;
Johnson et al., 2006). Analogously, in absence of specific transcripts, a detected
probe signal may solely originate from non-specific hybridization, e.g., background
noise and cross-hybridization, causing single spikes in the tiling array data. Here,
cross-hybridization refers to the hybridization of DNA/RNA fragments to probe
sequences that are similar or even equal to each other.
Handling common tiling array biases: Even though transcripts are expected to be
detected by several neighboring probes on a similar scale, non-specific hybridization
and sequence-specific effects such as nucleotide composition and positioning can
strongly increase the detected signal intensity of single probes while having no effect
on the neighboring probes and hence roughen the signal across the tiling array. For
example, probes with high GC content tend to exhibit increased signal intensities
compared to probes with low GC content. In addition to the GC content, Royce
et al. (2007) highlighted the influence of position-specific effects of each nucleotide
on the probe intensities, e.g., higher average intensities of probes with Gs towards
the probe start or Cs towards the probe end (Royce et al., 2007). These sequence-
specific biases introduce a disparity in the binding affinity among different probe
sequences, subsequently denoted as sequence-specific affinity.
Therefore, the significance of expression on windows of length l is assessed with
respect to the background distribution rather than on single probes. A score Se(w)
is assigned to each sliding window w by applying a scoring function (arithmetic
mean trimmed by maximal and minimal value or median) over the signal inten-
sities of all probes within the window. Due to the robustness of the two scoring
functions, window scores are less susceptible to signal intensity variation originating
solely from outliers within a given window. In addition, probes are subdivided into
affinity bins with similar expected sequence-specific affinity and bins are processed
independently from each other. Accordingly, intensities of probes that belong to
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different affinity bins must not be interchanged. Otherwise, the expression analysis
might favor windows simply due to the sequence compositions of their probes, e.g.,
high GC content.
Assessing significance of expression: In order to estimate the significance of a
window score Se(w), all probe intensities are repeatedly permuted across the array
while interchanging only those that belong to the same sequence-specific affinity
bin. Then, window scores were recomputed the window scores and compared with
the original ones. To remain independent of any annotation or underlying gene
structure, random permutations of probe intensities are used.
By counting the number of permuted windows with higher score, empirical p-
values of windows are estimated. Following a Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing
correction (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), all windows of high significance, i.e.,
the ones with corrected p-values (q-values) below a given threshold, are deemed
‘expressed’. Since permutations necessitate sufficiently large groups, the binning is
only based on the GC content of each probe sequence as the most dominant bias on
hybridization affinity (Fig. 2.2a). In accordance with the findings of Johnson et al.
(2006), the copy number of probes, i.e., number of perfect matches of the probe
sequence to the genomic sequence and hence the extent of potential signal overlay,
showed only a minor impact on signal intensity (Fig. A.1a). In favor of larger bins,
copy numbers are not controlled during permutation.
2.2.2 Differential expression detection
In many cases, tiling array data is available from different cell states or other biolog-
ical conditions, and one might be interested in structural changes in the expression
between different conditions. In order to avoid that signal intensity variation at
the lower detection limit is classified as differential expression, it is required that
differentially expressed intervals must also be significantly expressed relative to
the background distribution in at least one of the investigated conditions. These
intervals are then called highdiff. This is analogous to the frequently performed
unspecific filtering in conventional microarray data analysis.
Assessing significance of differential expression: In contrast to one-state expres-
sion analyses, signal intensities are normalized using a quantile normalization across
each tiling array in both considered conditions (Bolstad et al., 2003). Expression
shifts are then measured in terms of log-fold changes (i.e., differences of log signals)
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Figure 2.2: Attenuation of GC content bias of tiling array data using TileShuffle.
(a) Boxplot of probe intensities on a tiling array for different GC content in the
probe sequence. The relative frequency of probes with each GC content bin on the
tiling array is shown in the overlay graph (red solid line). (b-d) Boxplot of probe
median z-scores for different GC content in the probe sequences. The probe median
z-score is defined as the median over the z-scores of all windows enclosing the probe.
Z-scores were estimated by TileShuffle using (b) one, (c) two, or (d) three GC
content bins during permutation. With increasing numbers of bins, the effect of the
GC content bias is decreasing. Vertical dotted red lines display the boundaries of
different bins while solid red lines indicate the relative frequency of probes with the
respective GC content in their bin.
between probe intensities in both cellular conditions. As a consequence, sequence-
specific effects are canceled out and affinity classification, as it is done for expression
detection, is rendered unnecessary (Fig. A.1b). For the calculation of fold changes,
constant variance among probes is assumed, which might not be valid in some
cases. However, if replicate data is not available, fold changes are the only ap-
plicable measure for differential signal changes. Otherwise, it is possible to use
moderated t-statistics in TileShuffle, an empirical Bayes method to shrink the
probe-wise variance towards a common value. Hence, it is preferable over ordinary
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t-statistics (Witten and Tibshirani, 2007).
Due to the two-tailed distribution of fold changes, the estimation of p-values needs
to be adapted. Two different variants to detect significant changes are conceivable.
In variant A, window scores Sd(w) of differential expression are calculated follow-
ing the same outline as described for the expression analysis with the exception
that two-tailed p-values are estimated in order to consider both regulation direc-
tions, up and down. The multiple testing correction is then adjusted to account
for these additional comparisons. In variant B, it is assumed that entire windows
represent the smallest unit of expression and are constant, either upregulated or
downregulated between two conditions. Converse behavior of neighboring probes
is considered a consequence of non-specific hybridization. In order to correct for
this bias, the presumed direction of regulation is initially assigned to each window
w on the basis of the sign of its expression score Se(w). Subsequently, all converse
probes, i.e., probes with negative log-fold change within positive windows or vice
versa, are ignored and neither permuted nor incorporated into the score calculation
for differential expression. Consequently, positive and negative windows are com-
pared to different background distributions. To assess the significance of a window
score Sd(w) of differential expression, a one-tailed empirical p-value is estimated
(according to the corresponding background distribution) and corrected for multi-
ple testing, similar to the one-state analysis. Overall, both variants merely differ in
the window score calculation (independently from the scoring function used) and
multiple testing correction in differential expression analysis. Due to their differ-
ence in treating converse probe behavior, possibly leading to more robustness in
variant B, both of them are implemented and included in the comparative analysis.
2.2.3 Estimating z-scores
In addition to the statistical significance, a normalized score can be reported for
each processed window on the tiling array. Since the score distribution of the
permuted windows is a sample from the background distribution, a z-score of a
window w is calculated by
z(w) =
x− µ
σ
, (2.1)
where x is either the score Se(w) or Sd(w), while µ and σ are the mean and
standard deviation of the permuted window scores, respectively. To obtain a probe-
wise measure, the probe median z-score z(p) is defined as the median over the z-
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Figure 2.3: Attenuation of position bias of tiling array data using TileShuffle.
Position-specific bias of every nucleotide in each of the 25 positions within the probe
calculated on (a) probe signal intensities and on (b) probe median z-scores by use
of the Starr R package (Zacher et al., 2010). The distances of probe intensities
and probe median z-scores are further normalized by dividing them by the standard
deviation of the intensity and median z-score distribution, respectively. The probe
median z-score is calculated as the median over the z-scores of all windows enclosing
the probe, in which z-scores were estimated by TileShuffle using three GC content
bins.
scores of all windows enclosing the probe p. In consequence, probe median z-scores
may be used as a normalized measure of probe expression in order to visually inspect
regions of interest.
2.2.4 Validation
A custom microarray based on a different manufacturer, labeling procedure, and
probe length has been designed to validate the tiling array results as an alternative
experimental approach. The Agilent eArray procedure1 was used to ensure that
probe-specific biases are minimized. It designed probes of 60mer length for both
reading directions of all highdiff regions that have been identified by TileShuffle
and TAS. Furthermore, it was verified that the custom microarray also covers an
unbiased sample of the regions identified by MAT (data not shown). In addition,
the custom microarray also includes probes for genomic regions, determined in-
dependently of the tiling array experiment: probes for all human mRNAs, for
genomic regions predicted to contain a conserved secondary structure identified by
RNAz (Washietl et al., 2005) or Evofold (Pedersen et al., 2006), and known ncRNAs
1https://earray.chem.agilent.com/earray/
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from public databases.
The custom microarray was run in triplicates and differentially expressed probes
were identified using the statistical software package R and Bioconductor (Gen-
tleman et al., 2004). Expression intensities were quantile normalized (Bolstad
et al., 2003) and a linear model was fitted using the Limma R package (Smyth,
2005). Reliable variance estimations were obtained by empirical Bayes moderated
t-statistics and the false discovery rate was controlled by Benjamini-Hochberg ad-
justment (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). A probe on the custom microarray is
called significant in case the adjusted p-value is found to be less than 0.05.
In addition to the custom microarray, the performance of TileShuffle, TAS and
MAT was tested on the outcome of a spike-in dataset comprising 162 full-length cDNA
clones at two concentrations, 0.0055 µg and 0.055 µg, in the gene-dense regions of
chromosome 22 (Sasaki et al., 2007).
2.2.5 Identifying accumulations
TileShuffle reports segments that are highly or differentially expressed. While
individual segments are typically short, they are often enriched in large genomic
intervals. Gaps within such accumulations of segments may be caused by variations
in signal intensity, by a drop of signal within intronic regions, or by repeat regions
that are not covered by the tiling array. Merging segments with a maximum distance
only reproduces the same picture at lower resolution and is inadequate to identify
local accumulations. Instead, stairFinder is based on estimating segment density
using biweight kernels (Wand and Jones, 1995) and a given bandwidth, in which
segments are represented by their center position and weighted by their length.
The bandwidth of the kernel is a smoothing parameter that crucially influences
the resulting estimate, since a larger bandwidth tends to aggregate more segments
into one single density peak. Each estimated peak including its flanking density
minima is then processed to identify the accumulation boundaries using a flooding
procedure to exclude single short outlying segments. More precisely, the boundaries
are defined as the left-most and right-most positions between the two flanking
minima where the density estimate remains above the local flooding level, which
is set to the current peak multiplied by a given level parameter (0 ≤ level ≤ 1).
Setting the flooding level to 0 thus identifies the flanking minima as boundary of
the accumulation region. In the final step, accumulation regions that overlap with
each other are combined. The stairFinder tool reports these combined regions
together with information on their segment coverage and silhouette as clustering
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measure.
In addition to the cell cycle tiling array data, the stairFinder was applied to
two other human whole genome tiling array data sets, STAT3 and p53. In case
of the STAT3 dataset, the experimental data is derived from the human myeloma
cell line INA6 under IL-6 withdrawal, IL-6 restimulation after withdrawal, and
permanent IL-6 treatment. The p53 data was obtained from the colorectal adeno-
carcinomal cell line DLD-1 in normal and induced state after p53 overexpression.
More experimental details can be found in Hackermu¨ller et al. (2014).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Control of tiling array specific biases
The capability of TileShuffle was evaluated to cope with the most dominant
sequence-specific affinity effects in tiling array data, i.e., GC content and nucleotide
positioning of a probe. Assuming that most probes showed only non-specific hy-
bridization, the correlation between GC content of probe sequences and their de-
tected signal intensities (R2 = 0.383, Fig. 2.2a) indicated a measurable bias that
needed to be taken into account. Otherwise, intensity-based analyses might favor
windows simply due to their GC-richness. A signal smoothing as realized by win-
dowing and calculating the probe median z-score z(p), did not correct for the bias
sufficiently (R2 = 0.266, Fig. 2.2b).
In theory, the use of affinity-based binning with respect to the GC content of
probe sequences should reduce the general effect whereas the intensity of outliers
and hence potentially expressed probes would remain relatively stable. Figure 2.2c
illustrates a strong reduction of the sequence-specific affinity bias with merely two
GC content bins (R2 = 0.037). Higher numbers of bins further attenuated the
correlation between GC content of probe sequences and their probe median z-score,
e.g., R2 = 0.019 with three bins (Fig. 2.2d). In each case, the distribution of outliers
(black dots) differed from the original data only to a minor extent. According to
these findings, three bins did already suffice to efficiently attenuate this bias while
retaining sufficiently large permutation bins.
In order to illustrate the influence of position-specific effects of each nucleotide
on the probe intensities, the R package Starr (Zacher et al., 2010) was used on
probe intensities (Fig. 2.3a) and on probe median z-scores z(p) after applying
TileShuffle with three GC content bins (Fig. 2.3b). Using Starr, the position-
specific bias of every nucleotide in each of the 25 positions within the probe sequence
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was assessed for given probe scores (e.g., probe intensities or probe median z-scores).
Specifically, for any position and nucleotide, it calculated the difference between the
mean score of probes, in which the nucleotide is at this particular position within the
probe sequence, and the overall mean probe score. In order to obtain comparable
scales, the changes of probe intensities and probe median z-scores were normalized
by dividing them by the standard deviation of their distributions. Overall, even
though position-specific biases were not explicitly considered in this framework, the
combination of affinity-based permutations and overlapping windows was capable
of greatly reducing position-specific biases in the tiling array data (Fig. 2.3b). Cor-
rection of this bias was not only a consequence of windowing, but also depended
on affinity-based permutations: Performing the analysis on probe median z-scores
after applying TileShuffle with only one GC bin and hence without affinity-based
permutations did not sufficiently remove the bias (data not shown).
2.3.2 Comparison with MAT and TAS
The potential of TileShuffle to detect differentially expressed regions was eval-
uated in comparison to MAT and TAS, which are the two most widely used algo-
rithms for analyzing expression tiling array data and which are both applicable to
non-replicated data, a frequent data type for expensive whole genome tiling ex-
periments. The three algorithms were evaluated in two different scenarios. In the
first one, the different algorithms were applied to a tiling array dataset of human
foreskin fibroblasts (HFF), which are synchronized by serum starvation in G0 or
G1 phase of the cell cycle. This transcriptome-wide variation study was based
on the Affymetrix Human Tiling 1.0 array set. Array data and experimental de-
tails can be accessed at GEO (GSE36187 for MAT, GSE36189 for TAS, GSE36190
for TileShuffle, GSE29792 for custom microarray). It consisted of 14 arrays, in
which probes are tiled at approximately 35 bp intervals across the whole human
genome with gaps of 10 bp in average. The tiling array data was compared to a
custom array experiment with considerably lower FDR as a reference. This allowed
to assess the performance of the algorithms applied to real biological data and to
perform statistics on a large number of differentially expressed elements. In the
second scenario, all three algorithms were applied to a spike-in dataset of 162 full-
length cDNA clones, which were hybridized to an Affymetrix chr21/22 array at
two concentrations with ten-fold difference (Sasaki et al., 2007). In this scenario,
positives and negatives were more clearly defined than above, but the number of
differentially expressed intervals was comparably low and the extent of differential
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expression and complexity of the sample was more artificial.
For MAT and TAS, the expression and differential expression analysis was carried
out independently from each other: Highdiff regions were obtained by intersecting
intervals identified as differentially expressed with those intervals deemed as ‘ex-
pressed’ in at least one of the compared biological states. In contrast, TileShuffle
used regions found to be significantly expressed in at least one of the compared
states (one-state analysis) as input for the two-state analysis, assessed differential
expression solely on the expressed segments, and directly reported highdiff regions.
For one-state analyses, i.e., determination of expressed regions, parameters for
TAS were set following Kampa et al. (2004). Parameters for MAT as given in Johnson
et al. (2006) are geared towards ChIP-chip analysis and not suitable for expression
analysis. Upon inspection of positive control transcripts, optimal parameters for
MAT were identified that were equal or very similar to the ones used for TAS. In
summary, the parameters were set as bandwidth = 35, i.e., on average the probe
intensities were smoothed by calculating the Hodges-Lehman estimator over three
probes, and the maximal gap between positive probes to be included in a positive
intervalmaxgap = 40. The minimal length or minimal probe count of segments to be
reported were set to minrun = 90 and minprobe = 3, for TAS and MAT, respectively.
Perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probe intensities were utilized in TAS
using an intensity threshold of 150.
For expression analyses with MAT, which uses only PM intensities, a p-value
threshold was set to 0.05, which yielded the best results in terms of sensitivity
and FDR in the analysis of the cell cycle tiling array dataset. P-value cutoffs were
tested in the range of 10−10 to 0.05. TileShuffle was applied using only PM
probes, the arithmetic mean trimmed by maximal and minimal value as scoring
function, performing 10,000 permutations, and setting a q-value threshold of 0.05.
Furthermore, TileShuffle was used with window sizes 20, 200, and 400 and dif-
ferent numbers of GC bins ranging from 1 to 9 to assess the effect of these two
parameters. The intermediate window size of 200 was chosen in order to include
an adequate number of probes in the calculation of the window scores Se and Sd,
and to ensure that the majority of known exons is spanned by one single window.
The median exon length of known protein-coding genes is 118 bp, while 90% of the
exons are shorter than 228 bp according to GENCODE version 3c (Harrow et al.,
2006).
Analysis of differential expression was performed with the same parameters, ex-
cept bandwidth = 150 for TAS and MAT and 100,000 permutations for TileShuffle,
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both aiming at accommodating the more rugged nature of the expression difference
signal (log-fold change).
For the whole genome scenario, highdiff intervals were generated with all three
tools over a range of q-value and p-value cutoffs. The custom microarray was run
in triplicates for each of the biological conditions of the tiling array experiment
and was used as a reference to estimate sensitivity (TP/P), specificity (1-FP/N),
and false discovery rate (FDR=FP/(FP+TP)). The number of true positives (TP)
corresponds to the number of nucleotides which were highdiff in the tiling array
analysis and overlapped with a probe that was found significantly differentially
expressed in the corresponding custom microarray experiment. The number of false
positives (FP) is defined as the number of those nucleotides in highdiff intervals
that overlapped a probe that was not significantly differentially expressed in the
custom microarray experiment. The number of positive nucleotides (P) is defined as
the sum of all nucleotides of probes that were significantly differentially expressed
in the custom microarray experiment (FDR < 0.05), while the number of negative
nucleotides (N) corresponds to the sum of all nucleotides of probes that were not
significantly differentially expressed in the custom microarray experiment (FDR ≥
0.05).
The results for each algorithm are illustrated as receiver operating characteris-
tic (ROC) curve and as a function of sensitivity versus FDR (Fig. 2.4). Overall,
TileShuffle clearly outperformed the two other algorithms in both tested variants
A and B. For example, at a maximal FDR of 20%, both variants of TileShuffle
yielded a sensitivity of around 23%, which was an approximately 4-fold and 11-
fold increase compared to TAS and MAT, respectively. Both TileShuffle variants
differed only to a minor extent from each other but variant B was generally more
restrictive and hence recommended as the default choice. Evaluating the three
algorithms based on counts of intervals rather than on nucleotides yielded concor-
dant results (data not shown). An example region containing two regulated genes
including the results of TileShuffle, MAT, and TAS is given in Figure 2.5.
In this test scenario, the influence of the number of GC bins and different window
sizes on the ROC curve was investigated. The worst performance was observed for
one GC bin. This shows that probes with low GC content tend to exhibit lower
signal intensities than probes with high GC content and hence are less likely to be
found in the right tail of the signal intensity distribution (Fig. A.2). A number of
three GC bins resulted in higher sensitivity at similar FDR, while increasing the
number of GC bins further yielded only minor improvements at high FDR values.
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Figure 2.4: Performance of TileShuffle, MAT and TAS with the G0/G1 transition
of the cell cycle tiling array dataset. The performances were illustrated as (a) ROC
curves and (b) sensitivity/FDR curves over a range of different p/q-value cutoffs in
the differential analysis. The positive set was obtained by conducting and evaluat-
ing verification experiments using a custom-designed microarray in triplicate. Note
that the whiskers express the variation in the outcome of TileShuffle after five
repetitions, i.e., smallest and highest value on the x-axis (or y-axis) for each differ-
ential significance threshold, with the median result shown on the solid line. Due to
the intersection of high and differential intervals in highdiff at fixed parameters for
high, some intervals are never identified and thus the curves do not reach (1,1).
Following Occam‘s razor, the simpler model was selected and the use of three GC
bins is hence recommended as the default for a one-state analysis. A window size
of 400 bp leads to the best ROC curve, but failed in exon boundary detection
described in section 2.3.3. Thus, a window size of 200 bp seemed to be the optimal
trade-off between good sensitivity and good recovery of exon-intron structures at
low FDR values.
In similar manner, the sensitivity, specificity, and FDR was estimated in case
of the spike-in dataset. Therein, the positive set comprised all genomic regions
covered by the 162 full-length cDNA clones, i.e., 877 exonic regions, which were
spiked in at two different concentrations. The set of negative regions comprised
all unique protein coding exons annotated in GENCODE version 3c that did not
overlap with any positive region. The GENCODE annotation was converted from
human genome version hg18 to hg17 using the liftover tool of UCSC. The number
of true positives (TP) corresponded to the number of nucleotides in positive regions
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Figure 2.6: Performance of TileShuffle, MAT and TAS with the spike-in tiling
array dataset using the hybridizations of 0.0055 µg and 0.055 µg cDNA. The per-
formances were illustrated as (a) ROC curves and (b) sensitivity/FDR curves over a
range of different p/q-value cutoffs in the differential analysis. The positive set was
comprised of regions covered by the 162 full-length cDNA clones which were spiked
in. Note that the whiskers express the variation in the outcome of TileShuffle
after five repetitions, i.e., smallest and highest value on the x-axis (or y-axis) for
each differential significance threshold, with the median result shown on the solid
line. The inlay in each panel magnifies the area with an x-coordinate close to zero
(same units as on axes). Due to the intersection of high and differential intervals
in highdiff at fixed parameters for high, some intervals are never identified and thus
the curves do not reach (1,1).
which were highdiff in the tiling array analysis. The number of false positives (FP)
was defined as the number of nucleotides in negative regions which were highdiff
in the tiling array analysis. Accordingly, the number of positive nucleotides (P)
was defined as the sum of all nucleotides in positive regions, while the number
of negative nucleotides (N) corresponded to the sum of all nucleotides in negative
regions. The resulting ROC curves are depicted in Fig. 2.6. In summary, all three
methods recovered the differentially expressed exons as all reach high sensitivity
values at high specificity or low FDR values. However, TileShuffle obtained the
maximal sensitivity at comparable FDR values. Even though a spike-in experiment
allowed to precisely define TP and FP rates, it was artificial and different from real
expression perturbation studies as much less noise was observed (see Fig. 2.7 for an
exemplary region).
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Due to the resampling step in TileShuffle, results may vary between runs with
different random number generator seeds. Therefore, the median of five different
runs was plotted, in which the number of permutations was set to 10,000 for the
one-state and 100,000 for the two-state analysis, and minimal and maximal values
are illustrated as whiskers in x and y direction. Only negligible variation in sensi-
tivity and FDR was found for the most restrictive significance thresholds. This was
an expected consequence of increasing variability in sampling when the tails of the
background distribution were estimated. Hence, the numbers of required permuta-
tions of 10,000 and 100,000 for the one-state and two-state analysis, respectively,
marked a sufficient trade-off between running time and variation in sensitivity and
false discovery rate. Due to the high degree of variation observed for fold changes,
the tails of the background distribution for two-state analysis must be estimated
using a higher number of permutations. The source code for the two-state analysis
was optimized to ensure that a sufficiently large number of permutations can be
computed within a feasible time scale. On a single 2.66GHz 64-Bit Intel Xeon
CPU, a one-state analysis of a single array under the given parameters took around
12 h while a single two-state analysis took approximately 9 h and 14 h with variant
A and B, respectively. Since an array comprises sufficient information to sample
from the background distribution and hence eliminate array-wide effects, the arrays
were analyzed independently from each other.
2.3.3 Detection of transcript structures
One of the advantages of tiling arrays over conventional expression arrays is the
gain of information on the intron–exon–structure of transcripts, as probes are tiled
in a largely unbiased way across the genome. Thus, a small set of genes that are
known to be cell cycle regulated (Bar-Joseph et al., 2008) was manually inspected.
In several cases, it was observed that TileShufflewas capable of detecting a higher
fraction of transcript exons than highdiff and identified the intron-exon boundaries
more accurately than TAS or MAT. Fig. 2.5 displays examples of two known cell
cycle regulated genes, for which the tools performed remarkably different.
To substantiate this finding and to exclude that the above mentioned observation
was merely a consequence of the increased sensitivity of TileShuffle, the accuracy
in detecting intron-exon boundaries was studied on a global scale.
All unique exons of all protein-coding transcripts annotated in GENCODE ver-
sion 3c (Harrow et al., 2006) were extracted, resulting in 293,000 annotations. High-
diff intervals of the G0/G1 transition in the cell cycle dataset were computed with
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all three methods. To increase comparability, significance thresholds were adjusted
to yield comparable FDR values, i.e., 18% FDR in case of TAS (q=0.05), 17% in
case of MAT (p=1e-6), and 19% and 18% in case of TileShuffle variant A (q=0.05)
and variant B (q=0.1), respectively.
The overlap of all tiling array intervals (either highly expressed intervals or high-
diff intervals) was calculated with all annotated exons irrespective of the annotated
reading strand direction for exons, since strand information cannot be inferred from
the Affymetrix Human Tiling 1.0 array set. For each overlapping pair of tiling ar-
ray interval and annotated exon, the genomic distances between the inferred and
annotated 5′- and 3′-ends were summarized in an empirical cumulative distribu-
tion function (ecdf). Instead of including only the pair with minimal distance, all
overlaps of (possibly) multiple tiling array intervals with one exon, as well as all
overlaps of (possibly) multiple exons with one tiling array interval were considered
in the ecdf. This penalized the distance distribution in cases where one exon was
represented by many small tiling array intervals. It also penalized intronic tiling
array intervals that partly overlap with an exon. Due to the higher sensitivity
of TileShuffle, the number of regions included in this analysis was significantly
higher compared to the other methods. The ecdf is therefore normalized to the
total number of overlaps of the respective method.
TileShuffle clearly outperformed the other two methods in detecting exon-
intron boundaries in highdiff data (Fig. 2.8). The results were more balanced for
expression analysis, in which TAS found a higher proportion of exons boundaries
with an offset below the window size of TileShuffle, while overall, TileShuffle
identified a higher proportion of boundaries (Fig. A.3). Among all window sizes
tested for TileShuffle, 200 bp performed best. A window of 400 bp further extends
exons and a window size of 20 bp, i.e., comprising just one probe, shortened exons
remarkably. Different GC bins for the one-state analysis did not have a considerable
impact on exon boundary detection (data not shown).
Figures A.4 and A.5 further illustrate the orientation in the offset to annotated
exons. Both, for expression and differential expression analysis, TileShuffle had
a tendency to extend the reported region beyond the exon boundaries with the
largest extension observed for long window sizes, i.e., 400 bp. Again, if the window
includes just one probe (window size set to 20 bp), TileShuffle tended to shorten
exons. TAS and MAT tended to find exons shorter than annotated, caused by a com-
parable offset at 5′- and 3′-boundaries in the case of expression analysis (Fig. A.4).
Boundaries of differentially expressed exons were hardly detected correctly by TAS
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of the performance of TileShuffle, MAT, and TAS in
detecting exon-intron boundaries in tiling array data. The empirical cumulative
distribution function of the absolute distances between (a) 5′- and (b) 3′-end of exon
and reported interval was illustrated for all overlapping pairs of unique GENCODE
annotated exons and reported intervals. Here, overlapping means any overlap in
genomic coordinates irrespective of strand. Only every 10th data point is drawn as
a symbol. For each method, the set of highdiff intervals in the G0/G1 transition of
the cell cycle tiling array dataset is used as input dataset. The significance thresholds
of the three methods for differential analysis were adjusted to obtain similar FDRs
as estimated before using the custom microarray, i.e., 18% FDR in case of TAS
(q=0.05), 17% in case of MAT (p=1e-6), and 19% and 18% in case of TileShuffle
with variant A (q=0.05) and variant B (q=0.1), respectively.
and MAT, and again with a tendency to shortening (Fig. A.5). This bias in the
offset to the correct exon boundary was not unexpected: Considering windows of
length 200, TileShuffle will always extend expressed exons smaller than the win-
dow size, which constituted a significant proportion of exons in the human genome.
TAS and MAT extended regions probe-wise and thus can detect exons more precisely
if the signal across the exon was smooth. On the other hand, exon signals, strongly
affected by sequence-specific affinities or cross-hybridization across the exon, may
prevent correct extension and led to fragmentation into several intervals or short-
ening. This may explain, why overall, TileShuffle identified a greater proportion
of boundaries. Probe-wise extension largely failed in detecting highdiff exons. The
expression difference signal was rugged and could reverse signs within one exon.
TileShuffle, which combines a robust windowing approach and scoring function
with “window-wise” extension, was clearly advantageous over the other methods
that rely on probe-wise extension only.
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2.3.4 Discovery of pathway-controlled macroRNAs
Upon manual inspection of the STAT3 tiling array dataset, a small number of
very large regions (macroRNAs), densely populated with highdiff segments, were
observed. Since the initial ones were upregulated upon STAT3 induction, they
were termed STAT3-induced RNAs or short STAiRs. For example, STAiR 1 is a
macroRNA of at least 300 kb in length with tissue-specific expression that contains
highly conserved sequence and structure elements. It was demonstrated to likely
be a continuous transcript (Hackermu¨ller et al., 2014). In order to search for other
macroRNAs in an unbiased and automatic manner, the stairFinder tool was ap-
plied to the highdiff segments, identified by TileShuffle in the STAT3, cell cycle,
and p53 dataset. A bandwidth of 100,000 and a local flooding level of 50% were
used as parameters. In total, 60 highdiff macroRNAs of at least 10 kb length were
identified within the three data sets. If applied to expressed segments, numerous
macroRNAs were identified by stairFinder (see online supplemental material of
Hackermu¨ller et al., 2014). While stairFinder reliably identifies STAiR-like re-
gions in the tiling array data, it only ranks the RNAs according to a score combining
coverage of the identified region and its silhouette. It cannot discriminate, how-
ever, between weakly differentially expressed STAiR-like regions and multi-exon
genes with many exons separated by short introns. Therefore, the stairFinder
output was manually curated to obtain a list of bona fide macroRNA intervals. In
most cases, macroRNAs were highly pathway-specific (cell cycle, p53, or STAT3).
They were identified in diverse genomic contexts: intergenic, intronic, as well as
overlapping either coding or non-coding exons. Taking the further analyses of Hack-
ermu¨ller et al. (2014) into account, the identified macroRNAs might constitute a
class of mRNA-derived macroRNAs that function as unspliced primary transcripts.
2.4 Discussion
Most published tiling array studies have focused on discovery of novel expressed
transcripts rather than on unbiased detection of differential expression and the
choice for software regarding the latter task is limited. Variants of the maxgap/min-
run algorithm (Kampa et al., 2004; Royce et al., 2005) such as TAS require dataset-
specific cutoff parameters. Similarly, MAT has been developed for ChIP-chip data
analysis and thus requires adapted parameters to be applicable to expression tiling
array data. Both hampers the applicability of these methods in different scenar-
ios without manually inspecting a small set of expected positive regions. Instead,
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TileShuffle was presented here, a method specifically designed for expression and
differential expression analysis of tiling array data. It implements a statistical ap-
proach to detect expression or differential expression in terms of differences from the
background distribution that avoids any intensity-related parameters. TileShuffle
reduced the most dominant tiling array biases using an affinity-dependent permu-
tation in conjunction with a windowing approach. A related resampling approach
has been used by Guttman et al. (2009), which did, however, not consider probe
affinities and was not applied to detection of differential expression.
TileShuffle, TAS, and MAT were compared in two different test scenarios. In the
cell cycle dataset, in which a custom array was used for validation, TileShuffle
achieved significantly lower false discovery rates under equal sensitivities. This test
scenario had the advantage of building on a biologically meaningful experiment
with the associated noise in expression signals and transcriptome complexity and
of calculating sensitivity and specificity on a large number of intervals. However, the
custom array data had an FDR itself, which was better controlled and significantly
lower than for the tiling array while still providing a surrogate for a true reference.
In the second scenario, the algorithms were compared using a spike-in dataset
(Sasaki et al., 2007). The differences between the three algorithms were smaller
than in the previous scenario. TileShuffle, however, was the only one obtaining
sensitivities above 50%. The spike-in experiment had the advantage of a clear def-
inition of positive and negative intervals for calculating sensitivity and specificity.
However, although large for a spike-in experiment, 162 differentially expressed ele-
ments was a small number compared to the cell cycle experiment. In consequence,
the noise was low, the basal expression level was already high and a ten-fold differ-
ential expression constitutes a strong effect for biological experiments. Thus, this
scenario was rather artificial.
Apart from the ROCs, TileShuffle clearly outmatched TAS and MAT in the
recovery of transcript structures by identifying the intron-exon structure more ac-
curately. However, TileShuffle failed to detect very short exons because of the
windowing approach. Additionally, TileShuffle can incorporate replicate experi-
ments and supports input data as custom-formatted files. Hence, it is not dependent
on any technology or tiling array design and can also be applied to ChIP-chip data
by selecting a larger window size. The required computation time of TileShuffle
was considerably higher than for TAS and MAT. However, this is negligible compared
to the overall effort of a genome-wide tiling array experiment and thus does not
constitute a bottleneck in the analysis workflow.
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The stairFinder tool was successfully applied to detect local accumulations of
short (differentially) expressed segments in three tiling array data sets analyzing
various signaling pathways. One of these accumulations, termed STAT3-induced
RNA 1 (STAiR 1), was shown to be a tissue-specific expressed macroRNA with
highly conserved sequence and structure elements. Moreover, it was demonstrated
that STAiR 1 is most likely a continuous transcript. As a result, the very large
regions identified by stairFinder might represent a new class of mRNA-derived
macroRNAs.
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3.1 Tiling arrays vs. next-generation sequencing
With the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) and RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq), the relevance of tiling arrays to investigate the transcriptional landscape were
diminished (Tab. 3.1). RNA-seq provides single nucleotide resolution and in some
context requires only minimal a priori knowledge of the genome, while tiling arrays
exhibit cross-hybridization and have a limited dynamic range of detection (Mor-
tazavi et al., 2008; Nagalakshmi et al., 2008). In addition, NGS can be used to
identify novel alternative spliced transcripts by seeking reads that cross exon-exon
boundaries (Pan et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2014). Tiling arrays and RNA-seq are
both not able to distinguish between loci with 100% sequence similarity, resulting
in convoluted signals or reads aligning to multiple loci. Besides, estimates of tran-
script abundance of tiling arrays are affected by biases due to cross-hybridization
of probes to off-target transcripts (Okoniewski and Miller, 2006; Irizarry et al.,
2003) Likewise, RNA-seq can suffer from reads that align to incorrect loci due to
sequencing errors, genomic variants, or differences between the reference sequence
and that of the genome under study. RNA-seq critically depends on the generation
of sufficient reads to cover each locus at sufficient depth to give reliable estimates of
expression (Bradford et al., 2010). This can be significantly more than one might
expect because the approach relies on random sampling of the fragmented trans-
criptome. Thus, a relatively small number of highly expressed loci may account for
the majority of reads.
Several studies have compared gene expression microarrays with RNA-seq using
both human (Sultan et al., 2008; Marioni et al., 2008) and mouse (Mortazavi et al.,
2008; Tang et al., 2009) samples, reporting good correspondence between gene ex-
pression and fold changes, and higher gene detection rates in RNA-seq than on an
array. By comparing tiling arrays with RNA-seq, Agarwal et al. (2010) have noted
that 4 million reads sufficed to match the sensitivity of two tiling array replicates.
With higher depth of sequencing coverage, tiling arrays are outperformed substan-
tially. The authors further suggested a strategy for using RNA-seq data as a gold
standard set to calibrate tiling array data.
In summary, both technologies assess transcription in an unbiased manner but
NGS methods have shown distinct advantages over array-based approaches. How-
ever, due to the availability of large tiling array reference data sets, e.g., from
ENCODE, and the possibility to complement sequencing data with array data
(Wilhelm et al., 2008), tiling arrays remain relevant in the field of computational
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Table 3.1: Comparison of tiling arrays and RNA-seq for surveying transcriptome.
Adopted from Wilhelm and Landry (2009)
Criterion Tiling arrays RNA-seq
Resolution of data Dependent on genome size but 1 bp, at sufficient
>35 bp for human/mouse sequencing depth
Cost per sample (excluding Low-high, depending on arrays High1
equipment) needed to cover genome
Linear dynamic range of < 2 orders of magnitude Limited by sequencing
expression values depth and biological
expression only
Sensitivity (Signal:Noise) Low High
Monitor splice site usage Limited Yes
Detection of anti-sense Not standard Requires strand
transcripts specific preparation
Detection of SNPs, mutations, Limited Yes
allelic differences
Size of raw data files 0.1-1Gb 1-15 Tb
per experiment
Downstream bioinformatic High Very high
requirements
1 based on costs in 2009
biology although the focus of research is shifting more and more towards NGS.
3.2 Sequencing platforms
Sequencing can be described as the process to determine the order of nucleotides
(A, C, G, or T) of a given DNA template. The first sequencing procedures were
introduced in 1977, one of which, the Sanger sequencing method, was technologi-
cally improved and subsequently almost exclusively used for sequencing until recent
years. Even today, Sanger sequencing is still considered as the ‘gold standard’. In
2005, a new technology referred to as high-throughput sequencing (HTS) or next-
generation sequencing (NGS) was introduced. NGS is based on the principle of
isolating individual sequence reactions from each other and running a large number
of them concurrently, strongly increasing the sequencing throughput. In this way,
thousands or even millions of sequences or so-called reads can be produced simul-
taneously. In the following, the various NGS sequencing platforms with focus on
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the two major ones (i.e., Illumina and 454) will be introduced. Understanding the
molecular biological and technical background of different technologies is crucial to
assess their advantages and disadvantages and points to the potential biases and
difficulties that need to be tackled during the subsequent computational analysis.
Note that SOLiD, also one of the early NGS platforms, will not be discussed in this
work since its working principle and hence the computational challenges associated
with analyzing its data (i.e., the mapping in particular) are fundamentally different
from all other technologies. In addition to the variety of sequencing platforms, NGS
protocols will be presented that are used to investigate the genome, transcriptome,
or DNA methylome (as part of the epigenome). Each of these sequencing proto-
cols, even though similar to one another, poses different challenges for the data
analysis. Finally, two major computational tasks in NGS analysis, i.e., mapping
and assembly, will be introduced and an overview of state-of-the-art methods will
be given.
3.2.1 A brief history of sequencing
In the late 1970s, the first two sequencing procedures were introduced, namely
the chemical degradation method by Maxam and Gilbert (1977) and the enzymatic
chain termination method by Sanger et al. (1977a,b). In the method by Maxam and
Gilbert, a terminally radioactively labeled DNA molecule is sequenced by break-
ing it specifically at cytosines and thymines, at cytosines alone, at guanines and
adenines, or at guanines alone using different chemical reactions. The fragments
of these four reactions are electrophoresed side-by-side on a polyacrylamide gel
and the sequence can directly be read from the pattern of radioactive bands. The
concentration of the chemicals is adjusted to result in only one reaction per DNA
molecule on average. In contrast to the method of Maxam and Gilbert, the se-
quencing method of Sanger et al. (1977a) is rapid and does not require hazardous
chemical reagents. It is based on the principle that the extension of an oligonu-
cleotide chain by the DNA polymerase is stopped immediately after incorporating
a dideoxynucleotide (ddNTP) instead of a normal deoxynucleotides (dNTP). In-
cubation of a DNA molecule with primer and DNA polymerase in the presence of
dATP, dCTP, and dGTP, one of which being radioactively labeled, and a mixture of
ddTTP and dTTP results in a series of DNA fragments of diverse length with com-
mon 5′-end and thymidine residues at their 3′-ends. By using analogous terminators
for the other nucleotides in separate incubations and running them side-by-side on
a polyacrylamide gel, the sequence of the input DNA molecule can be read from
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the pattern of radioactive bands, similar to the method of Maxam and Gilbert. Im-
provements on this original method constitute the use of capillary electrophoresis,
general automation, and fluorescent labeled chain terminator ddNTPs that can be
detected automatically by an optical system. In such a way, up to 96 individual
DNA samples can be sequenced in high quality to a length of approximately 650 bp
(Tab. 3.2).
Table 3.2: Comparison of sequencing instruments. Note that the list is incom-
plete and contains only a selection of currently available instruments, attempt-
ing to demonstrate the spectrum of each manufacturer. This table is adapted
from Glenn (2011) and is updated to 2014 values according to http:// www.
molecularecologist.com/next-gen-fieldguide-2014/ .
Run Millions of Bases Yield Reagent Reagent
Instrument time1 reads/run per read2 Mb/run cost/run3 cost/Mb
ABI 3730 (Sanger) 2 h 0.000096 650 0.06 $ 144 $ 2,307.69
454 FLX Titanium 10 h 1 400 400 $ 6,200 $ 15.50
454 FLX+ 20 h 1 650 650 $ 6,200 $ 9.54
Illumina MiSeq v3 55 h 22 6004 13,200 $ 1,442 $ 0.11
Illumina HiSeq 2000 11.5 d 3,000 2004 600,000 $ 23,470 $ 0.04
Illumina HiSeq 25005 40 h 300 3004 90,000 $ 4,126 $ 0.05
Illumina HiSeq 25006 6 d 2,000 2504 500,000 $ 14,950 $ 0.03
Illumina HiSeq X Ten 3d 6,000 2504 1,800,000 $ 12,750 $ 0.007
Ion Torrent 318 chip 7.3 h 4.75 400 1,900 $ 874 $ 0.46
Ion Torrent Proton I 4 h 70 175 12,250 $ 1,000 $ 0.82
PacBio RS II 2 h 0.03 3,000 90 $ 100 $ 1.11
1Instrument time for maximum read length. 2Average length of high-quality reads. 3Includes all
stages of sample preparation for a single sample. 4Sum of paired-end reads. 5Use of rapid run
mode. 6Use of high output mode with HiSeq v4 Chemistry.
3.2.2 454 pyrosequencing
454 pyrosequencing was the first high-throughput technology introduced onto the
market (Margulies et al., 2005). It is based on the main idea of generating light
signals by chemiluminescent reactions during sequencing (Ronaghi et al., 1998).
Prior to sequencing, the library must be prepared from the input DNA. Library
preparation is a common step of almost all sequencing workflows. The double-
stranded DNA is first isolated and randomly fragmented into pieces of 400 to 600
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base pairs. Second, adapters, sometimes called linkers, are ligated to them and the
double-stranded fragments are separated into single strands. The amplification in
pyrosequencing is done using emulsion-based polymerase chain reaction (emPCR).
DNA fragments are immobilized on DNA capture beads via a biotin tag attached to
one of the adapters. Using an excessive amount of beads, it is statistically ensured
that each bead captures only a single DNA fragment. The amplification is sealed
off in water droplets, functioning as microreactors, that are dispersed in a water-oil
emulsion. Each droplet contains a bead, enzymes, and other reagents required for
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). During this reaction, a single DNA fragment
is amplified into millions identical copies that are directly attached to the bead.
Subsequently, the beads are washed over a picotiter plate and trapped in small
wells to locally immobilize them (Fig. 3.1a). Note that the size of the wells allows
not more than one bead to enter. For sequencing, each of the four nucleotides is
washed over the plate in recurrent cycles. During the incorporation of nucleotides
by the polymerase, a chemiluminescent reaction is triggered by luciferase in the
presence of APS and sulfurylase (Fig. 3.1b). This reaction produces a light signal
that is captured by a CCD camera from underneath. After each cycle, the remaining
nucleotides are washed from the plate. The first four nucleotides (TCGA), that are
sequenced, are inside the linker next to the sequencing primer and correspond to
the flow order of nucleotides in the sequencing cycles. This strategy allows the 454
base calling software to calibrate the light signal of a single base incorporation.
A major drawback of pyrosequencing relates to sequencing of homopolymers (e.g.,
AAA or CC). The incorporation of two or more identical nucleotides into the grow-
ing DNA strand will result in the emission of multiple non-synchronous light signals
within a single cycle. Thus, the length of the homopolymer must be inferred from
the signal intensity. Even though the signal strength is theoretically proportional
to the number of incorporated bases, it is prone to errors during base calling, par-
ticularly for longer homopolymers. As a consequence, the major error type of the
454 platform is insertion/deletion rather than substitution. In comparison to other
platforms, the key advantage is the longer read length, making it particularly useful
for de novo assembly and metagenomics (Shendure and Ji, 2008). For example, the
454 FLX+ instrument generates one million reads per instrument run at lengths
of 650 bp. However, the per-base cost of sequencing with the 454 platform is much
higher compared to its NGS competitors (Tab. 3.2). In October 2013, it was an-
nounced that the 454 technology will be discontinued with Ion Torrent and PacBio
as likely future alternatives.
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Figure 3.1: 454 pyrosequencing. During library preparation, the input DNA is
fragmented, adapter sequences are added, and the double-stranded DNA is dena-
tured. (a) A single DNA fragment is immobilized on a bead and amplified by PCR.
The result is a bead coated with millions of copies of this single DNA fragment.
The beads are then captured in wells of a picotiter plate. (b) For sequencing, each
of the four nucleotides is washed over the plate in cycles. By incorporating one or
more bases to the growing strand, pyrophosphate is released and reacts with APS,
catalyzed by sulfurylase, to ATP. Luciferase then catalyzes the reaction of ATP and
luciferin to produce a light impulse that can be detected by a CCD camera. Figure
taken from Owen-Hughes and Engeholm (2007). c© Roche Diagnostics. All rights
reserved.
3.2.3 Illumina (Solexa)
Analogously to 454 sequencing, Illumina sequencing first requires library prepara-
tion, during which the input DNA is randomly fragmented and adapter sequences
are ligated to both fragment ends. Fragments are then size fractionated on a gel, ex-
tracting only sequences of 100–200 nt in length. This step is important since longer
sequences are less effective during bridge amplification whereas shorter ones directly
reduce the sequencing throughput. DNA fragments are subsequently immobilized
on the flow cell, which is densely coated with oligonucleotides, i.e., adapters and
their complementary sequences (Fig. 3.2a). A prerequisite for successful sequencing
of DNA templates is the purity and separability of the clusters, both of which are
significantly influenced by the initial binding of DNA fragments. As a consequence,
signals of clusters from different DNA templates in close proximity may not be sep-
arable from each other during signal detection and hence may be discarded. The
amplification of the Illumina platform is based on bridge PCR. In this approach,
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Illumina (Solexa) cluster generation. (a) During cluster generation,
DNA fragments are first immobilized on a flow cell surface, which is coated with
adapters and sequences complementary to them. (b) DNA templates then create a
‘bridge’ structure by binding to a complementary adapter on the surface. In this
structure, the template can be amplified by adding nucleotides and other reagents.
The bridge amplification is repeated until each cluster is comprised of up to thousand
clonally amplified templates. (c) Afterwards, the flow cell is covered by several
millions of dense clusters. For successful sequencing, it is crucial that the clusters
are spatially separated from one another (separability) and only comprise of copies
of a single DNA template (purity). The clusters are sequenced using a proprietary
reversible dye-terminator technology. Thereby, a light signal is generated per single-
base incorporation for each cluster that can be detected by a camera. Figure taken
from Hoffmann (2011). c© Illumina, Inc. All rights reserved.
the DNA templates binds to a complementary adapter via a flexible linker, creat-
ing a ‘bridge’ structure (Fig. 3.2b). By adding unlabeled nucleotides and enzymes,
the templates are amplified and then denatured, again leaving single-stranded tem-
plates that are immobilized and locally clustered. By repeating this process, several
million dense clusters are generated on each channel of the flow cell. Each cluster
is comprised of up to thousand copies of a single DNA fragment (Fig. 3.2c).
Subsequently, a sequencing primer is hybridized with the templates and the
sequencing-by-synthesis can begin. Each sequencing cycle consists of a single-base
extension with a modified DNA polymerase and a mixture of the four nucleotides.
Since all four nucleotides are supplied at each cycle, natural competition minimizes
the incorporation bias. The nucleotides are modified in two ways, denoted as re-
versible dye-terminator technology. They carry a base-unique fluorophore and their
3′-OH group is blocked by a reversible terminator such that only a single-base in-
corporation can occur in each cycle. Following elongation, the fluorescent dye is
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imaged by a CCD camera to identify the base and the terminator group as well
as the fluorescent dye are enzymatically cleaved. This cycle is repeated until the
clusters have been sequenced to their target length. This read length is limited by
multiple factors that cause signal decay and de-phasing such as integration of nu-
cleotides with non-functional terminators and failed removal of fluorescent dyes or
terminator groups. Consequently, Illumina reads are considerably shorter compared
to ones from 454, which represents the main drawback of this technology.
The data quality, on the other hand, is very high with average raw error rates of
1–1.5% and only 0.1% in case of high-quality bases (Shendure and Ji, 2008). Note
that the dominant error type is substitutions rather than insertions and deletions.
In terms of costs per base and sequencing throughput, the Illumina instruments
dominate the market. For example, the Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument (operated
in high output mode) can now produce two billion paired-end reads, both 125 nt
in length, in a single 6 days sequencing run, yielding a total of 500Gb with costs
of only $ 0.30 per Mb (Tab. 3.2). This may explain the fact that over 90% of
all sequencing data has been produced on Illumina systems and Illumina data is
referenced in more than 2,300 peer-reviewed publications1.
3.2.4 Other sequencing platforms
Ion Torrent is the only non-optical sequencing technology that is currently available.
It uses semiconductor technology to measures the pH change, resulting from the
release of a hydrogen ion (H+) during the incorporation of a nucleotide (Rothberg
et al., 2011). Similar to 454, the input DNA is fragmented, bound to beads, and
locally amplified on them. The beads are then trapped in microwells on a semi-
conductor chip (Fig. 3.3a). By sequentially adding nucleotides together with DNA
polymerase, the machine is able to detect the incorporation of a nucleotide into the
growing strand. In case of homopolymers, two or more identical nucleotides are
integrated, releasing more hydrogen ions during a single cycle. This results in a
greater pH change and a proportionally greater electronic signal. Analogously to
pyrosequencing, the calling of homopolymers is prone to errors. As a consequence,
the dominant error type of this platform is insertion/deletion. In contrast to 454,
the per-base costs of Ion Torrent instruments are significantly lower and almost in
the order of Illumina’s. At the same time, with exception of the Illumina MiSeq,
their sequencing throughput is considerably smaller compared to Illumina instru-
1http://res.illumina.com/documents/products/brochures/brochure_keeping_it_real.pdf
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Figure 3.3: (a) In Ion Torrent, beads with millions of clonally amplified DNA
templates are trapped in microwells on a chip. As the only non-optical sequencing
technology, the sequencing is based on measuring the pH change of a H+ release
during incorporation of a nucleotide. (b) The PacBio technology can sequence in-
dividual DNA molecules in real-time. A locally immobilized DNA polymerase is
surrounded by a zero-mode waveguide (ZMW), which confines light in small vol-
umes. During sequencing, the light signal generated during the incorporation of
fluorescently labeled nucleotides into the growing strand is detected using ZMWs.
Figure adapted from Barillot et al. (2012).
ments (Tab. 3.2). This makes the Ion Torrent platform particularly useful for small
scale applications such as targeted sequencing or de novo sequencing of microbial
genomes (Glenn, 2011).
Pacific BioSciences (PacBio) has developed the first instrument that sequences
individual DNA molecules (i.e., single-molecule sequencing) in real-time (Fig. 3.3b).
In this technology, DNA polymerase molecules are immobilized on a glass surface.
Each one is surrounded by a zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) (Levene et al., 2003)
that spatially restricts the light emission to a small volume (Eid et al., 2009). All
four nucleotides, each one individually labeled with a different fluorescent dye, are
present during sequencing. After the incorporation of a labeled nucleotide, immedi-
ately prior to the fluorescent label being cleaved off, a light signal is generated that
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can be detected using ZMWs. Without the need to stop the elongation, the im-
mobilized polymerase can be used to sequence a single DNA molecule in real time,
potentially allowing for read lengths of tens of thousands of base pairs (Metzker,
2010). In practice, however, the read lengths are limited by the DNA polymerase
being photo-damaged due to the laser excitation leading to termination of the se-
quencing reaction (Buermans and den Dunnen, 2014). Nevertheless, with read
lengths of around 3,000 nucleotides (Tab. 3.2), it still outperforms all other NGS
methods presented here to a large extent. A major disadvantage of the PacBio
platform is the high single pass error rate of 10–15% (Buermans and den Dunnen,
2014), which is much higher than the ones of their competitors with mainly inser-
tion/deletion errors and only a small fraction of substitutions. It is important to
note, however, that errors in the PacBio reads are randomly distributed and do
not accumulate towards the end of the reads. This property can be used to create
a consensus after sequencing the template multiple times. The accuracy of this
consensus can reach over 99.999% using the PacBio Quiver software (Chin et al.,
2013). Despite the relatively low throughput (Tab. 3.2), the long read data, absence
of GC bias, and insights into real-time sequencing of the polymerase is unique to
PacBio and cannot be covered by any competing NGS platform (Buermans and
den Dunnen, 2014).
3.3 Sequencing protocols and their applications
The large amount of low-cost sequencing data, that is produced by NGS technolo-
gies described before, makes it valuable for a variety of goals (Shendure and Ji, 2008;
Metzker, 2010). Important applications include: (i) de novo sequencing of bacterial
or eukaryotic genomes, (ii) discovery of mutations and structural variants by full-
genome or targeted resequencing, (iii) species classification and/or gene discovery
by metagenomics studies, (iv) survey of the transcriptomes of cells, tissues, and or-
ganisms (RNA-seq), (v) genome-wide profiling of epigenetic marks and chromatin
structure (ChIP-seq, Methyl-seq, DNase-seq). In the following, these applications
will be briefly introduced including the NGS protocol that is required to obtain the
data.
3.3.1 Genome (re-)sequencing
One of the major application of NGS technology and DNA sequencing (DNA-seq) is
the complete characterization of the entire genome of a particular species, termed de
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novo sequencing. After completing the genomes of the most common model organ-
isms (yeast, Escherichia coli, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Ara-
bidopsis thaliana, mouse) and the human genome (International Human Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2004), a steadily increasing number of genome sequences
is being produced. For example, research groups also undertook efforts to sequence
and analyze the genomes of endangered or even extinct species such as panda (Li
et al., 2010a), mammoth (Rohland et al., 2010), and early humans (Green et al.,
2010; Reich et al., 2010). Apart from evolutionary studies, this sequencing data
represents a rich resource, which serves as reference for diverse research sections
including comparative genomics, forensics, epidemiology, and medicine (Metzker,
2005).
Apart from de novo sequencing, the study of genetic variation in the human pop-
ulation has become one of the major applications of DNA sequencing using NGS
technology. Two unrelated people share, on average, 99.9% sequence identity in
the genome, but in the general population one in 300 nucleotides is different (In-
ternational HapMap Consortium, 2003). The genetic variation of just 0.1% has, in
addition to the epigenetic modes of inheritance, a major impact on phenotype and
susceptibility to diseases. Genetic variation is either categorized as sequence vari-
ation including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and short insertions/dele-
tions (indels), or structural variations such as copy number variations and diverse
types of genomic rearrangements. Note that the latter ones can also be studied
using NGS technology (e.g., 454 or Illumina) by means of long-range information
given by mate-pairs or paired-ends (Korbel et al., 2007; Bentley et al., 2008). Sev-
eral large-scale projects, most prominently the International HapMap Consortium
(International HapMap Consortium, 2003) and the 1000 Genomes Project (1000
Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2010), have intensively studied the patterns
of genetic variation and inheritance in the human population, typically focusing
on the most common form of sequence variation, i.e., SNPs. Since human genetic
variation extends beyond SNPs, the Human Genome Structural Variation Project
(Human Genome Structural Variation Working Group et al., 2007) has been ini-
tiated to identify and catalog structural variations such as insertions, deletions,
duplications, inversions, and translocations. All of these so-called genome-wide as-
sociation studies (GWAS) are powered by their scale and have provided valuable
insights into the genetics of complex diseases (Manolio, 2010). Despite substantial
cost reduction of NGS technologies, whole-genome sequencing is still an expensive
endeavor. In contrast, genome enrichment methods facilitate targeted resequencing
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of specific regions of interest at lower costs, in particular in applied medicine for
therapeutics and diagnostics (Metzker, 2005). This strategy can be employed to
target, for example, the exome (less than 2% of the genome represented by protein-
coding regions or exons), the “Mendelianome” (coding regions of 2,993 known dis-
ease genes), or mega-base large regions that have been shown to be associated with
diseases by genome-wide association studies (Rizzo and Buck, 2012; Boyd, 2013).
In targeted resequencing, DNA regions of interest are enriched prior to sequencing
using capture techniques. Commonly used enrichment strategies include hybrid
capture, microdroplet PCR, or array capture techniques (Rizzo and Buck, 2012).
Enriched regions are then used instead of total DNA as input for library prepa-
ration and sequencing. In addition to reduced costs, targeted approaches allow
for higher sequencing coverage, leading to a higher accuracy in the detection of
sequence variants.
Another field of application is known as metagenomics, which refers to “culture-
independent studies of the collective set of genomes of mixed microbial communi-
ties” (Petrosino et al., 2009). In this context, the purpose is to explore the commu-
nities of microbial organisms directly in their natural environment, for example in
environmental niches, plants, or animal hosts. Specifically, metagenomics bypasses
the need for isolation and lab cultivation of individual species, which is often not
possible (Amann et al., 1995). Facilitated by NGS, current studies typically employ
one of the following approaches, i.e., either targeted DNA sequencing of phylogenet-
ically informative genes such as 16S rRNAs, or whole-genome shotgun sequencing
(Petrosino et al., 2009). In such a way, a number of different environments have
been investigated so far, e.g., the ocean (Angly et al., 2006; Huber et al., 2007), soil
(Fierer et al., 2007), coral reefs (Wegley et al., 2007), and the human microbiome
(Turnbaugh et al., 2007). The computational challenges associated with the ana-
lysis of metagenomic data are unique and specialized methods are required (Chen
and Pachter, 2005), which will not be discussed in this work.
3.3.2 RNA sequencing
With the development of high-throughput DNA sequencing, a new sequencing
method, termed RNA-seq, for comprehensive measurement of the transcriptome
and the discovery of new exons, splice sites, or genes was facilitated. RNA-seq
overcomes several shortcomings posed by previous methods such as limited dynamic
range of detection for microarray technologies (Wang et al., 2009). The expression
values obtained from RNA-seq have also shown to be highly accurate, as determined
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by quantitative PCR (qPCR) (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008) and spike-in controls of
RNAs over a broad range of concentrations (Mortazavi et al., 2008). In addition,
the expression quantification with RNA-seq is highly reproducible in terms of tech-
nical and biological replicates (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008; Cloonan et al., 2008).
Furthermore, in contrast to expressed sequence tags (EST), which have previously
been one of the major techniques for transcript discovery, RNA-seq avoids the need
for bacterial cloning of cDNA, making it simpler and less prone to selection bias.
The workflow of a typical RNA-seq experiment requires a population of RNAs.
The RNAs are converted into a cDNA library, possibly fragmented, and adapters
are attached to one or both ends. The library is then sequenced by an NGS plat-
form from one (single-end) or both ends (paired-end). In principle, any of the
previously described platforms can be used for RNA-seq, each with its own bene-
fits, i.e., low-cost but short paired-end reads for Illumina or long reads for 454, Ion
Torrent, or PacBio. Following sequencing, the resulting reads are either aligned
to a reference genome or reference transcriptome, or assembled de novo without a
genome sequence. Note that the computational task of aligning different types of
NGS data to a reference sequence is covered more detailed in the following section.
As already mentioned before, there is a broad range of RNA-seq applications
that allow a comprehensive understanding of transcription. The most important
ones include quantification of expression levels and detection of novel genes and
exons as well as alternative splicing events or gene fusion transcripts, the latter of
which have become increasingly important in cancer research (Ozsolak and Milos,
2011). Using a strand-specific library for RNA-seq, it is also possible to unravel
sense and anti-sense transcription in regions with overlapping transcription from
opposite strands (David et al., 2006; Wilhelm et al., 2008). In addition, RNA-seq
can be used to identify genomic variations in transcribed regions (e.g., SNPs) or
RNA editing (Morin et al., 2008; Park et al., 2012).
Typically, total RNA is not directly used as input for RNA-seq due to the mas-
sive number of non-polyA transcripts such as ribosomal RNAs, histone RNAs, and
tRNAs. There are several protocols, designed to resolve this issue. The most
common RNA-seq protocol is the so-called mRNA-seq. To do this, polyA-selected
RNAs, isolated by oligo-dT, are sequenced. To eliminate polyA-containing non-
mRNAs such as miRNA and snoRNAs, a size fractionation step is commonly in-
cluded into mRNA-seq protocols. However, studies during the last years suggested
that there are functional non-coding and protein-coding RNAs that do not pos-
sess polyA tails (Katayama et al., 2005). To avoid this bias, a new protocol was
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recently introduced by Cui et al. (2010) in which ribosomal RNA-depleted RNA
is sequenced. It is referred to as ribo-minus or rmRNA-seq and uses hybridiza-
tion and biotin-streptavidin binding to deplete ribosomal RNA. The study of small
non-coding RNAs such as miRNAs, siRNAs, and snoRNAs has gained a lot of at-
tention in recent years due to their association with diseases such as cancer (Garzon
et al., 2009). Therefore, a modified RNA-seq protocol, named shortRNA-seq, was
introduced that requires no fragmentation of the input RNA but includes a size
fractionation step (18–30 nt) prior to the adapter ligation (Berezikov et al., 2006;
Babiarz et al., 2008; Chiang et al., 2010). Note that shortRNA-seq does not require
rRNA-depletion due to the size selection without fragmentation.
3.3.3 Sequencing of epigenetic marks
Epigenetic information is either stored in nucleosomes (e.g., modifications of histone
tails) or in the form of DNA methylation, both of which can be studied using NGS.
The detection of histone modifications is based on chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP), which is a technique for assaying protein-DNA binding in vivo (Solomon
et al., 1988). Specifically, antibodies are used to target specific histone modifica-
tions, proteins, or nucleosomes. The isolation of those, in consequence, enriches
for DNA fragments that are bound to them. Prior to NGS, genome-wide screens
of DNA-protein interaction were obtained by hybridizing immunoprecipitated frag-
ments to a microarray (Blat and Kleckner, 1999; Ren et al., 2000), referred to as
ChIP-chip. The NGS-based technique, ChIP-seq, was first published in 2007 (John-
son et al., 2007; Barski et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2007; Mikkelsen et al., 2007)
as one of the early applications of NGS. Apart from studying histone modifications
such as methylations (Barski et al., 2007) or acetylations (Wang et al., 2008b),
the method is commonly applied to investigate DNA-binding proteins (e.g., tran-
scription factors) and nucleosome positioning. ChIP-seq features higher resolution,
fewer artifacts, greater genome coverage, and a larger dynamic range of detection
than ChIP-chip and hence provides substantially improved data (Park, 2009).
DNA methylations are commonly captured either by sequencing methylated DNA
that was isolated by antibodies or proteins, as in methylated DNA immunoprecipi-
tation (MeDIP) (Weber et al., 2005) and MBD-isolated genome sequencing (MiGS)
(Serre et al., 2010), or by sequencing DNA reads treated with sodium bisulfite to
selectively convert unmethylated cytosines to uracils (Frommer et al., 1992). Since
the first approach merely enriches sequencing reads with methylation marks by
pull-down with antibodies or proteins, it is not possible to accurately pinpoint fre-
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Figure 3.4: Possible read types (+FW, +RC, -FW, -RC) in bisulfite sequencing
protocols. Methylated and unmethylated cytosines in the genomic sequence (left)
are colored in red and blue, respectively, and positions in the read sequences (right)
derived from genomic cytosines are colored correspondingly. Note that the interme-
diate conversion of unmethylated cytosines into uracils after bisulfite treatment is
omitted.
quency, exact location, and sequence context of the modifications. The isolation
procedure is further biased towards enrichment of highly methylated regions (Lis-
ter et al., 2009). Sequencing techniques based on bisulfite treatment, on the other
hand, facilitate single-base resolution, so that the methylation state of each sin-
gle cytosine can be analyzed. Thus, they are capable of detecting intermediate
methylation levels in heterogeneous samples or imprinted genes. One drawback of
this method is the fact that hydroxymethylated cytosines (hmC), present in some
mammalian cell types, cannot be distinguished from methylation marks after con-
version with sodium bisulfite (Huang et al., 2010). Recently, three novel sequencing
methods to detect hydroxymethylation were introduced (reviewed in Song et al.,
2012a): SMRT (Song et al., 2012b), oxBS-seq (Booth et al., 2012), and TAB-seq
(Yu et al., 2012).
Due to its high resolution and the possibility of unbiased genome coverage, bisul-
fite sequencing has been established as the “gold standard” method to capture
DNA methylation. In the earliest approach of this type, reduced representation
bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) by Meissner et al. (2005), genomic regions with CpG
dinucleotides are enriched by prior digestion with MspI. More recent protocols avoid
this bias. Both methylC-seq (Lister et al., 2009) and BS-seq (Cokus et al., 2008) are
protocols for the construction of the bisulfite-treated libraries for high-throughput
sequencing. They mainly differ in their amplification procedure: while methylC-
seq involves only a single amplification step, BS-seq uses two amplification steps in
order to ensure only fully bisulfite-converted sequences to be amplified and hence
sequenced. In BS-seq, adapters containing unmethylated cytosines are ligated to
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the DNA fragments. After treatment with sodium bisulfite, the first amplification is
performed using primers complementary to fully bisulfite-converted adapters, then
digested with DpnI, and again amplified using common Illumina adapters. This re-
sults in four different types of bisulfite reads: +FW and +RC from the plus strand,
and -FW and -RC from the minus strand (Fig. 3.4). In case of methylC-seq, only
two of these read types (+FW and -FW) may occur and are expected to be se-
quenced at similar rate. Beyond the extensive studies of Lister et al. (2009, 2011)
as part of the UCSD Human Reference Epigenome Mapping Project, the methy-
lomes of silkworm (Xiang et al., 2010), honey bee (Lyko et al., 2010), ants (Bonasio
et al., 2012), human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (Li et al., 2010b), domestic
cat (Tamazian et al., 2014), and some plants (Lister et al., 2008; Zhong et al., 2013;
Liang et al., 2014) have been analyzed by means of bisulfite sequencing. Moreover,
this technology has been applied to identify methylation variations in epigenetic
domains across human cancer types (Hansen et al., 2011).
3.4 Overview of read aligners
The computational tasks in the analysis of next-generation sequencing data are
manifold, but most of them fit into the following general categories: (i) alignment
of sequence reads to a reference genome, (ii) detection of sequence variation, (iii)
de novo or reference-guided assembly, and (iv) visualization and annotation. In
this work, the focus is primarily on the first category, known as the mapping task.
In genome informatics, it describes the process of generating a (mostly heuristic)
alignment of (short) sequencing reads to a (larger) reference genome. From a biol-
ogist’s point of view, the ultimate goal of mapping is to retrieve the read alignment
at the DNA or RNA fragment’s position of origin, i.e., the position from which the
sequenced DNA or RNA fragment was originally sampled. From an informatics
point of view, however, it is only feasible to find the optimal alignment of the read
to the reference with respective of a scoring function although this may not nec-
essarily be at the read’s point of origin. To map NGS data, the algorithms have
to deal with three different problems at once. First, the amount of data is huge.
For example, sequencing a human sample on one flow cell of an Illumina HiSeq
2000 results in approximately three billion reads that need to be mapped to an
over three billion character-long reference genome, i.e., the human genome. Sec-
ond, the sequencing process introduces errors to the reads at different steps. It may
occur during base calling at which, in case of Illumina for example, light signals
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are interpreted as nucleotides. By calling a wrong nucleotide, a mismatch will be
introduced into the ‘true’ read alignment to the reference. In 454 pyrosequencing,
the homopolymer issue (described in Section 3.2.2), on the other hand, primarily
causes insertion/deletion errors. NGS instruments report the uncertainty of base
calling in the form of quality values. In brief, one quality value is assigned to each
nucleotide in the read sequence, representing its probability of being called incor-
rectly. Some read aligners use this information to preferably introduce alignment
errors at low-quality bases and are hence classified as quality-aware (QA column
in Tab. 3.3). Another source of error is the activity of the polymerase that may,
in absence of the in vivo proofreading machinery, incorporate a wrong nucleotide
during amplification. Note that the amplification errors as well as sequence vari-
ants are not reflected by quality values. The use of quality values during mapping
is hence double-edged since it may help to identify the most likely position of an
alignment mismatch but may also overrate a high-quality base despite the possi-
bility of being an amplification error. In addition to the increased complexity of
error-tolerant mapping, read errors might obscure the read’s position of origin and,
in consequence, erroneous reads may be optimally aligned at a position that is dif-
ferent from their positions of origin. Third, the short read length often makes the
mapping ambiguous, meaning that particularly for short (erroneous) reads two or
more equally good alignments to different genomic locations may exist. In this case,
the position of origin cannot be determined reliably. Read aligners employ different
policies to handle these multiple mappings (Align Rep column in Tab. 3.3). For
example, an aligner may report all optimal and suboptimal alignments (A), only
the optimal ones (B), a user-defined number of optimal ones (S), only one of the
optimal alignments selected randomly (R), or only unique optimal alignments (U).
For the read mapping task, many different algorithms have been developed. A
survey at the EBI counted more than 80 different read aligners (Fonseca et al.,
2012). A selective overview of the most advanced and popular ones of them for the
tasks of mapping DNA-seq, RNA-seq, or bisulfite-treated data is given in Tab. 3.3.
To efficiently handle the vast amount of NGS data, index structures on the reference
and/or on the read sequences are used by almost all of them. Subsequently, the basic
mapping strategies as well as the major index structures used by read aligners, i.e.,
hash tables (HT), Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT), and suffix arrays/enhanced
suffix array (SA/ESA), will be introduced briefly. Afterwards, specifically developed
methods for mapping RNA-seq and bisulfite-treated NGS data will be presented.
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3.4.1 DNA-seq aligners and index structures
One of the first tools specifically designed for mapping NGS data was MAQ (Li
et al., 2008). It is based on a hash-table data structure to index and scan the
sequencing data. In case of MAQ, RMAP (Smith et al., 2009), and RazerS3 (Weese
et al., 2012), the hash-table is built on the set of input reads and is used to scan
the reference genome. Alternatively, the reference sequence can be indexed by a
hash-table to scan through the input reads, a strategy used by Blat (Kent, 2002)
and GSNAP (Wu and Nacu, 2010). With either hashing methodology, the algorithms
typically implement hash-tables in the form of ‘spaced seed’, a pattern of 1s and
0s in which 1s represent positions of the sequence that are required to match and
the total number of 1s per seed is called the weight of the seed. By using a set
of specific spaced seeds, it is possible to scan for seed matches while allowing for
a limited number of mismatches. For example, MAQ indexes the first 28 bp of the
reads, termed the seed region, with six different hash-tables, each corresponding
to a spaced seed of length 8 and weight 4, to ensure that all hits with two or
less mismatches and more than half of those with three mismatches will be found.
A drawback of MAQ is the dependence on a high-quality seed region instead of
scanning the genome with the entire read sequence. Moreover, the construction of
the hash-tables in MAQ makes it tolerant to limited mismatches but not to insertions
or deletions (indels) within the seed region. In contrast, RMAP uses a variation of
q-gram filtering, which yields bounds on the length and number of perfect matches
between two sequences, given their length and the maximum error rate (Rasmussen
et al., 2006). In other words, RMAP is able to reduce the number of hash-tables but
at the same time ensures that all seed matches within the entire read sequence up
to the given error rate are found. Once seed matches are located, almost all read
aligners use variations of dynamic programming alignment algorithms to determine
the best read alignment to the reference genome, introduced in Section 1.3.2. These
alignment algorithms can be either local or semi-global, ungapped or gapped (with
linear or affine gap penalties), and may or may not utilize base quality values.
Since 2009, a new generation of read aligners have been developed that are based
on the Burrows-Wheeler transform (Burrows and Wheeler, 1994). This transform
is a reversible process that reorders the characters in the genome sequence such
that subsequences occurring multiple times appear clustered. This facilitates bet-
ter compression of the transformed compared to the original string, a property that
is being exploited by many compression algorithms as well. Introduced by Ferragina
and Manzini (2000), the data structure of BWT-based aligners is typically the FM-
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index, which is a compressed and searchable suffix-array like structure. It is built
from the BWT of the genome and comprises only two arrays to efficiently access
the compressed BWT using the backward search algorithm (Ferragina and Manzini,
2000). In brief, it traverses the prefix tree of the genome to scan for matches while
requiring neither the prefix tree nor the uncompressed genome explicitly. As a
consequence, BWT-based aligners necessitate only a low memory footprint while
providing fast searches and hence outperform hashing methods in both aspects.
The backward algorithm, however, only retrieves perfect matches, and substantial
overhead is required to allow for inexact matches, e.g., via time-consuming enumer-
ation of alternative paths as used by BWA (Li et al., 2009a). Alternatively, SOAP2 (Li
et al., 2009b) permits errors by splitting the read into fragments of identical length
such that at least one of them is guaranteed to match perfectly. Bowtie (Langmead
et al., 2009) implements a modified backward search algorithm using a forward and
a mirror index that enables efficient quality-aware backtracking. The drawback of
this strategy is its inability to account for indels during the seeding stage. More-
over, Bowtie does not perform a full gapped alignment on seed matches but simply
extends them. The deficiency of Bowtie in finding alignments with indels has been
remedied in Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) by use of a gapped extension
stage. In the initial seeding stage, Bowtie2 implements the more time-efficient bi-
directional BWT (Lam et al., 2009), which combines the two separate BWT data
structures of Bowtie. For performance reasons, Bowtie2 still only locates ungapped
seed matches. All previous BWT-based aligners work with a seed-and-extend strat-
egy, in which the search space is reduced by finding short seed matches first and
then extending the alignment to the full read sequence. Typically, only few mis-
matches or errors are permitted in the seed. In contrast to this, Marco-Sola et al.
(2012) introduced the fast read aligner GEM that adopts a filtration-based approach
to approximate string matching. In brief, relevant candidate matches are retrieved
from an FM-index using specific pigeonhole-like rules and verified by an alignment
algorithm based on bit-parallelism (Myers, 1994). Regardless of the alignment pa-
rameters, GEM always performs exhaustive searches within certain boundaries (e.g.,
on permitted maximum error rate) and hence retrieves all matches that satisfy
these criteria, including gapped ones.
Beside hashing and BWT-based methods, alignment methods based on suffix ar-
rays (SA) or enhanced suffix arrays (ESA) have been developed. One of them is
segemehl (Hoffmann et al., 2009), a versatile and accurate ESA-based read aligner
for mapping DNA-seq, RNA-seq, and bisulfite-treated sequencing data. The devel-
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Figure 3.5: Mapping of RNA-seq data. The presence of splicing complicates the
mapping of cDNA reads (from processed mRNAs) back to the genome. Reads can
either be entirely contained within exons (black reads) or overlap an exon-exon
junction (blue ones). During mapping, the aligner needs to decide whether to align
reads in unsplit and contiguous fashion or split them up and align their parts to
different locations (i.e., exons) on the genome. Figure taken from Trapnell and
Salzberg (2009).
opment of segemehl’s RNA-seq realignment and whole genome bisulfite mapping
capabilities are described separately in Section 3.5.
3.4.2 RNA-seq aligners
The rise of RNA-seq protocols has added yet another layer of complexity to the
mapping problem: splicing. The methods basically need to decide whether reads are
either entirely contained within exons (black reads in Fig. 3.5) or overlap an exon-
exon junction (blue reads in Fig. 3.5). While mapping of the first case results in
a common, contiguous, and hence unsplit read alignment, the second case requires
the aligner to “split” the read into two (or more) non-overlapping subsequences
and align each of them to the appropriate exons in the reference genome. As an
alternative strategy to split-read mapping, the read aligner may perform mapping
to the reference sequence and a set of constructed mRNAs by use of transcript
annotations and/or junction information. Today, most of the tools allow only a
single split, while reads that span multiple exon-exon junctions may not be properly
aligned. As read lengths are constantly increasing, algorithms that allow multiple
splits are clearly favorable. In addition, many split-read aligners do not support
unconventional splicing events such as strand-switches, fusions, or circularizations.
Several different algorithms for mapping of RNA sequencing data have been de-
vised so far, the most popular ones are listed in Tab. 3.3. Some of these algorithms
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do not implement an index structure but depend on another DNA aligner (mostly
Bowtie) for mapping. TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009), for example, aligns the entire
set of input reads to the genome using Bowtie. Reads that can be mapped are
deemed to be contained within exons and unmapped ones may potentially overlap
exon-exon junctions. To identify possible splice junctions, exons are predicted from
the coverage of mapped reads. In close vicinity to exon boundaries, TopHat searches
for 3′ and 5′ canonical splice site motifs. The unmapped reads are then mapped by
Bowtie to the set of artificial mRNA transcripts that are constructed using all pair-
ings of neighboring (but not necessarily adjacent) exons and joining them at splice
sites. TopHat’s original algorithm was not able to detect fusion events, which was
remedied by the introduction of TopHat-Fusion (Kim and Salzberg, 2011). Later,
the fusion algorithm was integrated into TopHat2, together with some other mod-
ifications. A different strategy is employed by MapSplice (Wang et al., 2010) and
SpliceMap (Au et al., 2010), which both split up the query into fragments of cer-
tain length and align all fragments separately using Bowtie. Fragments that remain
unmapped either are erroneous or overlap an exon-exon junction. Constraint by
adjacently aligned fragments, both approaches use a gapped alignment to retrieve
the full split-read alignment, in which each gap corresponds to a splice junction.
SpliceMap additionally searches for canonical splice junctions within a genomic
range of 400MB to better guide the subsequent spliced alignment. The RNA-seq
aligner RUM (Grant et al., 2011) uses the aligners Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009)
and Blat (Kent, 2002) to perform the mapping. First, reads are mapped to the
genome as well as to a user-supplied transcriptome by use of Bowtie. Second, RUM
attempts to recover unmapped reads using Blat, a sensitive but time-consuming
spliced aligner. Identical to SOAP 2, SOAPsplice (Huang et al., 2011) is based on
the BWT and performs mapping of all reads to the genome during the first stage.
Unmapped reads are then forwarded to a two-segment alignment during the second
stage by splitting them into two parts and aligning them from opposing ends as
long as possible. To be reported, the resulting two-segment alignment must fulfill a
number of quality criteria. For long reads that remain unmapped after the second
stage SOAPsplice again divides both segments into subsegments and applies both
mapping stages recursively on them. The final alignment is then stitched together.
Similar to the bi-directional BWT, BWA-MEM (Li, 2013) is based on the FMD-index
(Li, 2012), a data structure that combines the forward as well as the reverse strand
of the reference in one index. The FMD-index facilitates a fast search for all su-
per maximal exact matches, serving as seeds, between the reference and the query
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sequence. After seeding, BWA-MEM uses chaining of collinear seeds. To support split-
read mapping, the chaining step is crucial, since it may allow for seeds in close
proximity (only separated by an erroneous stretch on the read) as well as ones from
different locations in the reference (i.e., potential exons) to be chained. A filtering
step is then used to eliminate overlapping and redundant chains as well as too short
ones. The remaining chains are extended to a complete alignment using a banded
dynamic programming algorithm. Note that this alignment method is not equiva-
lent to a full spliced alignment since the seeds remain fixed. GSNAP (Wu and Nacu,
2010) is based on hash-tables to retrieve seeds and subsequently merges and filters
them. It is able to allow for multiple mismatches and long indels and can detect
short- and long-distance splicing. One of the latest tools for RNA-seq alignment,
STAR (Dobin et al., 2013), is based on maximal mappable prefixes (MMP), similar
to the concept of super maximal exact matches used by BWA-MEM. The search for
MMPs is efficiently facilitated by suffix arrays. In a second step, the prefixes are
“stitched” together to reconstruct the isoforms. Although MMPs identifies seeds
that match exactly to the genome, the stitching procedure is capable of aligning
reads with a large number of mismatches, indels, and splice junctions. This algo-
rithm was reported to be very fast – in fact more than 50 times faster than some
of its competitors.
3.4.3 Bisulfite aligners
Standard DNA-seq aligners may run into problems when dealing with the poten-
tially high number of converted cytosines in bisulfite sequencing reads: the bisulfite
conversion causes a large number of mismatches between read and reference genome
that should not be penalized. The asymmetry of the resulting matching rule, i.e.,
a genomic cytosine should match a thymine in the read but not vice versa, com-
plicates the issue. Early bisulfite mapping methods employed very time-consuming
strategies. BSMAP (Xi and Li, 2009), for instance, iterates over all possible C/T
conversions, while CokusAlignment (Cokus et al., 2008) uses an exhausting tree
search with base probability vectors. More recent methods either allow for asym-
metric bisulfite-related mismatches, typically implemented by means of hash-tables
as in MAQ (Li et al., 2008) and RMAP (Smith et al., 2009), or use a collapsed alpha-
bet so that the asymmetry is entirely disregarded. In the latter type of methods,
each cytosine is converted to a thymine (or guanine to adenine to match the minus
strand) in the reads as well as in the genomic sequence. Both BS Seeker (Chen
et al., 2010) and Bismark (Krueger and Andrews, 2011) use Bowtie to map the
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converted strings using different alignment policies. The resulting alignments are
then post-processed to recover the methylated positions. None of the available
tools can account for indels in the read alignment. This is a major drawback since
indels are known to be the predominant error type in 454 sequencing data and
small indels contribute significantly to the genetic variation in humans (Mills et al.,
2011). Overall, currently available bisulfite aligners may not be able to cope with
higher error rates potentially caused by erroneous PCR clones, low-quality reference
genomes, mapping to the genome of a closely related organism, or extensive allelic
variations. For example, the Amphioxus genome exhibits substantial allelic varia-
tion with 3.7% SNPs and 6.8% polymorphic indels (Putnam et al., 2008). In Ciona
intestinalis, another important model organism, the average SNP rate is 1.2% but
the variations are not uniformly distributed and locally increase to 10–15% within
windows of 100 nucleotides (Dehal et al., 2002).
3.5 The segemehl mapping suite
In the following section, mapping strategies for different types of NGS data are
described. The different workflows of the segemehl mapping suite are illustrated
in Fig. 3.6. This includes segemehl’s default of mapping DNA sequencing data, the
specialized split-read and bisulfite extensions for mapping RNA-seq and bisulfite-
treated sequencing data, respectively, as well as the recovery of unmapped RNA-seq
reads using lack. Note that some of the standard notation of sequences, strings,
and alignments, introduced in Section 1.3.2, will be used.
3.5.1 Seed search with enhanced suffix arrays
In segemehl, the seed search is facilitated by use of the enhanced suffix array (ESA)
as described in detail in Hoffmann et al. (2009). In brief, the concept of suffix array
is based on lexicographically sorting all suffixes of the genomic sequence. In addi-
tion to the suffix array, the enhanced suffix array comprises three tables, namely
lcp-table, child table, and suffix link table. In order to construct an enhanced suffix
array, first, the suffix array table is generated by sorting all suffixes of the genomic
sequence using the algorithm introduced by Ko and Aluru (2003). Second, the ad-
ditional tables can be efficiently constructed according to Abouelhoda et al. (2004).
Overall, the construction of an ESA index requires O(n) in time where n denotes
the length of the genomic sequence. The use of the lcp-table and child table makes
the ESA equivalent to a suffix tree (Abouelhoda et al., 2004). The suffix tree is a
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Figure 3.6: Workflows of the segemehl mapping suite. segemehl is able to align
paired and unpaired DNA-seq, RNA-seq, and bisulfite-treated DNA-seq data. Pre-
viously unmapped RNA-seq reads can be rescued with lack.
directed rooted tree in which edges are labeled with a non-empty string such that
each suffix is formed by the concatenation of edge labels of exactly one path from
the root to a leaf. Hence, a simple seed search in the ESA can be imagined as
top-down traversal of the corresponding suffix tree with the query sequence and
requires O(m) in time where m is the length of the query sequence. To facilitate
imperfect seed searches and hence allow for mismatches, insertions, and deletions,
it is possible to enumerate alternative paths along the perfect matching path. How-
ever, the number of alternative matching paths increases exponentially with higher
numbers of errors permitted. Hence, for the sake of time efficiency, the number
of errors during seed search is limited. To perform seed searches at each query
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position, a greedy substring search, inspired by the concept of matching statistics
introduced by Chang and Lawler (1990), was implemented. This approach utilizes
suffix link information on previously computed matching paths and hence avoids
recomputations. As a consequence, the algorithm’s worst-case time complexity for
finding exact seeds is still O(m) in time. Seeds are further required to satisfy a
user-defined minimum E-value and a given maximum occurrence to limit the com-
putational costs of the following alignment step. A minimal E-value criteria simply
discards low-confident seeds, i.e., too short or too erroneous seeds, whereas the
maximum occurrence parameter is used to dismiss highly repetitive seeds. Follow-
ing the seed search, segemehl extends the seeds to semi-global alignments using
the dynamic programming alignment algorithm of Myers (1999). This algorithm
takes advantage of the high efficiency of low-level bit operations due to the bit-level
parallelism in common processors. In such a way, it is able to compute w entries
of the dynamic programming matrix simultaneously, in which w is the word size of
the machine, making the alignment algorithm highly efficient. This algorithm has
a runtime of O((m/w) · l) where l is the length of the read and reference substring.
In the implementation, the reference substring is bounded by m+ 2 · k where k is
defined by the maximal permitted errors in the read alignment. Hence, the algo-
rithm has a runtime complexity of O((m/w) · (m+ 2 · k)) in time. Since w = 64 in
the implementation, the algorithm runs in O(m+ 2 · k) for reads of sizes up to 64.
Finally, read alignments are reported that fulfill a user-defined accuracy threshold,
i.e., requiring a minimum percentage of alignment matches.
3.5.2 Split-read extension
The previous section has introduced the general methods for mapping NGS data
with segemehl including the seed search with the ESA and the subsequent semi-
global bit-vector alignment algorithm. In order to facilitate mapping of RNA-seq
data and thus split-read mapping, segemehl first attempts to align the reads to
the genome. In a second step, segemehl uses the seeds of unmapped reads to
construct the best chain in a greedy fashion and verifies it by use of a local multi-split
alignment, termed local transition alignment. The split-read extension of segemehl
is described in Hoffmann et al. (2014). The method will be briefly introduced in
this section as it constitutes the basis for the algorithm of lack.
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Chaining
The seed search with a read Q of length m reports 2m seeds, each with one or
multiple occurrences in the reference R. In addition to the aforementioned E-value
and maximum occurrence parameters, the seeds retrieved from the ESA are required
to have a minimum Shannon entropy of 1.5. The Shannon entropy of a sequence A
is defined by
H(A) = −
n−1∑
i=0
p(Ai) log2 p(Ai)
where the probabilities of the characters Ai, denoted by p(Ai), was determined
based on the character occurrence in each single split. This additional prerequisite
is necessary to drop low-complexity seeds caused by polyA tails or repeats that
bypass the maximum occurrence threshold due to sequencing errors. Let S denote
the list of all seeds passing the three filters. The objective of chaining is to select
an ordered chain of seeds that optimally covers the read from start to end while
maximizing the sum of alignment scores at the same time. Let ψ denote a function
to obtain the alignment score of a seed and let πs and πe be two functions to
determine a seed’s alignment start and end in the read Q, respectively. Finally, the
score of a chain C is evaluated using
σ(C) =
|C|∑
i=1
ψ(Ci)−
|C|∑
i=2
|πe(Ci−1)− πs(Ci)|
where Ci denotes the i-th seed in C. Note that the absolute value of the latter
term is used to penalize overlaps as well as gaps between adjacent seeds on read
Q. In the implementation, ψ(Ci) is the number of correctly matched nucleotides
of the seed alignment Ci minus the sum of mismatches, insertions, and deletions
in Ci. A list of optimal chains L is obtained using the greedy chaining algorithm
(Alg. 1). Initially, seeds are sorted with respect to πs, and the sorted list is stored
in L, containing the list of chains. Thus, in the first step, each single seed is a chain
of its own. The computation proceeds by iterating over all chains in the list L.
For each chain Li, the best preceding chain c
′ is identified and concatenated with
it. For two chains a, b, the concatenation operator is denoted by g(a, b). Note that
g(a, b) = g(b, a) = a holds iff b = ǫ.
It is easy to see that Alg. 1 terminates after (|S| · (|S| − 1))/2 iterations. Since
there are at most 2m seeds passing the filters, the algorithm is of the complexity
O(m2).
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Algorithm 1 Greedy seed chaining
L = sort(S, πs)
for i := 1 to |L| do
c′ = ǫ
for j := 1 to i− 1 do
if σ(g(Lj , Li)) > σ(g(c
′, Li)) then
c′ = Lj
end if
end for
if c′ 6= ǫ then
Li = g(c
′, Li)
end if
end for
return L
Local transition alignment
The chains are ranked with respect to their score. To ensure a high precision, only
the highest ranking chain C is used for alignment. Furthermore, it is required to
cover more than 80% of the read and its score needs to be at least 20% higher
than the second ranking chain’s score. As pointed out above, each seed might
have multiple alignments across the genome. In this case, segemehl selects those
alignments that minimize the distance on the genome and are, whenever possible, on
the same strand. As a consequence, exactly one position in the reference is obtained
for each seed. These positions guide a local transition alignment across a number of
loci. A similar idea has been independently proposed by McPherson et al. (2011).
In contrast to McPherson, this algorithm fully integrates the transition between
multiple matrices. In such a way, it is able to obtain an optimal local split alignment
across multiple reference loci, however requiring a backtracking step. The local
transition alignment method is a modification of the Smith-Waterman alignment
algorithm, introduced in Section 1.3.2. Instead of a two-dimensional matrix, the
algorithm requires a three-dimensional one, in which the third dimension is used for
transitions. Consequently, the dynamic programming recurrence uses an additional
term to check all preceding reference loci for a possible transition. More details
including the local transition alignment algorithm in pseudocode can be found in
Hoffmann et al. (2014).
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3.5.3 Recovery of unmapped RNA-seq reads
Inspired by segemehl’s split-read extension, in which a greedy chain is constructed
from a list of seeds identified by the ESA, it is also possible to start with the most
reliable seed as initial chain and extend it from there. Instead of requiring all
fragments to be identified during the seed search, this two-directional extension of
the chain can be guided by prior knowledge of nearby splice sites. This knowledge
can be obtained from annotated splice junction information or from de novo splice
sites identified by a split-read aligner, such as segemehl. The latter case is preferred
as it does not introduce an annotation bias. After extension, the chain is aligned
using the transition alignment described before. The greedy extension method
is implemented in lack and is more thorough but also more expensive than the
initial split-read mapping with segemehl. Nevertheless, it may recover previously
unmapped RNA-seq reads using best seed information and de novo splice junctions
and, in such a way, rescue valuable but otherwise lost data. Specifically, RNA-seq
reads which cross multiple exon-exon junctions convey valuable information, e.g.,
to identify and quantify transcript isoforms, but are at the same time particularly
difficult to align. Thus, downstream analyses may benefit from the recovery of this
data.
Initially, the splice junction database is built up from split-read alignments pro-
vided by the user. Regardless of splice site consensus motifs and strandedness of
the alignments, the genomic locations of read splits are clustered and categorized
into types L and R (Fig. 3.7). For reads that are mapped to the plus strand, type
L sites denote “donor” sites, while type R sites denote “acceptor” sites. For reads
that are mapped to the minus strand, it is the opposite. Subsequently, clusters are
linked according to the split read information, i.e., two clusters A and B will be
linked if a split-read alignment from locus A to locus B (or B to A) exists. Thus,
for each cluster, one or more cluster junctions are obtained. Note that for regu-
lar splice events, only clusters of different types (L-R or R-L) are linked whereas
strand-switch events produce links between clusters of the identical type (L-L or
R-R).
Let Q be a read sequence of length m and R be the reference sequence of length
n. Furthermore, assume that there is at least one seed alignment available for each
read. The objective is to find the best split-read alignment between Q and R using
cluster junctions from the database. An ordered list of fragment alignments C,
subsequently referred to as chain, is obtained using the greedy extension algorithm
(Alg. 2). The best seed alignment serves as anchor between Q and R and is greedily
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L
R
L
Figure 3.7: Splice site clusters. The greedy extension algorithm of lack uses splice
site clusters of types L and R, which are built up from given split-read alignments.
Here, splice site clusters of type L and R including split-read alignments are shown
that connect three different loci on the reference. Splice sites are illustrated as
vertical black bars. The shading of the split-read alignments denotes the alignment
strand on the reference whereby plus strand alignments are depicted by right-pointing
arrows.
extended in forward and backward direction. Initially, the extension direction d is
forward, the alignment strand s on R is set to the strand of the best seed alignment,
and the current splice cluster type t, corresponding to the “donor”, is identified
using s, i.e, L if s is plus and R otherwise.
During the extension, the last fragment alignment is taken from the chain C and
stored in c. The next fragment c′ is initialized empty, denoted by ǫ. Then, splice
site clusters in the vicinity of c are looked up in the database and the list of spliced
extension candidates is assembled (Alg. 3). Only clusters of type t within the margin
δ are considered. Let πs and πs denote two functions to determine the upstream
and downstream boundary of the fragment alignment on Q, respectively, whereas
ρs and ρe provide the same functionality on R. Given the fragment alignment
c, the extension direction d, and the splice cluster type t, the current alignment
boundaries k and u on Q and R, respectively, are calculated. Subsequently, δ is
calculated as the sum of maximum permitted edit distance e and the length of the
remainder of the query sequence, m − k − 1 + e during forward and k + e during
backward extension. Once a cluster is found in the vicinity of the current extension
front, distant fragments for all associated cluster junctions are collected as spliced
extension candidates. The algorithm iterates over all extension candidates and
computes the local transition alignment A and the corresponding alignment score
σ(A) between the remainder of Q and two reference loci on R with a total length
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Algorithm 2 Greedy extension
init chain C with best seed
s = get strand of best seed
if s = plus then
t = L
else
t = R
end if
d = forward
done = 0
while done = 0 do
c = C|C|
c′ = ǫ
D = getNext(c, d, t)
for i := 1 to |D| do
if A(c,Dj) is a valid spliced extension ∧
σ(A(c,Dj)) > σ(A(c, c
′)) then
c′ = Dj
end if
end for
if c′ 6= ǫ then
append c′ to C
s = get strand of c′
if d = forward⊕ s = minus then
t = L
else
t = R
end if
else
if d = forward then
d = backward
C = reverse(C)
else
done = 1
end if
end if
end while
C = reverse(C)
return C
of δ, i.e, the current fragment c and the distant one Dj in Alg. 2. To control
the false positive rate, spliced extensions are valid only if they fulfill the following
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Algorithm 3 Helper function getExtensionCandidates(c, dir, type)
initialize list of extension candidates D
if d = forward then
k = πe(c)
δ = m− k − 1 + e
else
k = πs(c)
δ = k + e
end if
if t = L then
u = ρe(c)
else
u = ρs(c)− δ
end if
S = get clusters of type t within [u, u+ δ] on R
for i := 1 to |S| do
T = get distant fragments of Si
append T to D
end for
return D
quality criteria: the minimum alignment score (option -Z) and minimum alignment
length (option -U) must be met for each alignment block, implemented in the helper
function isValid(). The best spliced extension c′ is the one with valid split alignment
and maximal score σ(A). In case of ties, the spliced extension corresponding to the
cluster junction with the highest split-read support is selected. In addition, an
optimal semi-global alignment between the remainder of the query and a reference
subsequence of length δ is computed. In Alg. 2, it is denoted by A(c, ǫ). To avoid
unnecessary splits, the algorithm requires the split alignment to have a higher score
than the semi-global one. If this criterion is met, the spliced extension c′ will be
accepted and appended to the chain. Moreover, the alignment strand s on R and
the splice cluster type t is updated and the extension is iteratively continued at
the locus of c′. Otherwise, the current extension path is finished. Subsequently,
the backward extension is carried out analogously. Note that the function reverse()
inverses the ordering of the fragments in C for the backward extension, in which
extension candidates are appended to the other end of C in order to ensure the
correct fragment ordering. After completion of the extension procedure, the chain
C is reversed again and the optimal local transition alignment of C is computed.
Only alignments with a minimum accuracy (option -A) and minimum coverage
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(option -W) are reported.
To limit the computational effort per step, the list of spliced extensions for each
extension step is limited toM (option -M) and onlyM candidates with highest splice
junction support are evaluated. Note that if the number of spliced extensions of each
step is less than or equal to M , the computational effort as well as the outcome
of the algorithm will not change. Overall, the time requirement of lack mainly
depends on the read length and the number of nearby splice site clusters. The
number of clusters is influenced by the splice junction database and the choice of
the parameter M . In contrast, the memory requirement of lack depends on the
length of the reference sequence, while the number of unmapped reads and the
splice junctions play only a minor role.
3.5.4 Bisulfite extension
In contrast to the split-read extension of segemehl, which integrates as successive
step into the common mapping workflow of segemehl, the workflow of the bisulfite
extension is largely independent (Fig. 3.6) and is built upon the basic mapping
strategy of segemehl, described in Section 3.5.1. This is owed to the fact that
the conversion upon treatment with sodium bisulfite results in base conversions
that produce ambiguities, i.e., thymine in the read may originate from genomic
thymines or unmethylated cytosines. To solve this problem in an unbiased fashion,
it is necessary to adjust the seeding and alignment step of segemehl, as described
subsequently, in order to allow for an unlimited number of specific, i.e., bisulfite-
related, ambiguities.
For DNA-seq and RNA-seq reads, the seed search is typically performed on a
4-letter nucleotide alphabet, ΣDNA = {A,C,G, T}, in both read and genome se-
quence. In the case of mapping bisulfite sequencing reads, the substitution of
genomic cytosines to thymines in the read sequence need to be taken care of during
the search and should not be penalized as errors. Considering these bisulfite con-
versions explicitly would imply a potentially exponential enumeration and hence
hamper the mapping performance considerably. Two conversion functions fC→T
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and fG→A are therefore introduced such that
fC→T(x) =


T x = C
x otherwise
fG→A(x) =


A x = G
x otherwise
where x ∈ ΣDNA. In the first stage of the algorithm, the fC→T converted reads are
mapped to a reference that has been converted with fC→T. In order to consider
bisulfite conversion on the minus strand, it is necessary to additionally map the read
converted with fG→A to the fG→A converted reference in the second stage since
DNA methylations are strand-specific. Note that by mapping the 4-letter alphabet
to a 3-letter alphabet bisulfite-related conversions appear as matches but at the
same time the asymmetry of the substitution leads to an implicit underestimation
of the edit distance.
Following the seed search in the ESA, segemehl extends the seeds to semi-global
alignments. In contrast to the seed search on the converted references, the align-
ment should employ the asymmetric bisulfite matching rule, in which a genomic
cytosine and thymine in the read produces a match but not vice versa. For this pur-
pose, the bit-vector algorithm of Myers (1999) was extended. As described before,
the core of Myers’ algorithm is entirely based on bit operations including differen-
tiating between matches and mismatches that are initially precomputed and stored
in bit-vectors. For each character x of the alphabet ΣDNA, a bit-vector Bx of length
m is constructed where m denotes the length of the read sequence r. Subsequently,
the bit-vectors are initialized by a function in such a way that i-th bit in Bx is set
iff x and the i-th character of r produce an alignment match. Originally, the func-
tion to differentiate matches and mismatches simply tests for character equality.
Here, it is extended to fully support the IUPAC nucleotide code. For example, the
IUPAC symbol Y, denoting a pyrimidine, produces a match with both C and T. By
converting Ts into Ys within the read sequence, the asymmetric bisulfite matching
rule is implicitly integrated. Again, due to the strand specificity of DNA methyla-
tions, read sequences matching to the minus strand are translated differently, i.e.,
every adenine in the read is converted into an R, the IUPAC symbol for a purine.
Overall, the necessary modifications only concern the initialization procedure and
hence result merely in nominal overhead.
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4.1 Introduction
The problem of aligning (short) sequencing reads to (larger) reference genomes has
received considerable attention in recent years, and many different alignment tools
based on a variety of distinct algorithmic approaches have been published so far
(see Section 3.4). The diversity of tools and the rapid development of algorithms
and software requires frequent, transparent, and reproducible benchmarks. Here,
the results of extensive benchmarks are presented that compare the performance of
popular read aligners in the task of aligning DNA-seq and unspliced RNA-seq data.
The capabilities of the aligners are assessed on a wide range of simulated and real
data, in different mapping scenarios, and by use of various benchmarking measures.
Notably, the benchmarks enable the estimation of sensitivities and specificities on
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real data sets. An extensive electronic supplement1 has been assembled comprising
all data, custom scripts, and detailed descriptions on how to re-run the analyses.
4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Data sets
Each artificial dataset consists of 100,000 single- or paired-end reads and was simu-
lated from the human genome (hg19 excluding haplotypes, random contigs, and
‘non-chromosomal’ sequences) using Mason v0.1.1 (Holtgrewe, 2010) . For the
single-end Illumina data sets, Mason was run in Illumina mode with parameters
-hn2, -sq, and the read length (-n) set to 100 and 30 for long and short reads,
respectively. For the paired-end dataset, the parameters -mp, -ll 375, and -le
100 were specified additionally, and the read length (-n) was again set to 100. The
artificial 454 dataset was simulated in 454 mode with the parameter -hn 2, -sq,
-k 0.3, -bm 0.4, -bs 0.2, and -nm 400, analogously to Langmead and Salzberg
(2012).
The real data sets were downloaded, converted to fastQ format, some of them
post-processed, and down-sampled to 100,000 single- or paired-end reads. The Il-
lumina DNA-seq dataset was used as both single-end (by only using the first read
sequences) and paired-end data. For both Illumina mRNA-seq data sets, the post-
processing involved removing reads that possibly overlapped exon-exon junctions.
To achieve this, the entire dataset was mapped using segemehl (with -S option),
STAR (Dobin et al., 2013), TopHat2 (Kim et al., 2013), and SOAPsplice (Huang
et al., 2011), and reads which were split-mapped by any of these tools were re-
moved prior to down-sampling. In case of the paired-end mRNA-seq dataset, only
paired-end reads were kept for which both ends were not split-mapped by any
of the tools. For Illumina shortRNA-seq, 3′-adapter contaminations on the read
sequences were clipped using fastx clipper (part of the FASTX-Toolkit) with
the Illumina shortRNA-seq adapter (TCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTGT). Before
down-sampling, reads outside of the expected length range (19-25 nt) were dis-
carded.
An overview of the benchmarking data sets, their sequencing platforms, library
types, and average read lengths is given in Tab. 4.1. To permit full reproducibility,
an electronic supplement was assembled comprising all data, custom scripts, and
1http://www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/publications/supplements/13-008
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detailed information on how to re-run the benchmarks.
4.2.2 Benchmarking procedure
For benchmarking, segemehl v.0.1.7 was compared to five read aligners: Bowtie 2
v.2.1.0, BWA/ BWA-SW v.0.7.4 (Li and Durbin, 2009, 2010), BWA-MEM v.0.7.4 (Li, 2013),
GEM pre-release 3 (Marco-Sola et al., 2012), and STAR v.2.3.0e (Dobin et al., 2013).
The aligners were run on all data sets while keeping track of the user time and peak
virtual memory consumption. Note that user time measurements did not include
the preprocessing time for building the index structures of the reference, required by
each aligner. In case of BWA in which separate commands for alignment (aln) and
post-processing the intermediate alignments (samse/sampe) were executed, time
and memory were measured that included both commands. For 454 data sets, as
recommended by the authors, BWA was exchanged for BWA-SW, and Bowtie2 was run
in local mode. If necessary, the output of the aligners was converted into SAM
format (Li et al., 2009a).
Since the benchmarking only considered optimal alignments with respect to the
unit edit distance, a best-only filter was applied to the output of all tools. In case
of paired-end alignments, the optimal alignment was defined as a properly paired
alignment with the minimum sum of the edit distances in the first and second mate.
In some cases, aligners report local instead of semi-global read alignments, marked
by soft-clipped bases. To apply the best-only filter in those cases, local alignments
were treated as semi-global ones by considering soft-clipped bases as errors. In
addition to the default parameters, a number of different parameter settings were
evaluated for each aligner (analogously to Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) to explore
the trade-off between sensitivity and number of false positive alignments. A list of
the parameter settings of each tool can be found in the Supplement of Otto et al.
(2014). In such a way, best-sensitivity and best-false positive parameter settings
were selected for each read aligner and dataset.
To obtain the set of optimal read alignments, RazerS 3 v.3.1 was applied to
each dataset in its full-sensitivity mode. More specifically, RazerS3 was run with
the parameters -r 100, -i 90, -dr 0, -m 10, -pa, -ds, and -of sam. Given a
maximum edit distance and maximum number of optimal alignments per input,
it guarantees to find all optimal alignments satisfying these constraints. For the
paired-end data, RazerS3 was not executed in paired-end but in single-end mode on
both ends separately. Reads with >10 alignments or alignments with an error rate
>10% were discarded and not considered in all subsequent statistics. Subsequently,
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concordant optimal single-end alignments with insert sizes between 250 and 500 nt
were paired and added to the test set. This strategy ensured that both alignments
of a pair were optimal by itself and the insert size constraint was always fulfilled. In
this way, no aligner is put at a disadvantage because it favors paired-end alignments
with lower edit distance but out-of-range insert sizes.
An alignment was considered optimal if a similar alignment was reported by
RazerS3 with the minimum edit distance on the same chromosome, strand, and al-
most identical position. Specifically, a deviation of twice the alignment edit distance
from the position of the alignment reported by RazerS 3 was permitted. Otherwise,
the alignment was marked sub-optimal.
For the all-best benchmarks, the sensitivity was calculated as the normalized
number of optimal read alignments. The normalization corrected for reads with
multiple equivalent alignments, i.e., each optimal read alignment counted as 1/n
with n being the total number of optimal read alignments of this read. The number
of false positives was given by the number of sub-optimal read alignments. To
compare read aligners that report multiple alignments per read to those that report
only a single alignment in the any-best scenario, one single-/paired-end alignment
was randomly selected per read. For the any-best benchmarks, sensitivity and
number of false positives was given by the number of optimal and sub-optimal
read alignments, respectively. In case of paired-end data, alignments of both mates
were evaluated separately. In addition to sensitivity and number of false positive
alignments, the number of mapped reads of each aligner was assessed. To assure
compatibility of local and semi-global alignments, only reads with at least one
alignment with ≤ 10% mismatches, indels, and clipped bases were considered.
4.3 Results
Because several aligners have limitations in finding multiple hits, the performance
of alignment programs were evaluated in two different ways as proposed by Holt-
grewe et al. (2011). First, the sensitivity and the number of false positive (FP)
alignments were measured for each program in finding ‘at least one’ optimal hit
(any-best) with respect to the unit edit distance. The second benchmark measured
the performance in finding ‘all’ optimal hits (all-best). The tests were carried out
on different data sets comprising simulated and real DNA-seq and RNA-seq data
sets from Illumina and 454 sequencing technologies. Simulated data was generated
using Mason (Holtgrewe, 2010). In case of Illumina, short (∼22–30 nt) as well as
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of different read aligners with default parameters. The
performance is assessed in terms of (a) sensitivity and false positives, as well as
(b) user time. segemehl performed better with respect to sensitivity and number of
false positive alignments than most of the other tools with default parameters at the
cost of higher running times. The number of reads used for evaluation is given in
Tab. 4.1.
long (∼100 nt) sequencing reads were evaluated. The median length of 454 reads
was 407 nt for simulated and 524 nt for real 454 data. To obtain the complete set
of optimal alignments, RazerS 3 (Weese et al., 2012) was applied. Using a classi-
cal pigeonhole principle, the algorithm of RazerS3 reportedly guarantees to find
all optimal alignments (up to a given maximum number) with an edit distance
(mismatches + insertions + deletions) of less than or equal to k. Because of the
relatively long computation times for the full sensitivity alignment, it was necessary
to sample a smaller set of reads, ∼ 105, for each dataset and estimate sensitivity and
number of false positive alignments from this sample (see Materials and methods
section).
All aligners were benchmarked both with their default parameters and with pa-
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rameter settings optimized for sensitivity and number of false positive alignments,
respectively. The evaluation with default parameters shows that their performance
varied quite strongly depending on length and type of the input. Nevertheless,
segemehl performed better than most of the other tools with respect to sensitiv-
ity and number of false positive alignments (Fig. 4.1a). In case of Illumina reads,
segemehl achieved the highest sensitivity for simulated reads as well as real DNA-
seq and mRNA-seq reads. At the same time, it reported the lowest number of
sub-optimal alignments with mRNA-seq data (Fig. 4.1a). This is also the case for
paired-end mRNA-seq data. In all-best benchmarks, it outperformed all other tools
tested in terms of sensitivity while maintaining low false positive rates (Fig. B.1). In
any-best benchmarks, a better sensitivity was only achieved by BWA-MEM on Illumina
paired-end DNA-seq data and by BWA on Illumina shortRNA-seq data (Fig. B.2)
with 0.1% and 5% increase, respectively. In the latter case, BWA reported 80% more
false positive alignments as compared to segemehl. While segemehl performed
similarly well in the all-best and any-best scenarios, relatively large differences can
be observed for Bowtie2, BWA, and BWA-MEM since their default parameters are
presumably tailored to find one instead of all optimal alignments with significant
effects on the run time.
A larger difference among the read aligners can be observed in Illumina short-read
and 454 data (Fig. B.1 and B.2). In the first case, segemehl’s closest competitor
was BWA, which, however, achieved low sensitivities in most of the Illumina single-
end benchmarks. In all 454 scenarios, segemehl and BWA-MEM turned out to be the
best aligners among the tested tools.
To explore the trade-off between sensitivity and the number of false positive
alignments, benchmarks with different parameter settings were carried out. For
each tool, those parameter sets with best sensitivity and lowest number of false
positive alignments were selected. Regardless of evaluation type (all-best or any-
best) and parameter setting (default, best-sensitivity, best-FP), the sensitivities of
segemehl exceeded 99% in all data sets except for shortRNA-seq (Fig. B.1 and B.2)
in which segemehl still achieved the best or second-best results (>91%). In the
comparison of best-FP parameter settings, segemehl performed best or second-
best in terms of number of false positives in seven out of ten data sets. The
closest competitor of segemehl with best-sensitivity settings was GEM despite some
performance issues with paired-end data. Apart from segemehl, several aligners
(BWA-MEM, BWA, GEM) showed good performances with best-FP parameter settings,
depending on the dataset used. In terms of number of mapped reads, segemehl
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performed comparable or better than the other tools tested. The exact numbers of
each tool and benchmarking measure (including the number of mapped reads) in
all benchmarking scenario can be found in the Supplement of Otto et al. (2014).
The very good performance of segemehl in terms of sensitivity and false positive
rate was achieved, however, at the expense of higher running times and mem-
ory consumption. With default parameters, segemehl was on average slower than
the competitors. STAR was the fastest tool in this benchmark (Fig. 4.1b). Using
best-sensitivity settings, however, the running times of several aligners including
Bowtie 2, BWA, GEM, became significantly longer (Fig. B.3). The peak virtual mem-
ory footprint of segemehl (70GB) was higher than that of STAR (28GB) and the
other aligners (3-6GB). Unexpectedly, the memory consumption of GEM depended
on its parameter values, strongly varying in the benchmarks with best-sensitivity
settings (4–70GB). Note that the virtual memory consumption was compared. The
required physical memory is considerably smaller. For large mammalian genomes,
segemehl may not be feasibly applied on computers with <50GB of memory. The
memory consumption of segemehl is considerably smaller for smaller genomes:
Escherichia coli 0.7GB, Caenorhabditis elegans 1.5GB, Drosophila melanogaster
2.6GB, or Arabidopsis thaliana 1.8GB.
Interestingly, throughout all test scenarios a difference between simulated and
real data was observed. Most of the aligners achieved higher sensitivities and lower
number of false positive alignments with simulated compared to real data. The
opposite effect was only present in 454 data, which, however, may be caused by
differences in the read lengths (407 nt versus 524 nt for simulated and real data,
respectively).
4.4 Discussion
The mapping of reads from DNA-seq experiments constitutes the most basic form
of the mapping problem. It is also the most important one since strategies for
mapping other types of NGS data (e.g., RNA-seq, MethylC-seq) are often built
upon DNA-seq aligners. The comprehensive evaluation of read aligners is therefore
a crucial task considering the great impact of read mapping on all downstream
analyses. Moreover, the continuously increasing number of read aligners makes
the selection of an appropriate tool for a specific purpose more and more difficult.
In order to assist in this decision, thorough and reproducible benchmarks have
been designed that follow the design principles stated by Aniba et al. (2010). The
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performance evaluations cover a variety of scenarios to investigate the strengths
and weaknesses of each read aligner. These scenarios include the use of a diverse
selection of data sets (artificial and real, Illumina and 454, single- and paired-end,
short and long reads), the evaluation with respect to two definitions of the mapping
problem (i.e., all-best and any-best), and the assessment of various benchmarking
measures. Specifically, the benchmarks provide a way to evaluate the sensitivity
and specificity in real data.
In summary, the results show that segemehl is a versatile and accurate read
aligner that performs equally well for reads from DNA-seq and RNA-seq experi-
ments and is largely independent of read length and technology. Since the initial
publication, segemehl has been continuously updated and extended. The objective
of these benchmarks has been to present an update of segemehl’s performance in
aligning DNA-seq or unspliced RNA-seq reads. While the core algorithms have
remained unchanged, several parameterizations have been adjusted to optimize the
tool. The results indicate that segemehl is not only more sensitive in finding the
optimal alignment with respect to the unit edit distance but also very specific com-
pared to the most commonly used alternative read mappers. These advantages are
observed for both real and simulated reads. The benchmarks also show that the
performance of some methods varies considerably among different data sets and
mapping tasks. For example, some read aligners are tailored for mapping of Illu-
mina sequencing data or focus on the any-best mapping task. To achieve a similar
performance in the other scenarios, it is necessary to modify the tool’s parameters
appropriately which can be a difficult task for non-specialists. Apparently, bench-
marks for simulated and real reads differ substantially. Virtually all alignment tools
produce significantly fewer false positive alignments for simulated data. This find-
ing suggests that the outcome of benchmarks solely based on simulated data may
be misleading and should be treated with care. Finally, the use of a transparent
and reproducible benchmark design may encourage other researchers to reproduce
the results and extend the evaluations in order to keep up with the continuous
developments of algorithms and software in this field.
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5.1 Introduction
In light of the pervasive, tissue and cell condition specific transcription, reported
by the ENCODE project, the characterization of the transcriptome via RNA-seq
has presumably become one of the most frequent NGS applications. The pres-
ence of splicing, however, introduces another layer of complexity to the mapping
problem. RNA aligners employ different heuristics in order to solve it in reason-
able time enabling them to cope with the billions of sequencing reads generated
by modern NGS instruments. This comes at the expense of reduced sensitivity.
In addition, some methods cannot detect read alignments that overlap multiple or
non-regular splice junctions. The latter one includes, for example, long-distant or
even inter-chromosomal splicing, strand-switch events, or back-splice junctions by
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circularizations. Hence, part of the unmapped data may still convey valuable infor-
mation. lack, an independent tool within the segemehlmapping suite, attempts to
rescue previously unmapped RNA-seq reads. It implements a more time-consuming
seed extension algorithm using de novo splice junction information from the initial
mapping with a split-read aligner (see Section 3.5.3 for a detailed description of the
method). In the following, the performance of lack is evaluated on simulated and
real data sets to assess its value in the analysis of RNA-seq data.
5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Data sets
For the simulated data, 10,000 isoforms from the ASTD database were sampled (Ko-
scielny et al., 2009) and their sequences were extracted from the human genome
(hg19). Using Mason v.0.1.1 (Holtgrewe, 2010), single-end reads were simulated in
Illumina and 454 mode of length 100 nt and 400 nt, respectively, from the isoform
sequences at 20-fold coverage. For both data sets, two haplotypes (-hn 2) and
base qualities (-sq) were simulated with Mason and the read length were specified
accordingly, i.e., -n 100 and -nm 400 for Illumina and 454 data, respectively. In
terms of the error models, default parameter values of Mason were set for both data
sets. The resulting data sets consisted of 989,387 and 247,346 reads in case of Illu-
mina and 454, respectively. For the real data, one Illumina (access no. SRR534289)
and one 454 RNA-seq dataset (access no. GSM951482) was selected. Both data
sets were downloaded, converted to fastQ format, and down-sampled to 1,000,000
and 250,000 single-end reads for Illumina and 454, respectively. In addition to Il-
lumina and 454 data, single-end Ion Torrent reads of length 200 nt were simulated
from the sampled ASTD isoform sequences at 20-fold coverage using Mason. Due
to the fact that there is no Ion Torrent mode in Mason but the 454 and Ion Torrent
technology are similar in terms of the homopolymer issue, Mason was run in 454
mode with parameters adjusted to the Ion Torrent error rates reported by Bragg
et al. (2013). They analyzed the error characteristics of the Ion Torrent Personal
Genome Machines (PGM) using different library preparation kits, one for 100 nt
and two for 200 nt long reads. Even though it was not possible with Mason to
mimick the exact error profiles of Ion Torrent data, various different combinations
of the 454-specific error parameters were tested in Mason. In such a way, it was
possible to obtain reads with an average insertion and deletion rate very similar to
the ones reported for 200 nt long reads. Eventually, Mason was executed using the
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following parameters: -hn 2, -sq, -k 0.3, -bm 0.35, -bs 0.18.
5.2.2 Performance evaluation
All data sets were mapped using segemehl v.0.1.7 (with option -S), Blat v.35x1
(Kent, 2002), TopHat2 v.2.0.9 (Kim et al., 2013), and STAR v.2.3.0e (Dobin et al.,
2013) with default parameters. Using custom scripts, the output of each split-
read aligner was converted to segemehl’s extended SAM format, in which custom
SAM tags were added to expand the capabilities of the SAM format for flexible
and consistent representation of single- or paired-end multi-split alignments. If
not provided by the aligner, a file with unmapped reads was generated in a post-
processing step. Subsequently, segemehl was executed without split-read option
(-S) to add information on the best seed found. For each dataset and split-read
aligner, lack v.0.1.7 was executed with default parameter values on the set of
unmapped reads using the reported alignments by the aligner as split junction
database. The user time and peak virtual memory consumption were tracked during
all alignment runs.
The performance of lack was first assessed in terms of the fraction of mapped and
remapped reads, i.e., reads that were mapped by the split-read aligner and lack,
respectively, as well as unmapped reads that could not be mapped by split-read
aligner and lack. The mapped reads were further subdivided into unsplit-mapped
reads, for which a continuous alignment block to the reference was found, and split-
mapped reads, otherwise. The distinction between unsplit- and split-mapped reads
was important since RNA-seq reads that do not overlap an exon-exon junction
and hence do not contain any splice junction information, cannot be recovered by
lack due to its design. The remapping rate of lack was defined as the fraction
of reads that were missed by the aligner but were rescued by lack and calculated
it for each dataset and split-read aligner. Due to the fact that lack only searches
for split-read alignments, split-read remapping rates of lack were calculated, i.e.,
the fraction of split-mapped reads missed by the aligner but rescued by lack. To
decide whether an unmapped read was split-mapped, the total amount of split-read
alignments reported by any aligner or by lack was used. An unmapped read was
deemed split-mapped if a split-read alignment of it was reported by any aligner
or by lack. Thus, remapping and split-read remapping rates constituted lower
and upper bounds, respectively, on the performance of lack in the recovery of
unmapped RNA-seq reads that may have emerged from splicing events. To assess
the quality of lack alignments compared to the ones reported by split-read aligners,
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the accuracy over all split-mapped and remapped alignments was estimated on the
artificial data sets for which the true origin and hence true (split-read) alignment
was known. The accuracy of an alignment was given by the relative number of
correct alignment blocks comparing mapping strand, start, and end position. Due
to the issue of multiple optimal alignments, a small deviation from the true position
was permitted. Note that the calculation of the accuracy via correct alignment
blocks was rather strict.
Second, the benefits of using lack on splice junctions and the number of split-
reads overlapping them, termed support, were inspected. Higher support increases
the confidence in a splice junction, and often splice junctions below a given mini-
mum read support are discarded as untrustworthy. For all data sets and split-read
aligners, the number of splice junction was calculated as function of minimal read
support with and without use of lack. Given a minimal required support, the
difference between both values represented the gain in confident splice junctions
due to lack. To illustrate whether lack greatly increased the support of few junc-
tions or minorly enhances the support of many junctions, the number of junctions as
function of their gain in read support, i.e., the number of additional split-reads over-
lapping them, was counted. During transcript quantification (e.g., with Cufflinks,
published by Trapnell et al. (2010)), splice junctions with greatly increased support
will lead to more reliable abundance estimates.
In addition to the evaluation of the performance of lack itself, it was compared
to STAR’s second pass approach, described in Dobin et al. (2013), and to TopHat 2
using the option -j. For each dataset, the initial mapping was done using STAR
and TopHat 2 as described above. In case of STAR’s second pass, it was necessary
to generate a new index for every set of input splice junctions. Alongside the
alignment file, STAR generally reported a junction file that was converted to a specific
format and provided as option --sjdbFileChrStartEnd during index generation.
In addition, the option --sjdbOverhang was set to the maximal read length. For
each dataset, a new index was generated and STAR was executed with it on the set
of reads that were not aligned with STAR during its first pass. For TopHat2, it was
not necessary to build a new index structure. The junction file of TopHat2’s first
pass was converted using bed to juncs, supplied by TopHat 2. Then, TopHat 2
was simply execute on the set of unmapped reads with the option -j set to the
converted junction file. The user time and peak memory consumption were tracked
across all alignment runs including the index generation of STAR’s second pass.
For comparison, the number of remapped reads and the alignment accuracy of the
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remapping methods of STAR and TopHat2 were determined.
5.3 Results
The objective of lack is to rescue previously unmapped RNA-seq reads that may
have emerged from splicing events. It utilizes de novo splice junction informa-
tion from alignments reported by state-of-the-art split-read aligners. In contrast
to other methods, lack is able to map reads across multiple splice junctions. The
benefit of this multi-junction remapping is illustrated in Figure 5.1b showing pre-
viously unlinked splice junctions that were connected by lack-remapping. lack
was tested on simulated and real Illumina and 454 RNA-seq data sets as well as
artificial Ion Torrent data, all of which were initially mapped by Blat (Kent, 2002),
segemehl (Hoffmann et al., 2014), TopHat2 (Kim et al., 2013), and STAR (Dobin
et al., 2013).
Overall, the evaluation shows that lack was able to rescue a substantial portion
of the previously unmapped reads (Fig. 5.1a). Using the alignments and unmapped
reads of the split-read aligners as input, lack was able to rescue 51% of the un-
mapped reads on average with every split-read aligner and for every Illumina and
454 dataset (Tab. 5.1). When considering only those unmapped reads that were de
facto aligning across exon-exon junctions, the benefit of lack was more apparent:
on average it rescued 70% of them (Tab. 5.2). In addition, the accuracy of the
alignments reported by lack was high (Tab. 5.3). Moreover, the number of splice
sites with at least 20 reads increased by 34% on average with Illumina and 454
data (Fig. C.2a). lack performed particularly well with 454 data. In case of real
454 data, there was a considerable number of potential splice sites (394 for Blat,
396 for STAR, 790 for TopHat2) with >20 additional reads per junction (Fig. C.2b).
Moderate remapping rates in the real Illumina dataset resulted from a number of
low-quality reads that were not mapped by any of the four split-read aligners tested.
For simulated Ion Torrent data, lack was able to achieve an average remapping
rate of 45% and an average split-read remapping rate of 69%. However, the rates
of lack differed widely with very high to moderate (split-read) remapping rates
for segemehl, STAR, and Blat (Fig. C.1). The rather poor remapping rates for
TopHat2 can be explained by the program’s difficulties to split-map reads with
high insertion and deletion rates.
STAR and TopHat2 provide similar tools with less extensive functionality. Most
importantly, these tools cannot align unmapped reads to chimeric junctions. More-
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Figure 5.1: Performance of lack. (a) Frequency of unsplit-mapped and split-
mapped reads of different split-read aligners as well as initially unmapped reads
recovered by lack. Reads that were not mapped by the aligner and lack are termed
unmapped. All split-read aligners as well as lack were executed with default pa-
rameters. Overall, lack was able to rescue a substantial proportion of unmapped
reads missed by the aligner (51% on average). (b) Example on real Illumina data
that illustrates the benefits of using lack. With three de novo splice junctions,
extracted from five single-split mapped reads mapped by segemehl, lack retrieves
split-alignments for another five previously unmapped reads, each of which spans
over two of three junctions. For the purpose of isoform reconstruction, previously
independent splice junctions have become correlated.
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Table 5.1: Remapping rates of lack. The measure expresses the fraction of reads
that were missed by each aligner but were rescued by lack. It was calculated for
each dataset and split-read aligner. Mean values of remapping rates per dataset
(column-wise) and per split-read aligner (row-wise) are given in the last row and
column, respectively. All split-read aligners as well as lack were executed with
default parameters.
Illumina 454
artificial real artificial real mean
segemehl 0.954 0.249 0.775 0.390 0.592
Blat 0.313 0.072 0.632 0.712 0.433
TopHat2 0.486 0.184 0.422 0.527 0.405
STAR 0.817 0.084 0.836 0.705 0.610
mean 0.642 0.147 0.666 0.583 0.510
Table 5.2: Split-read remapping rates of lack. The measure expresses the frac-
tion of split-mapped reads missed by the aligner but rescued by lack. To decide
whether an unmapped read was split-mapped, the total amount of split-read align-
ments reported by any aligner or by lack was used. An unmapped read was deemed
split-mapped if a split-read alignment of it was reported by any aligner or by lack.
Mean values of split-read remapping rates per dataset (column-wise) and per split-
read aligner (row-wise) are given in the last row and column, respectively. All
split-read aligners as well as lack were executed with default parameters.
Illumina 454
artificial real artificial real mean
segemehl 0.965 0.652 0.814 0.472 0.726
Blat 0.916 0.443 0.941 0.763 0.766
TopHat2 0.834 0.471 0.585 0.556 0.612
STAR 0.924 0.307 0.935 0.734 0.725
mean 0.910 0.468 0.819 0.631 0.707
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Table 5.3: Alignment accuracy of the alignments of split-mapped reads of different
split-read aligners as well as alignment of remapped reads by lack. The measure was
normalized by reads and was only available in case of artificial data sets where the
simulated origin was known. All split-read aligners as well as lack were executed
with default parameters.
accuracy of
split-mapped remapped
Illumina (artificial)
segemehl 0.887 0.893
Blat 0.855 0.890
TopHat2 0.714 0.879
STAR 0.899 0.898
454 (artificial)
segemehl 0.866 0.792
Blat 0.833 0.877
TopHat2 0.692 0.847
STAR 0.862 0.885
over, remapping with STAR via its ‘second pass’ method requires a new index for
every set of input splice junctions. This is demanding with respect to computation
time as well as disk space. Both approaches were compared to lack on simulated
and real data from Illumina and 454 sequencing technology. lack outperformed the
remapping tools of STAR and TopHat2 in terms of number of remapped reads and
total running time (Tab. C.1 and C.2). TopHat 2 recovered only a few unmapped
reads (<0.2%). In comparison with STAR’s second pass method, lack achieved a
significantly higher number of remapped reads, in particular for 454 data with an
increase of >60% and 25% for artificial and real data, respectively. The differ-
ence may be explained by the fact that simply aligning reads over a set of given
splice junctions differs fundamentally from the greedy extension algorithm of lack
in which arbitrary paths over multiple splice junctions are allowed. This took effect
particularly in case of long 454 reads.
In terms of running time, lack is on average between 4-fold and 32-fold times
faster than segemehl, TopHat 2, or Blat but 14-fold slower than STAR (Fig. C.3a).
The memory consumption of lack is ∼6.3GB for each dataset (Fig. C.3b). It is
lower than the consumption of segemehl and STAR and in the range of the memory
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footprint of other tools.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, the novel remapping method lack has been presented that tries
to rescue previously unmapped RNA-seq reads, which have emerged from splicing
events. Those reads are specifically valuable for downstream analyses such as de-
tection of transcript isoforms or quantification of alternative splicing. lack uses a
greedy extension algorithm starting from a confident anchor, i.e., the best seed’s
alignment, which is unique in the field of RNA-seq data analysis. Most split-read
aligners attempt to identify seeds for parts of the read, combine them (e.g., by chain-
ing algorithms), and extend these alignments to the missing parts while allowing
for splits between the different reference loci. Almost all approaches, however, fail
in cases for which no anchor can be found for one of these reference loci. On the
contrary, the more extensive greedy extension algorithm of lack can overcome er-
roneous regions within a read and retrieve its reference loci using de novo splice
junctions, extracted from the initial split-read mapping. By use of de novo instead
of a priori knowledge of splice site motifs or transcript structures, lack becomes
less biased and furthermore adaptable to the dataset as well as to the split-read
aligner. The benefit of lack was assessed in terms of quantity and quality of the
recovered read alignments on simulated and real data from different sequencing
platforms (Illumina, 454, Ion Torrent). For every dataset and all split-read aligners
tested, lack performed very well by rescuing a substantial portion of the previ-
ously unmapped reads. Moreover, due to the smaller scale of input, the running
time of lack was smaller than the initial mapping with each split-read aligner (ex-
cept for STAR). Thus, lack is a valuable extension to RNA-seq analysis pipelines,
irrespectively of the split-read aligner used. As future development, it might be
advantageous to enable the input of additional splice junctions, taken from, e.g.,
annotated transcripts or genome-wide scans for splice site by means of consensus
motifs and conservation information.
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6.1 Introduction
Cytosine DNA methylation is one of the major epigenetic modifications and influ-
ences gene expression, developmental processes, X-chromosome inactivation, and
genomic imprinting. Aberrant methylation is furthermore known to be associ-
ated with several diseases including cancer (Section 1.2.2). The gold standard
to determine DNA methylation on genome-wide scales is “bisulfite sequencing”:
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DNA fragments are treated with sodium bisulfite resulting in the conversion of
unmethylated cytosines into uracils, while methylated cytosines remain unchanged
(Section 3.5.4). The resulting sequencing reads thus exhibit asymmetric bisulfite-
related mismatches and suffer from an effective reduction of the alphabet size in the
unmethylated regions, rendering the mapping of bisulfite sequencing reads compu-
tationally much more demanding. Here, the performance of the bisulfite extension
of the segemehl mapping suite is evaluated. It implements a hybrid approach that
combines seed searches in the enhanced suffix array on a collapsed alphabet with
optimal semi-global alignments around seed matches using a specialized extension
of Myers’ bit-vector algorithm. More details on the algorithms can be found in
Section 3.5.4.
6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Data sets
To evaluate the performance of the bisulfite extension of segemehl, it was compared
to state-of-the-art bisulfite aligners on artificial as well as real data sets. The arti-
ficial data sets were composed of 10million reads of length 80 nt randomly selected
from a 200MB large reference sequence. The reference itself was generated with a
uniform nucleotide distribution and randomly methylated cytosines on both strands
at a rate of 50%. To mimick the methylC-seq protocol, only +FW and -FW reads
were generated from each strand of the reference. The sodium bisulfite treatment
was simulated by converting each unmethylated cytosine on the reference into a
thymine. Note that segemehl can also map bisulfite sequencing data generated
with the BS-seq library preparation protocol of Cokus et al. (2008). In this case,
the mapping is extended to both strands with each of the alphabet conversions
rather than only C-to-T on the plus strand and G-to-A on the minus strand of the
genome sequence. The sensitivity of segemehl on artificial data sets mimicking the
BS-seq library preparations are very similar to the results on methylC-seq data sets
(data not shown). To consider genomic aberrations such as mutations and poly-
morphisms as well as sequencing errors, random sequence errors were introduced
into the bisulfite reads at different error rates (5%, 10%) and for two error types
(mismatches or mismatches and indels at the ratio 4:1).
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6.2.2 Aligners and parameters
In the benchmark, segemehl v0.1 was compared to four bisulfite aligners, namely
RMAP v2.05, BS Seeker, MAQ v0.7.1, and Bismark v0.5.1. With a few exceptions, all
aligners were executed with default parameters for artificial and real data sets. Some
options, such as error limits and filtering constraints, were adjusted to obtain higher
sensitivities. Specifically, segemehl was executed in default mode, where at most
one mismatch or indel is permitted in the seed (option -D) and where the maximum
expectation value (option -E) is set to five. In addition, segemehl was also tested in
its less sensitive but more time-performant parameter setting using D=0. Seeds with
more than 500 alignments in the reference are by default discarded (option -M). Due
to the high number of read errors, the minimal required alignment accuracy (option
-A) was adjusted to 80% and 70% in artificial and real benchmarks, respectively,
and segemehl was set to report best-scoring hits only. For BS Seeker and MAQ, the
maximum of 3 mismatches was selected to obtain optimal sensitivity. In BS Seeker,
the option -e was set to the largest read length occurring in the benchmarks. In
the same vein, the maximum number of mismatches was used for RMAP (-m 20). To
avoid hits to be discarded due to the sum-of-base-qualities-policy, MAQ was executed
with the option -e 500. The parameters were set analogously for Bismark. In
contrast to BS Seeker, RMAP, or Bismark, where non-unique best mapped reads
(regarding their alignment score) are dismissed by default, MAQ reports a best hit
in any case but assigns a mapping quality of zero in case multiple hits with equal
score (sum of base qualities at mismatch positions) were found. Such ambiguously
best mapped reads were rejected prior to any of the evaluations.
6.2.3 Benchmarking procedure
For each aligner, artificial, and real data sets, the running time (in user mode),
peak virtual memory consumption, and recall rate in mapping the different data
sets were assessed on the same machine with two 2.27GHz 64-Bit Quad-Core CPUs
and 126GB of RAM. The time as well as the memory measurements were performed
using UNIX ps. Note that the preprocessing times for generating index structures
like the ESA or Burrows-Wheeler transform are not included in the measures. The
recall rate was calculated as the relative number of reads where the score of the best
alignment is found to be unique (i.e., unique best mapped reads) and the original
position on the artificial reference was recovered correctly. However, optimal read
alignments under the unit cost model may become ambiguous with insertions and
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deletions. Therefore, any reported position with a deviation of less than 11 nt from
its original position was deemed as correct. In addition to the overall recall rate of
each program in the data sets, the recall rates were calculated at a given maximum
number of read errors (mismatches or mismatches+indels). Note that the number of
errors in the optimal read alignment may be smaller than the number of introduced
errors. For example, an unmethylated cytosine that is converted to thymine during
the bisulfite treatment but subsequently called as cytosine due to a base calling
error will not affect the alignment score. For each program, the overall running
time and memory consumption as well as the recall rate of these subdata sets was
illustrated as function of their maximal number of introduced errors.
In the artificial methylation benchmarks, all programs were executed as described
above and the mapping output of each read aligner was used to call the methylation
states. In order to ensure a fair comparison, a simple methylation caller based on
majority voting was implemented. Given the position of a cytosine, the list of
bases within read sequences, which uniquely map to this position on the same
strand, commonly denoted as cross-section, is extracted and the most frequent
base in the cross-section is determined. If there is a tie or the most frequent base
is neither C nor T, the cytosine is not called and hence counted as false negative
(FN). If the most abundant character is C or T, the cytosine is called methylated or
unmethylated, respectively. The methylation call is counted as true positive (TP) if
the call matches the artificial methylation state and counted as false positive (FP)
otherwise. To limit the number of false positives, only cytosine sites were called
where the coverage on the strand exceeded a given minimal value. Furthermore,
the methylation rate was calculated, i.e., the fraction of non-converted over the
sum of non-converted and converted bases. The entire methylation caller is by
construction unaware of any particular features of the aligners.
The methylation caller is freely available at the segemehl web page. It uses
the output generated by mpileup from the samtools package which can easily
be created from any SAM- or BAM-formatted mapping output. To assess the
quality of the methylation information, called from the mapping output of each
bisulfite aligner, recall rates, i.e., TP/(TP+FN), and false discovery rates, i.e.,
FP/(TP+FP), were calculated and compared among the aligners.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Comparison with artificial data
Overall, segemehl obtained recall rates above 92% (with D=1 difference allowed in
the seed) and 81% (for exact seed matches) in every setting and hence outperforms
all other programs in this respect. In the least challenging scenario with low mis-
match rate (5%), all programs except for BS Seeker are able to recover the original
position of more than 89% of the reads correctly (Fig. 6.1a). By increasing the
mismatch rate (10%), the recall rates of other programs drop considerably down
to 60% and 70%. segemehl still achieves a recall rate above 93% (D=1) and 82%
(D=0). Among the other programs, MAQ performs best and is only slightly infe-
rior to segemehl in its less sensitive setting (Fig. 6.1b). As for the introduction of
indels into the read data, segemehl largely retains its good performance, while a
substantial loss is observed with the other bisulfite aligners (Fig. 6.1c and d). This
is also true in case of the artificial dataset with the low error rate (5%) including
only few indels (Fig. 6.1c). In more challenging scenarios, the recall rates of these
programs even drops below 40% (Fig. 6.1d).
However, segemehl obtains the higher recall rates at the cost of a reduced time
performance. On average, segemehl with D=1 is around five-fold slower than
with D=0. Hence, the choice of this parameter is a trade-off between speed and
recall and is dependent on the user’s requirements. The running times of MAQ
and BS Seeker are comparable to segemehl with lower sensitivity whereas RMAP
is about four times faster. In terms of memory, the programs consume between
2.6GB (in case of BS Seeker) and 5.6GB of virtual memory (in case of MAQ). Note
that the actual amount of used physical memory is lower than the virtual memory
consumption. For example, segemehl requires around 5.2GB of virtual but only
3.2GB of physical memory.
In order to verify that the superior sensitivity of segemehl does not lead to a
substantial loss of mapping specificity, the number of false positive mappings in
each artificial benchmark was counted. Among the uniquely mapped reads with
less than 13 mismatches + indels, segemehl does not report a single false positive
mapping. Thus, by limiting the number of permitted errors and restricting to
uniquely mapped reads, segemehl does not lose specificity while achieving very
high sensitivities.
To assess whether higher mapping sensitivities may also assist in calling the
methylation state more accurately, additional methylation calling benchmarks were
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Figure 6.1: Recall rates of mapping artificial data with different bisulfite aligners.
The recall rates of segemehl with D=0 or D=1 were compared to BS Seeker, RMAP,
MAQ, and Bismark by mapping 10 million artificial bisulfite reads to a 200MB large
random reference. Furthermore, errors (mismatches or mismatches + indels) were
randomly introduced into the bisulfite reads at two different rates (5% or 10%).
The recall rate is the relative number of mapped reads where the score of the best
alignment is found to be unique and the original position on the artificial reference
was recovered correctly. The recall rate was estimated on subsets of the artificial
reads with limited number of introduced mismatches or mismatches + indels. The
overall recall rate of each program with the entire query dataset is given in the
legend.
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assembled. The data sets with an expected ten-fold coverage were composed of 2.5
million bisulfite reads, mimicking the methylC-seq protocol, which were randomly
selected from a 10MB large reference sequence where 50% of the cytosines on each
strand have been artificially methylated. Furthermore, errors (mismatches or mis-
matches + indels) were introduced in the read sequences at different rates (5%,
10%, and 15%). To assess the performance of re-calling these artificial methylation
states using the mapping output, all data sets were mapped with each bisulfite
aligner, ambiguously mapped reads were filtered out, and the methylation states
were determined using simple majority voting under a minimal coverage of 5, see
Materials and methods section for further details. For each dataset and aligner, re-
call rates and false discovery rates at different score cutoffs were estimated (Fig. 6.2
and Fig. D.1).
Overall, the methylation calls using segemehl’s mapping output obtained higher
recall rates at a lower false discovery rate in every setting compared to the other
aligners. For example, with low and medium error rates (5% and 10%), it is possible
to recover more than 95% of the methylation marks correctly with segemehl while
the recall rates of methylation calls using the output of RMAP, MAQ, and Bismark
vary between 80% and 90%. In the most challenging scenarios with high error rates
(15%), the mapping output of segemehl can still be used to infer the methylation
state of more than 84% and 93% of the cytosines with D=0 and D=1, respectively,
while retaining FDRs below 0.1%. In addition, bisulfite reads were simulated from
an artificial genome containing sites with four different methylation rates (20%,
40%, 60%, or 80%). The methylation rates were estimated and the differences
from the simulated levels (error) were calculated for the alignments of each aligner.
Errors of the segemehl based estimator were compared to estimators based on
other alignment methods. Overall, with segemehl alignments, the accuracy of the
estimated methylation rates is superior to the other aligners tested — in particular
in benchmarks with higher error rates (Fig. D.2 and D.3).
It should be emphasized that methylation calling is primarily a statistical problem
inherently distinct from read mapping. Hence, only a simple benchmark settings
with uniform methylation patterns and sequencing errors was used here. Partial
chemical conversion, for instance, may reduce the sensitivity of a simple methylation
calling procedure such as majority voting and call for a more sophisticated statistical
model. It does not affect, however, the mappability of individual reads.
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(a) 10% mismatches (b) 15% mismatches
Figure 6.2: Performance of different bisulfite aligners in methylation calling bench-
marks. The performance of segemehl with D=1 (in red) and D=0 (in dark red)
was compared to RMAP (in green), BS Seeker (in black), MAQ (in blue), and Bismark
(in orange) in terms of the recall rate as function of FDR by evaluating the methy-
lation calls based on their mapping output. Therefore, 2.5 million artificial bisulfite
reads, containing mismatches at a rate of (a) 10% or (b) 15%, were mapped with
each bisulfite aligner to a 10MB large reference sequence, see Materials and meth-
ods section for details on generation and evaluation of the data sets. The inlay in
the left panel magnifies the area where the FDR is close to zero (same units on
axes). Note that the same colors and symbols are used in both panels. The peak
recall rates with 10% mismatches (left panel) are 0.966 and 0.952 for segemehl
with D=1 and D=0, respectively, 0.8 for RMAP, 0.9 for MAQ, and 0.871 for Bismark.
In case of 15% mismatches (right panel), the peak recall rates are 0.933 and 0.843
for segemehl with D=1 and D=0, respectively, 0.385 for RMAP, 0.614 for MAQ, and
0.52 for Bismark.
6.3.2 Mapping of real data
Next, the bisulfite aligners were compared on two real data sets. Both SRR019048
(15,331,851 reads of length 87) and SRR019597 (5,943,586 reads of length 76) are
part of the whole genome shotgun bisulfite sequencing dataset of the human H1
cell line by Lister et al. (2009). segemehl clearly outperforms the other programs
in both data sets by reporting more mapped reads with a lower number of errors.
The results including running time, memory usage, fraction of unique best mapped
reads, and fraction of unique best mapped reads at a given maximum error cutoff
are given in Tab. 6.1. The latter measure makes it possible to determine whether a
higher overall number of mapped reads is merely reached by allowing more errors
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in the read alignment or whether it is obtained by also mapping more reads with
few errors indicating better mapping capabilities of the method. segemehl is able
to map an additional number of around 234,000 and 88,000 reads from the data
sets SRR019048 and SRR019597, respectively, with only up to two mismatches,
insertions, or deletions. Only a small difference in the number of mapped reads
is observed between segemehl’s D=0 and D=1 options. Similar to the artificial
benchmarks, the number of mapped reads with BS Seeker is significantly lower
compared to RMAP, MAQ, and Bismark, which show similar results in both real data
sets. By allowing non-unique mappings, segemehl is able to obtain mappings for
more than 98% of the reads in each of the real data sets. In addition to these
rather challenging data sets due to their poor base calling qualities, a recent bisulfite
dataset with good base calling qualities by Lister et al. (2011) was analyzed and
concordant results were obtained (Tab. D.1).
Strikingly, the running time of segemehl is lower compared to RMAP, MAQ, and
Bismark even for the sensitive D=1 parameter setting. The increase varies from
13% to 189% for SRR019048 and SRR019597. The less sensitive setting comes with
a 26-fold and 18-fold decrease in the running time compared to MAQ. In addition,
RMAP and MAQ, in contrast to the other programs including segemehl, do not sup-
port multi-threading and hence cannot benefit from commonly available multi-core
machines. This is a major technical shortcoming in the light of the size of data
sets to be mapped. The high mapping accuracy and speed is paid for by the rather
high memory consumption, which exceeds that of the other aligners by a factor
of five to ten: The enhanced suffix array of the human genome used by segemehl
consumes around 73GB of virtual memory but only 53GB of the physical memory.
The software thus requires equipment at the top end of what at present can be con-
sidered standard hardware. At the cost of higher running time, it is also possible
to run segemehl on each chromosome separately with a peak memory consump-
tion of 6GB of RAM. Detailed information on merging the mapping output of each
chromosome, updating SAM tags, and enforcing (if desired) the best-only matching
strategy is given on the segemehl website together with the necessary tools.
6.4 Discussion
The analysis of bisulfite sequencing data has remained a challenging problem. Ex-
isting bisulfite aligners either do not provide an all-in-one solution but are based on
post-processing output of common DNA aligners (e.g., Bowtie) leading to losses in
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sensitivity, or show undesirable runtime performance – in particular for vertebrate
data sets. In addition, none of the existing aligners is able to consider insertions or
deletions during seeding and even very few indels, e.g., originating from sequencing
errors or genomic variations, effectively obstruct the mapping of sequencing reads.
Here, a novel approach to this problem based on segemehl has been presented to ef-
ficiently perform bisulfite mapping with high sensitivity. The method is insensitive
to contaminations and handles insertions and deletions already during the initial
seed search. Compared to state-of-the-art bisulfite aligners, the bisulfite extension
of segemehl provides significantly higher recall rates as measured on artificial data
sets. While the recall rate of most other bisulfite aligners is drastically reduced
by a larger number of mismatches or a few indels in the read data, these effects
only slightly affect the sensitivity of segemehl. This increase in sensitivity does
not come at the cost of specificity and may finally result in better performance in
calling methylation state or methylation level as well.
The algorithm is specifically designed to map also ambiguous reads. In some
application scenarios, these reads are of interest and convey useful biological infor-
mation. For example, repetitive elements were reported to be hypermethylated
(Weber and Schu¨beler, 2007) but may be extensively demethylated during de-
velopment (Gehring et al., 2009) or tumorgenesis (Esteller, 2007; Watanabe and
Maekawa, 2010).
Due to its highly time-efficient index structure, segemehl has strong advantages
over the existing methods in mapping real data sets of human both in terms of
sensitivity and running time, at the expense of a higher memory requirements.
By supporting multi-threading, the software can furthermore take full advantage
of multi-processor architectures and completes mapping of more than 540 million
sequencing reads (SRX006240 dataset by Lister et al., 2009) on the human genome
in only around three and a half days using a two Quad-core machine with 64 GB
of core memory. It further supports mapping of bisulfite sequencing data from
both currently existing library protocol, methylC-seq and BS-seq, and provides
output in standardized sequence/alignment map (SAM) format for which various
post-processing utilities are available such as samtools (Li et al., 2009a).
In addition to mapping bisulfite sequencing data, the approach might also assist in
mapping ancient DNA (Pru¨fer et al., 2010; Briggs et al., 2007), where read ends are
heavily exposed to deamination, i.e., cytosines are converted to thymine, over the
large time-scales. Due to the short read length of ancient sequencing data, trimming
of 5′ and 3′ end of reads may not be adequate and impede their mappability. By
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simply adjusting the conversion functions, this version of segemehl can also be
applied to data sets generated with the PAR-CLIP protocol where protein binding
sites can be identified genome-wide at high resolution by use of UV cross-linking
and photoactivable nucleosides such as 4SU or 6SG. These are specifically converted
near cross-linking and hence binding sites and might assist in post-processing to
reduce the number of false positives. By regarding these specific conversions as
matches, segemehl becomes insensitive to the number of these conversions under
any parameter setting. The performance of segemehl on these types of sequencing
data has not been investigated so far. They are, however, a natural objective of
future research.
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7.1 Introduction
Lake Baikal is a unique ecosystem with exceptionally high degree of biodiversity
and endemism, reflecting the long evolutionary history of Lake Baikal in isolation
from other freshwater bodies (Timofeyev, 2010). Virtually nothing is known about
the molecular basis behind the physiological adaptations of endemic species to the
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specific abiotic conditions of this ecosystem. Eulimnogammarus verrucosus is an
amphipod endemic to Lake Baikal and occurs close to the shore, making it partic-
ularly affected by water pollution and other human activities. Therefore, it serves
as an emerging model for ecotoxicological studies on the effects of anthropogenic
contamination in Lake Baikal.
So far, DNA sequence information for amphipods in general is still scarce. Beyond
mitochondrial genomes used for phylogenetic analyses (Cook et al., 2005; Bauza-
Ribot et al., 2009; Ki et al., 2010; Krebes and Bastrop, 2012; Shin et al., 2012) and
a few individual nuclear genes, the only systematic resources are a BAC library
generated from genomic DNA of Parhyale hawaiensis (Parchem et al., 2010) and
two very recent transcriptome studies also in P. hawaiensis (Zeng et al., 2011;
Blythe et al., 2012). The closest relative with a well-developed genomic resource is
the water flea Daphnia pulex (Colbourne et al., 2011), which belongs to a different
Class (Branchiopoda).
To close this gap, the effort of a first survey sequencing of its genome employing
one lane of an Illumina HiSeq-2000 was made by Rivarola-Duarte et al. (2014) to
obtain an overview and a baseline for deeper investigations of amphipod genomes.
Using this survey sequencing data, it was possible to estimate the genome size as
almost 10Gb. The assessment of the repetitive content of the unassembled genomic
data revealed that at least two thirds of the genome are non-unique DNA. One
third of the genomic DNA is composed of just five families of repetitive elements,
including low-complexity sequences. Attempts to use off-the-shelf assembly tools
failed at the available low-coverage data both before and after removal of highly
repetitive components.
In the following, it will be shown that, despite high repeat content, the low cover-
age, and the lack of a genome assembly, the sequencing data can be used to perform
a semi-automatic guided assembly of short genomic regions of E. verrucosus to an-
notate two important groups of genes: miRNAs and Hox genes. Based on this
approach, a novel guided assembly method, termed crystallization, has been devel-
oped and will be introduced subsequently. It was successfully applied to assemble
the mitogenomic sequence of Eulimnogammarus verrucosus.
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7.2.1 Sequencing data
One E. verrucosus specimen was sampled at the shore of Lake Baikal and sequenced.
A detailed description of the DNA isolation and sequencing protocols used in this
work as well as the data preprocessing is given in the Supplementary Methods
of Rivarola-Duarte et al. (2014). Data that was preprocessed (i.e., clipped and
merged) is hereafter denoted as “sequencing data”. Basic statistics of the data
after running CASAVA (raw) as well as after both preprocessing steps is summarized
in Tab. 7.1.
7.2.2 MicroRNA annotation
MicroRNAs are rather easily detectable already in unassembled genomic data due
to their small size and the extremely high level of sequence conservation. Using a
simple blastn search, reads from the sequencing data were identified that matched
mature microRNA sequences from P. hawaiensis (Blythe et al., 2012, 21 queries
from miRBase 19), D. pulex (Wheeler et al., 2009, 45 queries), and Marsupenaeus
japonicus (Huang et al., 2012, 48 queries). These reads were assembled with SGA,
requiring a minimal overlap of 20 nt. During a subsequent filtering step, only contigs
having trustworthy mature microRNA hits (≤ 2 errors) were kept. In addition,
the presence of precursors was checked by analyzing the remaining contigs with
cmsearch of the Infernal package (Nawrocki et al., 2009) using all miRNA-related
covariance models from Rfam 11.0 (Gardner et al., 2011). Being conservative, the
best-scoring hit for each contig was only considered reliable if (i) its cmsearch
bit score exceeded 25, (ii) the difference in bit score between best-scoring and
second best-scoring hit was at least 10, and (iii) the miRNA family of the mature
sequence found on the contig matched the miRNA family of the covariance model
that resulted in the best hit. Since the sequence length of reliable hits sufficed to
annotate the miRNAs, no effort was made to further extend the respective genomic
regions of E. verrucosus. As a result, however, it was impossible to identify and
annotate genomic clusters of miRNA families. The sequence of all reliable hits
was extracted and a set of 33 different precursor sequences of E. verrucosus was
compiled that contained 38 mature sequences. For each mature microRNA, the -3p
or -5p nomenclature according to its position on the precursor was assigned. The
strand of the precursor was selected according to the Infernal hit. All data is
available in the electronic supplement of Rivarola-Duarte et al. (2014).
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Table 7.1: Statistics of the data after sequencing and processing with CASAVA (raw)
as well as after clipping and merging. It summarizes the type of reads (PE = paired-
end, SE = single-end), number of reads (in millions), number of bases, and the
average read length. The clipped + merged data were cleaned after merging using
an in-house script to resolve false positive and false negative clippings as well as
illegitimate mergings (see text for details). These data were used in all subsequent
analyses. Note that merging of a paired-end read (PE) resulted in a single-end read
(SE).
SE/PE reads (M) bases (Gb) avg. length (bp)
raw PE 352.7 35.6 101.0
clipped PE 352.7 33.3 94.3
clipped + merged PE 227.0 22.7 99.9
SE 62.9 6.1 97.3
7.2.3 Hox gene annotation
In addition to microRNAs, a search for the ten Hox genes of the arthropod HOX
cluster was conducted in the unassembled sequencing data (Grenier et al., 1997).
Hox genes are key developmental transcription factors that contain the extremely
well conserved homeodomain with a length of 60 amino acids. Using tblastn, reads
with high similarity to the Hox protein sequences of Daphnia pulex from Uniprot
(UniProt Consortium, 2013) (accession numbers in 5′-3′ order of the HOX clus-
ter: Abd-B EFX86798.1, Abd-A EFX86800.1, Ubx EFX86802.1, Antp EFX86804.1,
Ftz EFX86805.1, Scr EFX86800.1, Dfd EFX86808.1, Zen/HOX3 EFX86809.1, Pb
EFX86800.1, and Lab EFX86813.1) were identified. For each Hox gene, all match-
ing reads were aligned with each other to obtain initial contigs. This step required
manual curation and filtering which is described below in more detail. Subsequently,
these genomic contigs of E. verrucosus were iteratively extended by searching for
DNA-seq reads as extension candidates using blastn, aligning them to the contigs,
and manual curating the sequence alignments to allow very few sequence errors (≤
2) but to avoid invalid or ambiguous extensions. The iterations were stopped if no
(unambiguous) extension was possible.
During the procedure described above, manual curation was necessary and the
following precautions were taken to prevent reads comprising biological variation
to be used for extension. Biological variation might be present due to (i) minor
contamination by congener species (inter-species) and (ii) the possibility of paralogs
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(intra-species). As a result of the low sequencing coverage, the distinction between
sequencing errors and biological variation was generally difficult. Nevertheless,
sequencing errors are expected to occur uniformly whereas biological variation is
expected to be correlated with its selection pressure. That is, in case of strong
selection pressure, biological variation is repressed. Hence, even though the protein
sequence of the homeodomain may be under strong selection pressure, 3rd codon
positions and intronic sequences (if not overlapping non-coding genes) are under
much weaker selection. The contig extension started by searching for reads with
high similarity to the Hox protein sequences of D. pulex . In this step, reads from
paralogous loci or congener species might have been captured as well. However,
these “contaminating” reads were expected to either result in ambiguous extensions
outside the highly conserved homeodomain and/or to exhibit “errors” primarily at
3rd codon positions. Therefore, it was possible to identify reads comprising biolog-
ical variation and to stop the iterative extension of the contig whenever multiple
possibilities appeared in the data. The absence of these reads thus provided us with
upper bounds on the possible variability in a given region and argues against the
existence of paralogous sequences or congener contamination. The same holds for
miRNA contigs, for which the mature but not the complete precursor sequence (ex-
cept for the stem loop structure) is expected to be highly conserved. Furthermore,
the homeobox was annotated on the contigs. The contig sequences including the
location of the homeobox can be found in the electronic supplement of Rivarola-
Duarte et al. (2014).
For each contig, potential splice site donor and acceptor sites were predicted
using the web service of MaxEntScan (Yeo and Burge, 2004). As a general rule
of thumbs, acceptor and donor splice sites with MaxEnt scores above 7 and 4,
respectively, are thought to be functional. To check for splice site conservation,
the coding sequences of the Hox genes of D. pulex including the splice sites were
extracted and manually aligned to the corresponding contigs of E. verrucosus. If the
similarity of the alignment dropped significantly or if the homeobox on the contig
ended prematurely, it is likely that the contig contains an intron-exon junction at
this position. Therefore, a search for a splice site was conducted that was predicted
with good score close to this location. In addition, in-frame stop codons were
searched, which indicate either the true end of the coding sequence or an intronic
sequence. If no splice site was identified with confidence, the region was marked as
exonic until the first stop codon appeared, despite the possibility of a true but less
confident splice site that was missed. By comparing the intron-exon structure on
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the contigs to the corresponding regions in D. pulex , it was possible to distinguish
among splice site conservation, innovation, and loss.
7.2.4 The crystallization method
Outline of the algorithm
The approaches to annotate miRNAs and Hox genes of E. verrucosus were very
similar in their general strategy. Both locally assembled a genomic region from
unassembled sequencing data by taking advantage of annotation-dependent crite-
ria. These included, for example, the high similarity of mature microRNAs and
homeodomain on nucleotide and protein level, respectively, and the presence of the
stem loop structure in the microRNA precursor. Due to the low coverage of the
survey sequencing data on the nuclear genome of E. verrucosus, however, both
methods were limited to operate only semi-automatically, therefore requiring man-
ual curation at some points.
Both strategies can be generalized to a novel “crystallization” method for guided
(local) assemblies that will be briefly introduced here and subsequently applied to
perform the assembly of the mitogenomic sequence of E. verrucosus. Note that
manual curation, required in the miRNA and Hox gene annotation, should not be
necessary due to the expected higher coverage of the mitochondrial compared to
the nuclear genome. The crystallization method uses unassembled sequencing data
as input and comprises of two steps (Fig. 7.1).
In the first one, initial crystals are built up using appropriate annotation-based
information as a guide. The annotation can either be the complete nuclear or
mitochondrial genome sequence, the nucleotide or protein sequence of a gene or
gene family, or even a distinctive and highly conserved sequence motif from a closely
related organism. Using the similarity information, candidate reads are identified
and combined using assembly algorithms or sequence clustering followed by multiple
sequence alignments. The resulting contigs are filtered using annotation-dependent
information in order to exclude false positives. The remaining ones are termed
initial seeds or “crystals”.
In the second step, the crystals are iteratively extended in both directions with-
out the use of annotation information. First, candidate reads are identified that
partially match one of the crystals but extend beyond its boundary. Second, all
retrieved candidate reads for each crystal and extension front are aligned to each
other. Only extensions represented by a consistent, unambiguous, and high-quality
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Figure 7.1: General workflow of the crystallization method. Using unassembled
sequencing data as input, the crystallization method comprises of two steps. In
the first one, initial crystals are built by identifying candidate reads matching the
guiding information, combining them, and filtering the resulting crystals properly.
In the second step, the crystals are extended iteratively without guiding information
until a stop condition is fulfilled, e.g., the grows stagnates or a sufficient sequence
length is reached.
alignment are accepted and result in crystal growths. This procedure is repeated
until a given stop condition is fulfilled, e.g., the crystal grows stagnates or a suffi-
cient sequence length of the crystals is reached.
Assembly of the Mitogenome
In order to identify and assemble the mitochondrial DNA, the crystallization strat-
egy was applied using the mitogenomic sequences of related amphipods as guide.
Eventually, the mitogenomic sequences of Onisimus nanseni (Ki et al., 2010), Gon-
dogeneia antarctica (Shin et al., 2012), Metacrangonyx longipes (Bauza-Ribot et al.,
2009), Parhyale hawaiensis, and Gammarus duebeni (Krebes and Bastrop, 2012)
were used, for which the latter belongs to the suborderGammaridea and is therefore
expected to be the closest relative to E. verrucosus from the five aforementioned
species.
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In order to obtain initial seeds or crystals, the sequencing data was mapped to
the mitogenomes using segemehl with low minimum accuracy (80%). Due to the
high divergence of E. verrucosus to other amphipods, the read alignments covered
only a small portion of each mitogenome, i.e., regions of higher similarity between
the mitogenome of E. verrucosus and the one of a related species. The reference
was subsequently mutated by means of consensus calling with the read alignments.
In brief, whenever a position was covered by ≥ 20 reads and the majority of the
aligned reads overlapping this position showed an alternative to the reference base,
the reference base was replaced by the alternative. Similarly, the reference sequence
was altered in case of coherent insertions or deletions in the read alignments. As
a result, initial crystals of E. verrucosus’s mitogenome were generated within the
mitogenomic sequence of a related amphipod.
The extension of the crystals was then accomplished by applying two different
strategies consecutively. The crystals were first iteratively extended within the ref-
erence (originally the mitogenomes of a related species) by repeated application
of mapping to the modified reference with segemehl and mutating it according to
the read alignments. This extension strategy was continued until the crystal grows
stagnated. This could, for example, be caused by crystals growing into each other
or by the presence of conflicting extension paths. After the first extension strategy,
reads were collected that likely originated from the mitogenomic sequence of E. ver-
rucosus. To identify these high-quality mitogenomic reads, the sequencing data was
mapped to the last iteration of the mutated mitogenomic reference sequence using
segemehl. All reads that mapped without errors were considered mitogenomic and
assembled to a set of 26 contigs using SGA (perfect overlaps ≥ 45 nt).
To obtain the entire mitogenome of E. verrucosus, the second extension strategy
is applied, in which the contigs were iteratively extended in both directions. In
brief, a greedy extension method with majority voting was used. First, sequenc-
ing reads were identified which contained the first or last 45 nt of a contig and
extended beyond its boundaries. The contig was extended by the sequence of max-
imal length that satisfied the following condition: the extension must be supported
by ≥ 80% of the reads with minimum of 100 reads. The search for reads with
start or end overlaps and the subsequent extension was iteratively applied. After-
wards, the sequencing data was mapped to the extended contigs using segemehl
and the perfectly mapping reads were again subjected to an assembly with SGA
(perfect overlaps ≥ 45 nt). The resulting set of final contigs contained the puta-
tive mitogenomic sequence of E. verrucosus as the only contig with the expected
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mitogenomic length (> 14 kb) and a more than 20-fold higher mean position-wise
coverage compared to all other contigs.
The mitochondrial genome was annotated using the MITOS pipeline (Bernt et al.,
2013) and refined with the use of MiTFi (Ju¨hling et al., 2012) and manual curation.
The visualizations were obtained with the help of mtviz1. More details can be
found in Rivarola-Duarte et al. (2014).
7.3 Results
7.3.1 MicroRNAs and Hox genes
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that regulate gene expression
by binding to mRNAs and repressing their translation or causing their degrada-
tion. Due to the very short but highly conserved sequence of mature miRNAs,
they can be readily detected in unassembled sequencing data. A semi-automatic
procedure was applied to locally assemble short genomic regions of E. verrucosus
containing miRNAs (see Materials and methods section for details). In total, 38
mature microRNAs in 33 distinct pre-miRNAs were identified that belong to 30
different miRNA families. For three of them (mir-2, mir-184, mir-263), two diver-
gent precursors were found. For the mir-184 family, distinct mature sequences were
retrieved that perfectly matched dpu-miR-263a and dpu-miR-263b from mirBase.
The dataset comprised the majority of the microRNA families known to have been
evolved before the separation of crustaceans and insects (Hertel et al., 2006; Tanzer
et al., 2010; Campbell et al., 2011).
The Hox genes are a group of transcription factors with key roles in animal
development that are arranged in a single gene cluster in most bilaterian animals.
Arthropods typically harbor ten genes (Grenier et al., 1997). Using the sequencing
data, a semi-automatic extension procedure with hands-on work was performed in
order to assemble the genomic region of the homeodomain of ten Hox genes (see
Materials and methods section for details). The absence of ambiguous extensions
or coherent sequence variation indicated that reads containing biological variation
did not play a role during extension. The median size of the resulting contigs
was 430 nt. With the exception of Ubx, peripheral regions of contig sequences
showed only minor similarity to D. pulex , pointing to either a much less conserved
exonic or more likely an intronic region (see Materials and methods section for
1http://pacosy.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/mtviz/
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.2: Comparison of Hox genes between E. verrucosus and D. pulex. (a)
Contigs containing parts of homeobox genes. In each case, the upper block represents
the contigs obtained from E. verrucosus and the lower block the corresponding exons
from D. pulex. Shaded boxes indicate the homeobox sequence, red dots represent stop
codons. Dashed lines indicate putative splice sites. (b) The genomic organization
of the Hox genes in D. pulex (in 5′-3′ orientation) is shown in scale including the
corresponding contigs of E. verrucosus.
an explanation). The procedure did not identify any read in the sequencing data
clearly originating from the Hox gene Ftz, maybe due to insufficient coverage at
the homeodomain motif of Ftz. A more plausible explanation is that Ftz might be
absent in E. verrucosus since so far no Ftz gene has been identified in any member
of the class of Malacostraca (Deutsch and Mouchel-Vielh, 2003).
In order to demonstrate the use of the genome sequencing data, the conserva-
tion of splice sites was investigated using the example of the Hox genes. Fig. 7.2
summarizes the results of a comparison between the contigs and the corresponding
regions of the Hox genes of Daphnia pulex . In case of the acceptor splice sites, con-
servation was found in all Hox genes except for Lab and Zen. In the former case,
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a predicted splice site was identified 177 nt downstream of the annotated acceptor
site in Daphnia pulex , whereas no confident acceptor splice site was present in case
of Zen, indicating a splice site loss. Since the homeodomain is located in the last
exon of D. pulex in all Hox genes except for Scr, it was not possible to find evidence
of conservation of donor sites. In total, three splice site innovations were found, one
in Abd-A, Lab, and Pb. In addition to Zen, a potential splice site loss was identified
in Scr. This may be an assembly error in the genome of Daphnia pulex or a lineage
specific gain in it, since there is also no splice site in Drosophila melanogaster. The
coordinates of the potential exon-intron junctions in the contigs of E. verrucosus
can be found in the electronic supplement of Rivarola-Duarte et al. (2014).
7.3.2 Mitogenome
The mitogenome was assembled using the “crystallization strategy” outlined in
the Materials and methods section. The complete sequence can be found in the
electronic supplement of Rivarola-Duarte et al. (2014) and is available under the
GenBank accession KF690638. The mitogenome is circular, as demonstrated by
the presence of split reads connecting the 3′-end with the 5′-end of the assembly.
It has a length of 15,315 nt. It contains the expected 13 protein-coding genes, 22
tRNAs, and both ribosomal RNA subunits.
The gene order is identical to that of G. duebeni , which supports once more
the close relationship between both species (Fig. 7.3). The ribosomal RNAs are
truncated and match previous descriptions for G. duebeni (Krebes and Bastrop,
2012). The mitogenome contains two intergenic spacers with a length of ∼250 bp.
One is located between NAD2 and tRNATrp, and another between tRNASer2 and
NAD1. Similarly large intergenic spacers have been described also in crustacean
mitogenomes. For example, a relatively large spacer (177 bp) was found between
srRNA and tRNAGly1 in the Upogebia major mtDNA (Lin et al., 2012). The
mitogenome appeared in the sequencing data with a coverage of approximately
1,000X.
Surprisingly, apart from the mitogenome of E. verrucosus, a second, minor por-
tion of different contigs was found with a coverage of only 10-50X in the survey
sequencing data, which also showed some similarity to the mitogenome. Blasting
these distinct contigs against the NCBI Nucleotide collection (nt) (Altschul et al.,
1990) resulted in a perfect hit for a fragment of mitochondrial ribosomal RNA
of Eulimnogammarus vittatus, a related species also endemic to Lake Baikal and
occurring in a similar habitat. As nearly a full sequence coverage for a second
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Figure 7.3: Map of the mitochondrial genome of Eulimnogammarus verrucosus.
The 22 mt-tRNAs genes are highlighted in orange, both ribosomal RNAs in green,
and the 13 protein-coding genes in blue. The control region and intergenic spacers
are shown in gray. The strand of each annotation item is depicted as thick band at
the outer and inner circle, respectively.
distinct mitogenome was found, these reads were interpreted as a contamination.
It was introduced possibly as food (Gee, 2003) since the E. verrucosus specimen
was not starved before DNA preparation. From the ratio of the coverage of the
mitogenome (1,000 X for E. verrucosus and 10-50X for the other), an upper bound
for the contamination by the congener species of 5% was obtained. Precautions
were taken to avoid reads originating from contaminations to be included in the
seed-based microRNA and Hox gene contigs (see Materials and methods section on
Hox genes).
7.4 Discussion
The survey of the E. verrucosus genome presented the first large-scale investigation
in the genomics of a species endemic to Lake Baikal (Rivarola-Duarte et al., 2014).
With a size of about 10Gb, the E. verrucosus genome appears to be much more
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typical for crustaceans than the compact genome of Daphnia pulex , so far the only
fully sequenced crustacean. Comprehensive genomic resources are of utmost impor-
tance for ecotoxicological and ecophysiological studies in an evolutionary context.
The large size of the genome together with the dominating contribution of just
a few families of repetitive elements, however, poses a series of difficult method-
ological and technical problems. Not surprisingly, for instance, the attempts of de
novo assembly of the survey sequencing data, as presented in Rivarola-Duarte et al.
(2014), did not yield any useful results due to high repeat content in conjunction
with the low sequencing coverage.
Nevertheless, the unassembled survey data conveyed interesting information even
at low coverage. It was possible to accomplish the annotation of 33 microRNA
genes and the investigation of the highly conserved part of 9 Hox genes including
conservation of intron-exon junctions by comparison with Daphnia pulex . Both
served as examples for the development of the new, guided “crystallization” pro-
cedure, presented here. In contrast to common assembly methods, which aim to
construct the entire genome at once, the novel method incorporates guiding infor-
mation (e.g., annotations) to specifically initiate the assembly at regions of interest
or high similarity and extend it iteratively in both directions. By combining two
different extension strategies, the crystallization method facilitated the assembly
of the complete mitochondrial genome of E. verrucosus. Importantly, the guid-
ing component of this method served as an initial filter to incorporate only reads,
resembling mitochondrial sequences of related species. Thus, the crystallization
method assembled only the mitogenome even though the used sequencing data was
obtained by sequencing an entire E. verrucosus specimen and hence mitochondrial
as well as nuclear DNA. In general, guiding information may therefore strengthen
the robustness of this method against contaminations or sequencing artifacts.
In its current state, however, the method may not be capable of assembling large
regions of the genome of E. verrucosus. This would require at least two major
improvements: a more efficient extension algorithm and a strategy to deal with
repeats. One solution to the first problem would be the integration of the crys-
tallization method into an index structure. By building an enhanced suffix array
on the sequencing data itself, e.g., using a construction algorithm based on ex-
ternal memory (Louza et al., 2013), both steps (finding initial crystals and the
extension) could be performed directly inside the ESA. Specifically, the search for
regions within the ESA matching the given guiding information closely resembles
the common mapping task but would identify candidate reads instead of genomic
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regions. Furthermore, the extension strategies could be facilitated by a traversal of
the ESA via suffix link and child information, starting at the initial crystals. As
a consequence, the need for iterations would be obliterated, making the method
much more efficient. The second problem could be solved inside the ESA as well,
since repetitive regions may be detectable as broad LCP intervals. Whenever the
extension approaches a repetitive region, it can be stopped while providing infor-
mation on the adjoined repeat interval. Entangling the repeats may then be the
objective of an independent method, possibly in conjunction with additional long-
range scaffolding information such as fosmids or mate pairs. Thus, with further
improvements, the crystallization procedure may become a competitive method for
guided assemblies.
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Conclusion
This thesis introduces a method for the data analysis of tiling arrays, a genome-wide
high-throughput technology. The novel approach, named TileShuffle overcomes
the limitation of existing methods. It outperforms the commonly used methods,
TAS and MAT, in terms of sensitivity and specificity at the cost of higher runtime. Yet
significantly better, the tool still has a feasible runtime. Specifically, TileShuffle
obligates the need for dataset-specific parameters, one of the major drawbacks of
TAS and MAT. Moreover, it is more accurate in the recovery of transcript structures
by identifying intron-exon boundaries.
In many aspects, the tiling array technology has been superseded by NGS since
NGS can provide single-base resolution in the determination of transcript bound-
aries and additionally allows the detection of transcript isoforms. However, while
NGS data may be dominated by few highly expressed transcripts (e.g., rRNAs, hi-
stone mRNAs, and tRNAs), a hybridization technique such as tiling arrays makes
sure that all transcripts may be measured regardless of the existence of highly ex-
pressed transcripts. Thus, very large but lowly expressed regions can be identified
in the form of local accumulations of expressed segments as demonstrated by the
application of the newly developed stairFinder tool to tiling array data sets of
signaling pathways. One of these regions, STAiR 1, is a tissue-specific expressed
macroRNA that is most likely a continuous transcript. As a result, the very large
regions identified by stairFinder may constitute a new class of macroRNAs that
may not have been found using only NGS data.
After a brief review of tiling array data analyses, this thesis focuses on the ana-
lysis of NGS data. The main objective has been to benchmark and improve short
read alignments, one of the most fundamental computational challenges of NGS
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data processing, in efficient, accurate, and particularly sensitive manner for dif-
ferent types of NGS data. The efficiency is a necessity in order to cope with the
massive loads of data produced by modern NGS instruments. To achieve acceptable
runtimes, the use of heuristics becomes inevitable. In this work, different algorithms
have been developed and integrated into the segemehl mapping suite. Presented
by Hoffmann et al. (2009), the core of segemehl employs the widely used seed-and-
extend approach with an enhanced suffix array (ESA) as index structure. Here, it
has been shown that the core of this algorithm is highly error tolerant by allowing
for arbitrary types of errors (mismatches, insertions, and deletions) in seeds and by
searching for seeds at each query position (not only at the high-quality 5′-end). In
contrast, most other methods are tailored towards the analysis of Illumina sequenc-
ing data by allowing for only mismatches, the dominant error type of the Illumina
technology, during seeding. Consequently, sequencing data from other sequencing
platforms (454, Ion Torrent, or PacBio) or the occurrence of genetic variation in
form of short indels may considerably obstruct their mapping performance.
To evaluate the performance of segemehl and state-of-the-art read aligners, thor-
ough benchmarks have been designed and performed (according to the principles
stated by Aniba et al. (2010)). A wide range of benchmarking data sets (artificial
and real, Illumina and 454, single- and paired-end, short and long reads) is used
to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of each aligner. Such evaluations are
rather difficult since the definitions of the read mapping problem vary by quite a
bit. Eventually, the aligners are compared in the most common mapping scenarios,
i.e., to determine all (all-best) or any optimal alignment (any-best) with respect
to the unit edit distance. Overall, segemehl performs very well, largely indepen-
dent of the mapping scenario, read length, and sequencing technology. The results
highlight the high error tolerance of segemehl by achieving high sensitivities and
high specificities at the same time. These advantages are observed for both real
and simulated reads and are particularly pronounced for 454 data. Due to the large
memory footprint of an ESA and the computational effort of the error-tolerant seed
search, running time and memory consumption of segemehl are higher compared
to the competing methods. Depending on the user’s demands, this may, however,
represent a reasonable trade-off in the processing of data (i) with low quality, (ii)
from NGS platforms with indels as dominant error type (e.g., 454, Ion Torrent,
PacBio), (iii) from a species with high allelic variation, or (iv) from a species with-
out reference genome (i.e., requiring mapping to the genome of a related species).
Due to the continuously increasing number of users and read aligners, the selec-
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tion of an appropriate tool for a specific purpose becomes more and more difficult.
Thorough and reproducible benchmarks can assist in this decision, which is critical
considering the great impact of read mapping on all downstream analyses. The
benchmarking results illustrate the need for a diverse selection of data sets includ-
ing simulated and real ones in order to obtain a comprehensive overview of the
performance of all read aligners. In addition, it is important but yet not common
practice to compare read aligners in different mapping tasks (e.g., all-best, any-best,
all), since an aligner’s performance may considerably vary among these tasks. For
example, the benchmarks show that some read aligners (especially Bowtie2 and
BWA-MEM) are tailored for solving the any-best mapping task in a sensitive and highly
efficiently manner. To achieve similar sensitivities in the all-best task, the parame-
ters of these tools need to be adjusted (cf. best-sensitivity settings). However, the
gain in sensitivity often comes at the expense of higher number of false positives or
considerable increase in runtime, and the selection of appropriate parameters can
be difficult for non-specialists.
Apart from the performance of mapping DNA-seq data, ideally, read aligners
should also possess the versatility to analyze NGS data from RNA or bisulfite-
treated DNA. Therefore, the core algorithm of segemehl has been extended to
support the mapping of RNA-seq data. The split-read mapping task required in this
case is more difficult due to the occurrence of splicing. The novel approach presented
in Hoffmann et al. (2014) allows for multiple splits per read and makes no a priori
assumptions regarding splice sites or transcript structures. In comparison to other
split-read aligners, the method performs favorable on regular splice events and
outperforms them on reads with multiple splits, trans-splicing, and circularizations.
Despite segemehl’s good performance, the question arises as to whether unmapped
RNA-seq data is entirely composed of low-quality reads, sequencing artifacts, and
contaminations, or whether it still conveys valuable information. To investigate this,
the novel tool lack has been developed that aims to recover unmapped RNA-seq
data using de novo splice junction information. The benefit of lack is demonstrated
on several RNA-seq data sets using various split-read aligners for the initial split-
read mapping. Thus, the common split-read mapping strategy of combining the
seed-and-extend approach with chaining is time-efficient but has its limitations in
terms of sensitivity and potentially also specificity. Due to the high value of the
split-read and multi-split read alignments for downstream analyses (e.g., detection
of transcript isoforms and alternative splicing), lack may constitute a beneficial
extension to existing RNA-seq analysis pipelines, irrespectively of the split-read
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aligner used. As future development, lack may be expanded to use additional
splice junctions as input, e.g., from annotations or genome-wide screens for splice
sites. As a result, lack would become less dependent on the quality of the initial
split-read mapping.
In addition to split-read mapping, segemehl has been further extended to facil-
itate the mapping of bisulfite-treated sequencing data. For genome-wide analyses
of DNA methylation, one of the major epigenetic marks in animals and plants,
bisulfite sequencing is considered the gold standard. The treatment with sodium
bisulfite selectively converts unmethylated cytosines to uracils, while methylated cy-
tosines remain unchanged. The resulting sequencing reads thus exhibit asymmetric
bisulfite-related mismatches and lead to an effective reduction of the nucleotide ver-
satility, i.e., a reduction of the alphabet size in informatics terms. This renders the
mapping of bisulfite-treated sequencing data computationally much more demand-
ing. Instead of post-processing the output of common DNA aligners, the method
presented here provides an all-in-one solution for the bisulfite mapping task. It
implements a hybrid approach that combines seed searches on a collapsed alpha-
bet with a bisulfite-sensitive alignment algorithm and hence becomes insensitive
to bisulfite-related mismatches. Due to the tight integration of this extension into
segemehl’s core algorithm, insertions and deletions can be already considered dur-
ing the seed search. Compared to state-of-the-art methods, the method provides
significantly higher sensitivities (as shown on simulated data sets). In contrast to
most other methods, higher rates of simulated mismatches or occurrence of few
indels have only a minor impact on the sensitivity of the method. Strikingly, the
higher sensitivities do not come at the expense of lower specificities, resulting in
a better performance in precisely calling the methylation rate. Furthermore, it is
shown that the approach performs time-competitive on the large real data sets but
consumes higher amounts of memory compared to other methods. However, this
may be acceptable due to the high value of accurately estimated methylation rates
for downstream DNA methylation analyses. As objective of future work, it may be
worthwhile to investigate the benefit of the method in mapping of ancient DNA, in
which cytosines are frequently converted to thymines due to the high exposure to
deamination over large time-scales. Beyond this, the method may be generalized to
allow for other user-defined conversions and may assist in mapping of PAR-CLIP
data or in the detection of RNA editing events.
The last part of this work explores the potential of mapping strategies in other
areas of applications. Thereby, a new guided assembly procedure, termed “crys-
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tallization”, has been presented that incorporates mapping as major component.
By use of additional information as guide (e.g., annotations, genomes from related
species), start points (crystals) for the assembly are located and then iteratively
extended in both directions. Using the crystallization method, the complete mi-
togenome of E. verrucosus has successfully been assembled. Strikingly, the assem-
bly has succeeded despite the fact that the library is heavily dominated by nuclear
DNA. Hence, the additional information, i.e., mitogenomes of related amphipods,
serves as guide in order to direct the assembly. This makes the crystallization
method in general more robust against contaminations and sequencing artifacts.
As an objective of future development, the strategies for initiation and extension of
crystals could be implemented directly inside the ESA, similar to segemehl’s core
mapping algorithm, resulting in the efficiency necessary to perform whole-genome
assemblies. The issue of repetitive regions that significantly affects de novo as-
semblies may also be solved directly in the ESA by identifying repeats during the
extension using lcp information. As a consequence, the assembly can be elegantly
separated from the error-prone task of resolving repeats. In summary, with further
improvements, the crystallization procedure may become a competitive method for
guided assemblies.
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Figure A.1: Effect of copy number on signal intensities and GC content
on fold changes in tiling array data. (a) Boxplot of probe signal intensities on
a tiling array for different copy numbers, i.e., number of perfect matches of a probe
sequence per megabase of genomic sequence. A comprehensive set of copy numbers
for different tiling array designs is provided by MAT on their web page and taken here
as reference. The relative frequency of each copy number is shown in the overlay
graph (red solid line). (b) Boxplot of log-fold changes on a tiling array between two
cellular states for different GC content in the probe sequence. The relative frequency
of the GC content on the tiling array is shown in the overlay graph (red solid line).
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Figure A.2: Comparison of TileShuffle (variant B) with different num-
ber of GC bins and window sizes: Detection of highdiff segments in the
G0/G1 transition of the cell cycle tiling array dataset with a range of
different q-value cutoffs in the differential analysis. (a) ROC curve and (b)
sensitivity as function of FDR after evaluating the outcome of TileShuffle (vari-
ant B) with different number of GC bins and window sizes with a range of different
p/q-value cutoffs in the differential analysis. The positive set was obtained by con-
ducting and evaluating verification experiments using a custom-designed microarray
with triplicates.
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Figure A.3: Comparison of TileShuffle with TAS and MAT: Detection of
transcript structures on the basis of highly expressed regions in the G0
phase of the cell cycle tiling array dataset. Empirical cumulative distribution
function of the absolute distances between (a) 5′- and (b) 3′-end, respectively, of exon
and reported interval for all overlapping pairs of unique GENCODE annotated exons
and reported intervals. Overlapping here means any overlap in genomic coordinates
ignoring strand. Only every 10th data point is drawn as a symbol.
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Figure A.4: Comparison of TileShuffle with TAS and MAT: Distribution
of distances between annotated exons and highly expressed regions in the
G0 phase of the cell cycle tiling array dataset. Frequency polygons with bin
size of 50 nt on the distribution of distances between (a) 5′- and (b) 3′-end of exon
and reported interval for all overlapping pairs of unique GENCODE annotated exons
and reported intervals. Overlapping here means any overlap in genomic coordinates
ignoring strand. A frequency polygon simply is a density estimator based on a
histogram where the mid points of the histogram bars are connected by straight
lines. The breaks in the histogram are illustrated as gray vertical lines. Only every
second point is drawn as a symbol.
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Figure A.5: Comparison of TileShuffle with TAS and MAT: Distribution
of distances between annotated exons and highdiff regions in the G0/G1
transition of the cell cycle tiling array dataset. Frequency polygons with a bin
size of 50 nt on the distribution of distances between (a) 5′- and (b) 3′-end of exon
and reported interval for all overlapping pairs of unique GENCODE annotated exons
and reported intervals. Overlapping here means any overlap in genomic coordinates
ignoring strand. A frequency polygon simply is a density estimator based on a
histogram where the mid points of the histogram bars are connected by straight lines.
The breaks in the histogram are illustrated as gray vertical lines. Only every second
point is drawn as a symbol. The significance thresholds in the differential analyses
of the methods were adjusted to obtain similar FDRs as estimated before using the
custom microarray, i.e., 18% FDR in case of TAS (q=0.05), 17% in case of MAT
(p=1e-6), and 19% and 18% in case of TileShuffle with variant A (q=0.05) and
variant B (q=0.1), respectively.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of read aligners in the all-best benchmark. The perfor-
mance of different read aligners was assessed in terms of sensitivity and number of
false positive alignments for (a) Illumina (long), (b) Illumina (short), and (c) 454
data sets. In addition to the default parameters, a number of different parameter set-
tings were evaluated for each aligner to explore the trade-off between sensitivity and
number of false positive alignments. In such a way, best-sensitivity (best-sens) and
best-false positive (best-FP) parameter settings were selected for each read aligner
and dataset.
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Figure B.2: Comparison of read aligners in the any-best benchmark. The perfor-
mance of different read aligners was assessed in terms of sensitivity and number of
false positive alignments for (a) Illumina (long), (b) Illumina (short), and (c) 454
data sets. In addition to the default parameters, a number of different parameter set-
tings were evaluated for each aligner to explore the trade-off between sensitivity and
number of false positive alignments. In such a way, best-sensitivity (best-sens) and
best-false positive (best-FP) parameter settings were selected for each read aligner
and dataset.
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Figure B.3: Runtime comparison of read aligners. The user time of different read
aligners was compared for (a) Illumina (long), (b) Illumina (short), and (c) 454
data sets. In addition to the default parameters, a number of different parameter set-
tings were evaluated for each aligner to explore the trade-off between sensitivity and
number of false positive alignments. In such a way, best-sensitivity (best-sens) and
best-false positive (best-FP) parameter settings were selected for each read aligner
and dataset.
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Figure C.1: Performance comparison between split-read aligners and lack on sim-
ulated Ion Torrent data. Frequency of unsplit-mapped and split-mapped reads of
different split-read aligners as well as initially unmapped reads recovered by lack.
Reads that were not mapped by the aligner and lack are termed unmapped. With
an average of 44.7%, the remapping rates of lack were 82.1% for segemehl, 33.2%
for Blat, 5.9% for TopHat 2, and 57.5% for STAR. The split-read remapping rates
of lack were 92.2% for segemehl, 94.2% for Blat, 10.2% for TopHat2, and 79.8%
for STAR, i.e., on average 69.1%.
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Figure C.2: Benefit of using lack on splice junctions. (a) Number of potential
splice junctions of different split-read aligners with (solid) and without (dashed)
lack. (b) Number of potential splice junctions as function of minimum additional
read support by lack. All split-read aligners as well as lack were executed with
default parameters.
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Figure C.3: Performance comparison between split-read aligners and lack. Com-
parison of (a) running times and (b) memory consumptions of mapping with dif-
ferent split-read aligners and lack. All split-read aligners as well as lack were
executed with default parameters.
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Table C.1: Comparison between lack and the remapping with STAR. The perfor-
mance of lack and remapping with STAR was assessed in terms of running time,
memory consumption, and number of remapped reads. The data sets were initially
mapped with STAR. STAR’s remapping method required a new index for every set of
input splice junctions. The running time of the index construction is given in paren-
thesis and the maximal memory consumption of index construction and remapping
is listed. STAR as well as lack were executed with default parameters.
time [s] memory [GB] remapped reads
Illumina (artificial)
lack 123 6.39 14,432
STAR 2 (+ 8,385) 32.13 11,713
Illumina (RNA-seq)
lack 117 6.42 2,660
STAR 6 (+ 9,352) 33.39 2,464
454 (artificial)
lack 1,459 6.38 37,736
STAR 29 (+12,204) 33.39 23,078
454 (HUVEC)
lack 1,189 6.37 20,238
STAR 27 (+ 8,932) 32.59 15,897
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Table C.2: Comparison between lack and remapping with TopHat 2. The per-
formance of lack and remapping with TopHat 2 was assessed in terms of running
time, memory consumption, and number of remapped reads. The data sets were ini-
tially mapped with TopHat2. TopHat2 as well as lack were executed with default
parameters.
time [s] memory [GB] remapped reads
Illumina (artificial)
lack 343 6.39 83,199
TopHat2 1,075 0.32 283
Illumina (RNA-seq)
lack 325 6.42 35,536
TopHat2 1,367 0.33 350
454 (artificial)
lack 2,293 6.37 92,733
TopHat2 3,908 0.27 41
454 (HUVEC)
lack 4,963 6.36 113,593
TopHat2 5,554 0.31 40
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Figure D.1: Performance of different bisulfite aligners in the methylation
calling benchmarks. The performance of segemehl with D=1 (in red) and D=0
(in dark red) was compared to RMAP (in green), BS Seeker (in black), MAQ (in blue),
and Bismark (in orange) in terms of the recall rate as function of FDR by evaluating
the methylation calls based on their mapping output. Therefore, 2.5 million artificial
bisulfite reads, containing (a) mismatches or (b-d) mismatches + indels at a rate
of 5% , 10%, or 15%, were mapped with each program to a random 10MB large
reference sequence. Ambiguously mapped reads were discarded. For each cytosine
on the reference covered by at least 5 reads on the same strand, the methylation state
was called using a simple majority voting approach. Recall rates and FDRs were
then estimated at different score cutoffs, see Material and methods in Chapter 6 for
further details. The peak recall rate with each program is given in the legend.
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Supplement: Mapping of bisulfite-treated sequencing data
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Table D.1: Performance of different bisulfite aligners with good-quality
real data. The performance of segemehl with D=0 or D=1 was compared to
BS Seeker, RMAP, MAQ, and Bismark by mapping a part of the recent whole genome
shotgun bisulfite sequencing dataset of the human induced pluripotent stem cell line
derived from foreskin fibroblasts FF-iPSC 19.11 (published by Lister et al. (2011))
against the human genome in terms of running time (in user mode), peak virtual
memory consumption, and fraction of unique best mapped reads (overall or subdi-
vided by the maximal number of mismatches + indels in the alignment). Note that
last measure only considers read mappings where the score of the best alignment
is found to be unique. The best value in each measure, e.g., lowest running time,
lowest memory consumption, or highest number of unique best mapped reads, is
printed in boldface. As input dataset, one tenth of the real dataset SRR094462,
i.e., 17,480,543 reads of length 85 nt, was used. This dataset, particularly the base
sequence qualities and sequence quality scores, is considered as a good-quality Illu-
mina dataset according to the FastQC toolkit. Note that the preprocessing time is
not included in the time measurement. Details on the selected parameters of each
program are given in the Materials and methods section in Chapter 6.
running user memory1 mismatches+indels
time (min) (MB) = 0 ≤ 1 ≤ 2 ≤ 3 ≤ 4 ≤ 5 ≤ 10 max
segemehl (D=1) 765 75,001 64.4 76.9 80.7 82.6 83.9 84.8 87.6 89.4
segemehl (D=0) 257 75,001 64.4 76.9 80.7 82.6 83.9 84.8 87.6 89.6
BS Seeker 239 12,824 64.0 76.1 79.6 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.5
RMAP2 1,296 8,123 64.4 76.5 80.0 81.8 82.9 83.7 86.2 88.1
MAQ23 24,822 749 63.0 74.6 77.8 79.3 80.3 81.0 83.2 85.0
Bismark 2,197 14,649 63.9 75.7 79.1 80.7 81.8 82.6 85.0 87.1
1Virtual memory consumption shown while the required physical memory considerably less. For
example, segemehl uses only around 52GB of physical memory. 2RMAP and MAQ do not provide
multi-threading. 3The results of MAQ are estimated using 5% of the data.
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